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ABSTRACT
Systems of writing have existed for thousands of years.  The history of civilisation and the 
history of writing are so intertwined that it  is  hard to separate the one from the other. 
These  systems  of  writing,  however,  are  not  static.  They  change.  One  of  the  latest 
developments in systems of writing is short electronic messages such as seen on Twitter  
and in MXit.  
One novel application which uses these short electronic messages is the Dr Math® project. 
Dr Math is a mobile online tutoring system where pupils can use MXit on their cell phones 
and receive help with their mathematics homework from volunteer tutors around the world.  
These conversations between pupils and tutors are held in MXit lingo or MXit language – 
this cryptic, abbreviated system 0f ryting w1ch l0ks lyk dis.
Project  μ  (pronounced  mu and  indicating  MXit  Understander)  investigated  how topics 
could be determined in  MXit  lingo and Project  μ's  research outputs  spot  mathematics 
topics  in  conversations  between  Dr  Math  tutors  and  pupils.  Once  the  topics  are 
determined, supporting documentation can be presented to the tutors to assist them in 
helping pupils with their mathematics homework.
Project μ made the following contributions to new knowledge: a statistical and linguistic 
analysis  of  MXit  lingo  provides  letter  frequencies,  word  frequencies,  message  length 
statistics as well  as  linguistic  bases for  new spelling conventions seen in  MXit  based 
conversations; a post-stemmer for use with MXit lingo removes suffixes from the ends of 
words taking into account MXit spelling conventions allowing words such as equashun and 
equation to be reduced to the same root stem; a list of over ten thousand stop words for  
MXit lingo appropriate for the domain of mathematics; a misspelling corrector for MXit lingo 
which corrects words such as acount and equates it to account; and a model for spotting 
mathematical topics in MXit lingo.
The model was instantiated and integrated into the Dr Math tutoring platform. Empirical 
evidence as to the effectiveness of the μ Topic Spotter and the other contributions is also 
presented.   The  empirical  evidence  includes  specific  statistical  tests  with  MXit  lingo, 
specific tests of  the misspelling corrector,  stemmer, and feedback mechanism, and an 
extensive exercise of content analysis with respect to mathematics topics.
® Dr Math is a registered trademark of Meraka Institute, CSIR, Pretoria, South Africa.
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IMPORTANT NOTE
In  conversations  between  Dr  Math  tutors  and  pupils,  the  tutors'  messages  in  the 
conversation are in  Courier Font and the pupils' messages are in  Courier Font 
with italics and bold.
xiii
Part 1 – Background
The Background part of this document provides some examples of changes in systems of 
writing around the world culminating with one of the latest developments in writing - short  
electronic messages such as Twitter, SMS and MXit.  This part provides an overview of 
previous work in Natural Language Processing as specifically relating to topic spotting in  
mobile chat based communication protocols such as MXit.  Finally, specific information 
about the design of the research is given.
1
Chapter 1 -  INTRODUCTION
cn we b3g1n?
In  January  2000,  at  the  start  of  the  new  school  year,  just  over  one  million  children 
(1 080 035 to be exact) entered Grade 1 in South Africa (Department of Education, 2009, 
p. 118).  Twelve years later, at the end of Grade 12, only 623 818 pupils wrote the National 
Senior Certificate Examination for 2011 colloquially known as the  matric in South Africa 
(Department  of  Basic  Education,  2011,  p.  13).   Of  those pupils  who wrote the  matric 
examinations, only 224 635 pupils wrote the mathematics examination. Of those 224 635 
who wrote the mathematics examination, only 104 033 passed the examination. And to 
qualify as a pass, the pupil needed to only achieve 30% on the examination (Department 
of Basic Education, 2011, p. 57).
Whether one considers those 104 033 successful pupils as a percentage of the number  of 
pupils who wrote the mathematics examination (46%); or whether one considers those 
104 033  successful  pupils  as  a  percentage  of  the  number  of  matriculants  (17%);  or 
whether  one  considers  those  104 033  successful  pupils  as  a  percentage  of  the  total 
number of pupils who had started school 12 years prior (9.6%), one can only conclude that 
there is space for initiatives that can help with mathematics education in South Africa.
One  initiative  that  helps  with  mathematics  education  in  South  Africa  is  the  Dr  Math® 
project.  Dr Math is a mobile chat based tutoring project which links primary and secondary 
school pupils to volunteer tutors in mathematics.  The pupils are on-the-move and use text 
based  chat  systems  on  their  cell  phones.   The  tutors  use  traditional  Internet  based 
workstations.   The conversations between the pupils on their cell phones and the tutors 
using traditional workstations can seem confusing to anyone who is not familiar with chat  
systems on cell phones.  For example, a pupil may ask:
gvn 900 2 dpst n 9 percent n it trnz out i hv r545 interest hw many 
yrz dd ma mney stay in da acnt 
Often it  would be advantageous to the Dr Math project to automatically determine the 
topics of the conversations between tutors and pupils by analysing the textual messages 
® Dr Math is a registered trademark of Meraka Institute, CSIR, Pretoria, South Africa.
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that  are  sent  and received.   Situations have arisen where  mature tutors  who are not  
familiar with chat systems can not understand the pupils.  In addition, tutors who are not  
home language English speakers also often struggle to understand the pupils.
Project μ (pronounced mu and representing the phrase MXit Understander) is a research 
project in spotting mathematics topics in conversations between Dr Math tutors and pupils. 
In  order  to  appreciate  the  problem at  hand,  this  Background part  lays  the  necessary 
foundation.  This  chapter  explains  that  languages  evolve  over  time.  This  evolution  is 
caused by many reasons and can take many different forms.  Messages typed on cell  
phones by teenagers look very different from messages written by Victorian ladies using 
pen and paper.  A basic knowledge of this evolution of language is necessary and this first  
chapter provides a brief history of writing from very early systems up to one of the most  
recent developments in writing: short electronic messages. The concept of short electronic 
messages includes SMS (Short Message System), Twitter, and MXit.  This chapter then 
introduces the reader to the Dr Math project and gives examples of messages being sent  
to Dr Math and being sent by Dr Math. The chapter finishes by defining the problem area  
and delimiting the research problem.
1.1  Writing Has Changed Through History
Because Dr Math pupils use cell phones as a medium of communication, the messages 
from pupils are sent in an abbreviated form of language which is commonly used on cell  
phones.  This abbreviated form of language has worried educators and parents over the 
past few years (Considine, 2004; Vosloo, 2009; Wei, 2007).  However, from the perspec-
tive of  Project  μ,  this abbreviated form of language is just the latest change in a long 
history of changes to written language.
The written word has existed for thousands of years  (Schmandt-Besserat,  1996).  The 
development of civilisation and the development of writing are so intertwined that it is hard 
to imagine the one without the other.  If there were no systems of writing, there would be 
no books, no codified legal systems, no pay cheques, no tax reports, no passports, no 
lecture notes, and no doctoral dissertations (Coulmas, 1991).
3
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Although systems of writing have existed for thousands of years, they did not develop 
uniformly around the world. The Chinese written word is presented dramatically differently 
than  the  Arabic  written  word  which  is  also  presented  dramatically  differently  from the 
English written word.   There are different systems of writing in different parts of the world. 
In  addition,  the  systems  of  writing  are  not  static.  They  change.  Typefaces  change. 
Spellings change.  Vocabularies change.  Contractions change  (Sampson, 1985).
There  can  be  many  reasons  for  these  changes  including  human  migration,  political 
invasions, and new technology.  Gregory  (2011) itemises a number of  changes in the 
English language.  Table 1 shows the evolution of  the first  line of  the Christian Lord's 
Prayer over time as indicated by Gregory (2011, pp.4-5)
Table 1: Evolution of the Christian Lord's Prayer
Bible (year) First line
Gothic (360) Atta unsar þu in himinam
Old English (995) Faeder ure ðu ðe eart on heofonum
Wycliffe (1389) Oure fadir that art in heuenes
Tyndale (1526) O our father which arte in heven
King James (1611) Our Father which art in heaven
New English Bible (1961) Our Father in heaven
Changes which can be seen in Table 1 include:
1.  Vocabulary changes: Atta changes to Faeder
2.  Spelling changes: Faeder changes to fadir then to father
3.  Letter form changes: The th sound is originally written as þ, then changes to 
ð,  and then finally to th.
4.  Word order changes:  Faeder ure changes to Oure fader
5.  Capitalisation changes: father changes to Father
6.  Use of  the vocative case changes:   The vocative  O (as in  O our  father) 
appears and then disappears.
The instruments people use also affect the way they write.  
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Cuneiform's wedge shaped formations were created when wooden or reed styluses were 
pressed  into  moist  clay  tablets  (Walker,  1987).  The  Greek  alphabet  with  its  letters 
composed of either straight lines or slight curves was originally written as slashes of a 
knife on wood (Myres, 1942).  The use of a writing brush and rag-paper produced Chinese 
characters which were rounded and graceful (Laufer, 1907).
As  technology  improves  writing  instruments,  language  is  also  affected.  Prior  to  the 
invention of the fountain pen or reservoir pen, writing could only be done at a desk with a  
bottle of ink being handy.  The invention of the fountain pen allowed writers to take pen 
and paper away from the desk and explore the world (Daniels, 1980).
This document is not about the history of written communication; however, it is interesting  
to note that throughout history, writing was often considered to be a privilege.  The scripts 
were rather complex and it took time to master them. The training of scribes was extremely 
expensive and the skill was, therefore, limited to a small class of privileged people.  In fact, 
as late as the eighteenth century, mass literacy was often perceived as an acute threat to  
authority (Coulmas, 1991).
As more and more people learned to read and write, changes happened to society.  It can 
be  argued  that  the  essayist  tradition  of  the  eighteenth  and  nineteenth  centuries  was 
nurtured by the fact that more and more Protestants were reading their personal Bible 
(Baron,  2000).   When people  wrote  something,  they wrote  it  to  preserve the  idea  or 
message.
Writing is still undergoing changes.  Writers are no longer seeing their written products as  
permanent.   They are often not  undergirding their  writing with logical  analysis.   In the 
Middle Ages, written English served transcription functions and produced durable records 
of events.  From the seventeenth century to approximately World War II, the written word 
developed its own identity as almost a separate language with rhetorical skills deemed to  
be  critically  important  to  people  with  social  and  educational  aspirations.   After  World 
War II,  however,  written English (at  least  in  America)  has increasingly  come to reflect 
everyday speech  (Baron, 2000).
As this trend continues, written English and spoken English are losing their identities as 
distinct forms of languages (Baron, 2000).  They are merging into one language.  Compu-
5
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ters did not  initiate this trend; however,  online writing with computers is hastening the 
trend.  
1.2  Short Electronic Messages
Short electronic messages are a rather specific form of writing.  Short electronic messages 
are perceived by the composer to be extremely temporary.  One only has to sit in divorce  
court  for  a few days, however,  to realize that the perceived temporary nature of short 
electronic messages is a fallacy.  Short electronic messages are as permanent as any 
other digital content. However, since authors perceive these messages to be temporary, 
they do not put as much care and forethought into the composition of short  electronic 
messages as they do into longer messages such as letters, reports, or blogs.
1.2.1 SMS
One example of short electronic messages is messages sent via cell phones or mobile 
phones including SMS messages (also known as text messages).  When cell phones first  
became available to the general public, they consisted of only a numeric keypad with a 
handful  of  supporting keys to cater for  symbols.   Letters were obtained by pressing a 
specific numeric key more than once within a short period of time.  Some researchers 
even considered the experience to be unpleasant and hard to use (Boothe, 2010).  This 
led to many short abbreviations being used.  Although modern cell phones now often have 
predictive text dictionaries and qwerty keyboards, the SMS abbreviations have persisted.
1.2.2 Twitter
Another  example  of  short  electronic  messages  which  are  perceived  to  be  extremely 
temporary in nature is Twitter.  Twitter is a microblogging facility where participants post 
140 character  tweets (or status updates) about themselves  (Kwak, Lee, Park, & Moon, 
2010).  Because of the size limitation, Twitter abounds in abbreviations and acronyms. 
Recent research has also shown that Twitter users have even developed various regional 
dialects (Eisenstein, O'Connor, Smith, & Xing, 2010).
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1.2.3 MXit
MXit  is  a  communication  system  which  uses  Internet  technologies  over  cell  phones 
(Chigona, Chigona, Ngqokelela, & Mpofu, 2009).  Although the use of MXit is spreading 
throughout the world, MXit originated in South Africa and has become South Africa's most 
popular  social  network  service  working  on common feature  phones (only  requiring  an 
Internet connection and an execution environment such as Java).   MXit   presents low 
barriers to adoption  (Donner, 2010).  Children and teenagers are usually introduced to 
MXit via other children and teenagers.
Although MXit has millions of users, some researchers argue that the MXit user interface  
on the actual cell phone handset is poorly designed (Tangkuampien, 2009).  Whether it is 
the  poorly  designed  user  interface,  the  small  cell  phone  screen,  or  the  fast  pace  of 
conversations over MXit, messages sent using MXit are characterised by:
1.  Specialised vocabulary (such as awe as a greeting)
2.  Different usage of vowels
3.  Numerals  and symbols  being  used in  place of  some letters  (such as  l8r 
representing the word later or th@ representing the word that)
4.  Non-standard spelling
5.  Some recognisable new spelling conventions (such as a trailing -er being 
replaced by an -a in words such as ova for over, neva for never, numba for 
number)
6.  Short messages
The English term lingo is often considered to be a slang term for a dialect of a language or 
for  a  vocabulary  of  a  specific  industry  or  body  of  knowledge.  However,  published 
researchers have already used the term  SMS lingo when referring to the short  abbre-
viations used in SMS messages  (Aw, Zhang, Xiao, & Su, 2006; Fung, 2005; Ng’ambi & 
Knaggs, 2008; Raghunathan & Krawczyk, 2009).  The term SMS lingo has also been used 
in applications for patents in the United States (Dantzler Jr, Wyatt, Johnson, & Bufmack, 
2009).  The term Net lingo has been used when discussing the influence CMC (Computer 
Mediated Communication) has on offline writing tasks (Wei, 2007).  The term IM lingo has 
been used by published researchers when referring to the short abbreviations common to 
IM (Instant Messaging) conversations (Dorfmeister, 2007).  
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The  term  MXit  lingo  can,  therefore,  be  used  to  describe  the  specialised  vocabulary, 
spelling,  syntax,  and  grammar  which  are  used  when  communicating  using  MXit  as  a 
medium.
Much has been written in both the academic press and the popular press arguing whether 
SMS lingo, Net lingo, IM lingo, and MXit lingo enhance or harm literary skills  (Considine, 
2004; Vosloo, 2009; Wei, 2007).  The jury is still out on this debate.
Although there has been no definitive decision about the effect MXit lingo may have on lit-
erary skills, it is the common way that young people communicate when using MXit on 
their cell phones.  More importantly for the scope of this research, thousands of pupils  
have used MXit lingo to help improve their mathematics knowledge and skills.
1.3  Dr Math
Dr  Math  is  an  on-going  project  hosted  at  Meraka  Institute  which  allows  primary  and 
secondary school  pupils  to  converse with  mathematics tutors about  their  mathematics 
homework problems (Botha & Butgereit, 2012; Butgereit, 2011).  The pupils use MXit on 
their cell phones and the tutors use traditional Internet based workstations.   In order to  
appreciate the research problem, it is important to be aware of the types of messages 
which pupils send to Dr Math via MXit.
1.3.1 Messages with Dr Math
The pupils usually ask their questions in MXit lingo.  Some of the questions are straight 
forward and simple:
i wnt 2 knw hw 2 fnd th nth term tht they always ask abt
Others can be quite involved:
nadeem and jeny keep fit by skiping. nadeem cn skp 90 tyms pe min, 
when he starts training. each week he increase dis by 5 per min. jeny 
starts wt 60per min n increase dis by 10 per week. after hw many weeks 
wl deir number of skipz b the same
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The pupils can be quite energetic in stating their questions using MXit lingo:
hai, cn u help me simplfy(( cubc root of 2000 )/cubic root of 2003 )
*cubc root 3003 /cubc root 3000
Sometimes the tutor can not initially understand the pupil:
o   is   the   centre.   e.o   =squareroot   of=2   and   oe   is   perpendicular 
todf.fynd de
sorry pls try write the question clearly i dont understand what you 
are asking
it z a triangl n a circle
which points are on the circle
line e.o=root3 
As will be more fully described in Chapter Three, this research project, Project  μ, deals 
specifically with conversations about mathematics in MXit lingo.
1.3.2 Brief History of Dr Math and C³TO
The Dr Math project was started in January 2007 at Meraka Institute.  At that point in time, 
the initial research was focused on whether or not school pupils, especially high school 
pupils, would even want to chat about mathematics on their personal cell phones.   At that 
point  in  time,  there  were concerns that  perhaps high school  pupils  might  not  want  to  
contaminate their personal cell phones with conversations about mathematics homework. 
The Dr Math project was piloted at one high school in an inland rural province of South 
Africa.   At  that  point  in  time,  no  more  than  twenty  to  thirty  pupils  were  expected  to  
participate in the project.  Unexpectedly, hundreds of pupils started asking Dr Math for 
help with their mathematics homework.  The number of pupils grew and grew.  By the end 
of 2009,  nearly three thousand pupils  had registered for the Dr Math service and the  
original software was beginning to falter under the load of questions.  Eventually, in 2010 a 
complete redesign and rewrite of the Dr Math software was undertaken by the author of 
this document as part of a Masters degree (Butgereit, 2011).  
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The new version of this software is called C³TO (Chatter Call Centre/Tutoring Online) and 
is  specifically  designed and written to  handle  the  scalability  concerns of  Dr  Math.   In  
addition, the new platform is more flexible and additional school subjects are also tutored 
including physics, chemistry, biology and accounting.
In subsequent chapters of this document, the term C³TO application refers to the software 
on which Dr Math service runs.  The term C³TO platform refers to the one specific instance 
of the C³TO application which is hosting the Dr Math tutoring service.
1.4  Problem Area
The C³TO application  and the  one  specific  instance  of  the  C³TO platform running at 
Meraka Institute have been used for many other school subjects besides mathematics. 
Depending on the availability of the volunteer tutors, pupils can also get help with other  
school subjects such as physics, chemistry, biology, and accounting.  During the course of 
running these tutoring facilities, two situations have arisen where automated topic spotting 
would be beneficial.  One situation deals with pedagogical issues and the other situation 
deals with the safety and security of minor children.  This section describes these two 
situations in detail.
1.4.1 Pedagogical Issues
The author of this document has acted as a tutor for Dr Math for many, many hours during 
the past years that the project has been running.  In addition, the author has reviewed the 
log files (or recorded textual conversations) for many of the other school subjects tutored 
on the same C³TO platform.  
There are three pedagogical reasons for attempting to automatically spot topics in these 
MXit lingo conversations:
1.  Generate knowledge concerning common difficulties in the subject matter.
2.  Assist the tutor with faster access to supporting documentation on the topic 
under discussion.
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3.  Assist the pupil with information about the topic when no tutors are available 
to help the pupil.
In the first case, it is often humanly very clear to a tutor when an entire classroom of pupils 
has not understood a specific topic.  For example, the tutor may be having one conver -
sation which looks like:
i hv prblms wth the p0int 0f circle whch is n0t at 0rigin 
ok ask me 
im in matric 
excelllenbt.  what's the qustion 
i hv a prblm wth wt equati0n 2 use 4 the p0int 0f a circle wth a p0int 
n0t at 0rigin 
but that is easy,  (x­a)^2 + (y­b)^ = r^2 where (a,b) is the centre 
and r = radius 
s0 h0w d0 i determine the equati0n 0f a circle 
that is the equation of the circle.   so if the origin is  at (3,2) 
with radius 8 then the quation is (x­3)^2 + (y­2)^2 = 64 
0h 0k thanx 
plsr
And another concurrent conversation which looks like:
hi how may i help you? 
wats da form fir a circl? 
one moment please 
the equation of a circle with the centre as its orign is : x^2 + y^2 
= r^2  the equation of a circle with any centre is : 
(x­a)^2 + (y­b)^2 = r^2 
n is da ctnre a,b or ­a,­b? 
yes 
which a,b or ­a,­b 
its a circle with centre (a;b) and radius r 
thx 
cool 
It  would  be  of  pedagogical  benefit  to  be  able  to  classify  these  two  concurrent 
conversations as being about the same topic.  Such classification could lead to insights 
into possible problems with the textbook or the curriculum.  
In the second case, tutors often need to refer to supporting documentation or web pages in 
order to answer the pupils' questions.  For example, the author of this document  always 
needs  to  be  reminded  of  the  formula  to  calculate  compound  interest.  If  the  topic  of 
conversation could be determined automatically, then the web interface for the tutors could 
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be enhanced to provide timeous links to websites which contain supporting information 
thereby easing the load on the tutors.
In the third case, although young people use MXit into the long hours of the night and the 
MXit service runs 24/7, Dr Math tutors are not available 24/7.  By automatically classifying 
conversations by mathematics topic, pupils who need help when tutors are not available 
could  be  given  samples  of  conversations  about  the  same topic.  This  may  give  them 
assistance when there are no human tutors available.
1.4.2 Safety and Security of Minor Children
A superficial search on Google with the expressions MXit teenager or MXit kidnapped or 
MXit predator  provides a plethora of articles arguing that MXit is not a safe medium for 
children or teenagers to use unsupervised.  
The Dr Math project is well aware of these concerns.  Dr Math tutors all sign codes of  
conduct where they agree to limit their conversations to specific topics.   All conversations 
are recorded.  The researchers have had concerns that the tutors may breach their code 
of conduct and open up inappropriate conversations.  Because of that, during the early 
days of Dr Math, all conversations were manually reviewed within one office day of the 
tutoring session.  
In reviewing these conversations, however, it was found that it was the pupil who often 
brought up inappropriate conversations and it has never been the tutor.  Conversations 
which the researchers consider to be inappropriate or potentially dangerous include:
can u help me with my love life?
No sorry, only with math
heloo im asking u?
okey so im ready for sex but she isnt must i wait 4 her or do i move 
on?
Tutors are explicitly instructed to move such conversations back to topics in mathematics 
or to attempt to point the pupils to reputable counselling organisations such as Lifeline and 
Childline when necessary:
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0kay i juz wantd ta knw wat sh0uld i do c0z to b0ys wana go owt with  
me n0w wat mus i d0 0r shud i go with b0th
well, at least a different times ;­) not at the same time!
Hehe yah but datz wrng i cnt kisS this b0y n dan kis the ada at difrnt  
tym i juz wana b with 1 guo guy
Call Childline's number and ask them for advice ;­)
nah i dnt wana phne dam plz help me
Sorry, I'm only good at logarithms, graphs, and numbers ;­)
The  Dr Math project  only undertakes to help children with problems with mathematics 
homework. The volunteer tutors are often second and third year university engineering 
students and are not trained to counsel minor children. Dr Math actively discourages pupils 
from asking such questions.
  
However,  as  the  log  files  show,  these  topics  do  arise.   If  it  were  possible  that  such 
conversations could be automatically classified as personal problems, the tutoring platform 
would then be able to redirect these conversations away from the engineering students 
acting as tutors and to professional counsellors.
While there are many valid reasons to  assist  pupils  with  their  personal  problems, this  
research specifically deals with pedagogical reasons and not social reasons.
1.5  Research Problem
Conversations between Dr Math tutors and pupils are conducted in an abbreviated MXit 
lingo where the normal rules of spelling seem nonexistent.  For example:
impr frctns lyk 10/2 
wat about it wold u like to knw 
how to mk dem prpr frctns 
you divide the top number by the bottom number. so 10 divid by 2 is 5 
yes 
try doin it this way ten marbles, two bags, how many marbles in each 
bag? 
5 ic 
The goal of Project μ is to research and determine a mechanism for automatically spotting 
mathematics topics in conversations such as these.
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1.6  Conclusion
This introductory chapter in the Background part of this document described how systems 
of writing are not uniform around the world.  It also described how languages change over 
time.  Short electronic messages such as SMS and Twitter are two of the latest develop-
ments  in  language.   When people send short  electronic  messages,  they perceive  the 
messages to be temporary and often do not underpin their writing with logical thought or 
often neglect to express themselves clearly.
This chapter explained how one of the latest examples of short electronic messages in 
South Africa is messages sent via the MXit chat system on cell phones.  Dr Math is a 
project where pupils can chat with tutors in mathematics using MXit on cell phones.  This  
generates conversations about topics in mathematics in this new MXit lingo.  During the 
course of running the Dr Math project it became clear that the project could benefit by  
automatically spotting mathematics topics in these conversations.
This  research  project,  Project  μ,  is  about  automatically  spotting  topics  in  these 
conversations about  mathematics with  the  goal  to  providing  timeous supporting  docu-
mentation to assist the tutors.
There are two remaining chapters in this Background part.  Chapter Two presents  related 
work in the domain of text processing in human languages.  Chapter Three presents the 
research design.
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cn u give me an exmpl of da
stuf uv bn doing in cl@s?
In a letter to Robert Hooke in 1676, Issac Newton wrote “'If I have seen farther, it is by 
standing on the shoulders of giants”.   In his book  On the Shoulders of Giants,  British 
cosmologist Stephen Hawking (2003) explains that although Newton was referring to his 
study of optics and not his famous study of gravity and laws of motion at that point in time,  
Newton's often quoted statement aptly describes how science, and indeed all of civilisa-
tion, grows as a series of incremental advances with each advance building on what has 
been done before.
In order to tackle a currently unsolved problem, it is important to pause, look back and 
review what  other  researchers in  similar  or  related  situations have already done.   By 
looking back and reviewing what has already been accomplished, a researcher can stand 
on the shoulders of the giants which have preceded him or her and, therefore, see farther.
The giants that have preceded this research live in the field of NLP (Natural Language 
Processing).   NLP refers to  computer  systems that  analyse,  attempt to  understand or 
produce one or more human languages.  The language could either be textual or verbal; 
however, normally when spoken language is involved, the expressions speech recognition 
and/or speech synthesis are used (Allen, 2003).
NLP research explores how computers can be used to  understand and/or  manipulate 
natural language in order to do useful things.  The foundations of NLP lie in a number of 
disciplines  including  (but  not  limited  to)  computer  sciences,  information  sciences, 
linguistics, and artificial intelligence (Chowdhury, 2003).  Topic spotting is considered to be 
a type of NLP.  As such, related work in NLP is useful to Project μ.
The important related work in NLP is presented in this chapter and provides the shoulders 
on which this research stands. The shoulders are various NLP artifacts which are already 
in existence.  These existing NLP artifacts are clustered into two groups.  The first group is  
complete NLP applications such as search engines and email classifiers.  The second 
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group is  algorithms,  methods,  and utilities  which  are  used repeatedly  by  various NLP 
applications.
In describing these various NLP applications and utilities, an indication of whether or not 
these techniques could and/or should be used in this research is provided.
2.1  NLP Applications
This section describes a number of NLP applications.  Any application that utilises text is a 
candidate for NLP.  Frequent applications of NLP include machine translation, information 
extraction and retrieval, summarisation, question-answering, and dialogue systems (Liddy, 
2001b).  It  is  not  envisioned  that  Project  μ  would  deal  with  any  dialogue  or  question-
answering systems; however, machine translation and information extraction and retrieval 
NLP  applications  can  assist  with  Project  μ.  Some  work  in  these  application  areas  is  
highlighted in this section.
2.1.1 Cryptology and Machine Translation
By definition, NLP research deals with  natural language.   It is, perhaps, a stretch of the 
imagination to  consider  code breaking or cryptology to be a form of  natural  language 
processing since the entire goal of writing documents in code or encrypting documents is 
to make it difficult, if not impossible, for a natural person to understand those documents;  
however, the decoding or the decrypting of an encoded or encrypted document requires 
high levels of knowledge of the target natural language (Kahn, 1996; Liddy, 2001b).  
Cryptology as a science predated the use of computers by hundreds of years. Even the 
fictional  Sherlock Holmes manually decoded secret messages in the  Adventure of the 
Dancing Men (Kahn, 1996). 
Cryptology's development has gone hand in hand with that of mathematics (Bauer, 2002, 
p. 2).  Common techniques in decrypting or decoding documents include having a good 
understanding of the target language including common letter frequencies and common 
word frequencies.  
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It was only during World War II, that computing machines of some sort started being used 
to generate and break codes.  The German use of their Enigma machine and the Allies  
work at breaking the Enigma codes could be considered to be some of the first examples  
of automated NLP (Bauer, 2002, pp. 3-4).
For  the  scope  of  Project  μ,  code  breaking  and  cryptology  per  se  are  not  important; 
however, it is necessary in Project μ to obtain a basic statistical understanding of MXit 
lingo including letter frequencies and common word frequencies.  In this respect aspects of 
cryptology are useful.
In the history of NLP, machine translation is the first computer-based application related to 
natural language (Liddy, 2001b; Weaver, 1955).  Weaver (1955, p. 23) initiated one of the 
earliest machine translation projects based on his expertise in code breaking which he had 
acquired  during  World  War  II.  Although  many  of  those  initial  attempts  at  machine 
translation were not successful, Weaver hypothesised that a better way to “translate from 
Chinese  to  Arabic,  or  Russian  to  Portuguese,  [was]  not  to  attempt  the  direct  route, 
shouting tower to tower.  Perhaps the way is to descend, from each language down to a 
common base … and then re-emerge by whatever particular route is convenient”.
There has been much advancement in the area of machine translation since those early 
days.  Current  techniques  in  machine  translation  include  transfer  and  interlingua 
techniques which use an intermediate language as proposed by Weaver (1955), example 
based translation techniques which attempt to learn from the use of parallel  texts, and 
statistical  machine  translation  techniques  (Trujillo,  1999).   These  techniques  can  be 
grouped  into  two  broad  approaches:  rule-based  or  corpus-based.  In  rule-based 
approaches, teams of experts merge dictionaries, grammatical rules, syntax rules, etc, into 
programs  which  transform  one  language  into  another  language.   In  corpus-based 
approaches,  programs  are  written  which  learn  to  translate  by  looking  at  existing 
documents (Forcada, 2010).
Having mentioned these techniques and approaches, however, it is important to remember 
that Project μ is not an attempt to translate MXit lingo into beautiful English prose.  As  
such, machine translation techniques as a whole are not applicable.  However, Project μ 
can utilise Weaver's (1955) idea of taking text and converting it into some common base 
text before continued processing.
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2.1.2 Indexing and Searching
A search engine is the common term for an information retrieval system.  Search engines  
are  examples  of  NLP.   Search  engines  started  to  appear  on  the  Internet  in  1994 
(Schwartz, 1998).  Search engines typically process the documents or web pages before 
they are needed and create an index of specific terms.  Users can then type in a query.  
The query is executed against the index and a link to the appropriate document  or web 
page is produced.  The initial document processing includes such steps as deleting stop 
words, term stemming, and term weight assignment  (Jackson & Moulinier, 2007; Liddy, 
2001a).  
Lucene is an open source indexing and search engine application.  Documents (or web 
pages) are initially processed and an index of search terms is created for later access.  
Lucene provides  a  facility  where  stemmers  in  different  languages can  be  written  and 
additional stop word lists can be configured (Hatcher & Gospodnetic, 2004).
Extensive work has already been done in indexing and searching the Internet.  In 1998, 
Brin and Page  (1998), two PhD candidates in computer science at Stanford University, 
described their prototype of a large-scale search engine which was designed to crawl and 
index the Internet efficiently. Their prototype became Google.
Brin and Page's major contribution, however, was not in the indexing of the documents but  
in the relative ranking of the pages against each other.   In this respect, Project μ does not 
necessarily need any relative ranking facilities.  But the stemming and stop word removal  
techniques which are used by typical search engines are important to Project μ and need 
to be implemented.  In addition, the two-step approach of extracting important information 
from the text before continued processing echoes the ideas of Weaver  (1955) when he 
suggested converting text to a base form before continued processing.
2.1.3 Text Mining
Text  mining  refers  to  the  process  of  extracting  interesting  and  non-trivial  patterns  or 
knowledge from unstructured text documents. Text mining is the discovery by computer of 
new, previously unknown information, by automatically extracting information from written 
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sources (Gupta & Lehal, 2009). Since text is one of the most natural forms in which to  
store information, text mining is believed to have a higher potential commercial value than 
data mining.  Text mining is a much more complicated task than data mining since it deals 
with data that is inherently unstructured and fuzzy  (Tan, 1999).  Examples of text mining 
include  information  extraction,  topic  tracking,  summarisation,  categorisation,  clustering, 
concept linkage, information visualisation (Gupta & Lehal, 2009). 
According to Tan (1999), text mining consists of two distinct phases.  The first phase, text 
refining,  transforms  free-form  text  documents  into  a  chosen  intermediate  form.   The 
second  phase,  knowledge  distillation,  deduces  patterns  or  knowledge  from  the 
intermediate form.  This two phase approach for text mining builds on the original ideas 
presented by Weaver (1955, p. 23) where he suggested a two phase approach to machine 
translation.
There  are  currently  two  types  of  intermediate  forms  used  in  common  text  mining 
applications.  The intermediate form can be document-based or the intermediate form can 
be  concept-based.  When  the  intermediate  form  is  document-based,  text  mining 
applications can cluster similar documents together.  
Concept-based text mining has the added problem of searching for  concepts when the 
documents  actually  consist  of  words.   The  text  mining  application  must  determine 
concepts from  words.  Loh, Wives and de Oliveira  (2000) believe that concepts can be 
identified  by  cues  or  terms  within  a  document.   They  use  frequency  counting  and 
probability theory to determine the concepts from the presence of these cues or terms.  In 
their particular application, the concepts are predefined and each term or cue indicates a 
certain probability or strength of the presence of that concept.
A number of ideas gleaned from text mining is useful to Project μ.  The concept of a two 
phase approach is useful.  Project μ can  benefit from using the idea of transforming free-
form text into some intermediate form and then distilling knowledge from that intermediate 
form. Again, this is the general idea of Weaver (1955) when he spoke of taking a phrase or 
sentence and descending to a common base and then re-emerging. The ideas of Loh  et 
al.  (2000) and their  concept-based text mining is useful  to Project  μ – specifically the 
predefined concepts and the frequencies (or probabilities) of specific terms or cues.
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2.1.4 Topic Spotting
The expression  topic spotting refers to algorithms, techniques, and software which are 
used to determine the topic (or spot the topic) or subject which is being discussed. Topic 
spotting can refer  to  spotting topics in either spoken language or  in  written language.  
Other expressions including  text  categorisation and  topic determination are often used 
when referring to topic spotting.
Substantial work has already been done in the area of topic spotting in well formatted 
English  language  documents.   Wiener,  Pedersen  and  Weigend  (1995) used  neural 
networks in analysing documents from Reuters newswire stories Corpus 22173.  Liu and 
Chua  (2001) used Reuters newswire stories Corpus 21578 as data for  their  semantic 
perceptron net.  The Reuters Corpus 21578 was also used by Jo (2009) with an alternative 
approach.  In  contrast  to  the  problems  faced  in  this  research,  the  documents  are 
grammatically correct English documents where misspellings are rare. 
With the global advent of the Internet and email, there has been an increase in systems 
that allow the technically naïve Internet user to construct a personalised system for filtering 
email messages (Cohen, 1996).  Many of these systems work on simple keyword spotting 
rules.  These keyword spotting rules are similar in concept to the suggestions of Loh et al.  
(2000) of identifying terms or words in documents in order to obtain the concept from the 
terms or words. 
Spam filters are a type of topic spotting for email.  Spam is unsolicited bulk email or junk 
mail sent to a group of recipients who have not requested it  (Zhang, Zhu, & Yao, 2004). 
Spam filters are a type of text categorisation where email is categorised as being either 
spam (illegitimate)  or  ham (legitimate).   Spam filters harness a  number of  techniques 
including treating messages as an unordered collection of words, stemming, and keyword 
recognition  (Ahmed & Mithun,  2004).   Because of  the  changing nature  of  spam,  it  is 
important that the keyword lists are periodically updated  (Freschi, Seraghiti, & Bogliolo, 
2006).
This feature of periodically updating spam filter lists because of the way spam changes is  
important.  As described in Chapter One, languages also change and it is important to this  
research that new keywords or new spellings can be easily incorporated.
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By nature, email messages are short documents which often contain misspellings, special 
characters, and abbreviations.  This brings an added challenge for text classifiers forcing 
them to cope with noisy input data (Berger & Merkl, 2005).
Knoblock, Lopresti, Roy and Subramaniam (2007) define the term noise in text to be any 
kind of difference between the surface form of a coded representation of the text and the 
intended, correct or  original text.  Noise is an unavoidable fact of life. Noise introduces 
challenges that  need special  handling.   These challenges can include spelling  errors, 
abbreviations, missing punctuation and use of non-standard words.  It also includes false 
starts, repetition and pause-filling words such as um and uh.
The simple keyword spotting rules which are present in topic spotters for email and in text 
mining  applications  can  be  used  in  Project  μ.  In  the  case  of  mathematics,  there  are 
specific keywords in various topics.  For example, discussions about geometry invariably 
have  words  such  as  area,  perimeter,  perpendicular, and  parallel.   In  addition,  prior 
research in how to handle noisy input data is extremely important to this project.
The term chat describes Internet based communication between two people who are both 
online at the same time and attentive to the conversation.  These are often very fast paced  
conversations where the textual messages are sent line by line from one person to the 
other person.
Schmidt and Stone  (1993) report that chat conversations have the added complexity of 
written words which attempt to mimic speech.  For example:
wwwhhhaaattt aaarrreee you saying???!!!
Both  Schmidt  and  Stone  (1993) and  Dong,  Hui,  and  He  (2006) identify  a  number  of 
common language usage differences between chat messages and traditional documents 
including:
1.  Acronyms formed by extracting the first letters of a sequence of words such 
as lol (laughing out loud), brb (be right back) and g2g (got to go)
2.  Short forms which are distinct from acronyms such as  l8r (later) and  nvm 
(nevermind)
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3.  Misspelling of terms occurs at a higher rate in chat conversations than in 
traditional published text documents due to the real-time and informal nature 
of the chat conversations.
4.  Punctuation changes such as ummm...... or what!?!?!?!?!?!
5.  Symbols which have the same shape as a letter are used in place of that  
letter.  For example, h310 (hello) and h15 (his).
Dong et al. (2006) also found the message length to be quite short with 91.5% of the chat 
messages being less than 50 characters.
The work of both Dong et al. (2006) and Schmidt et al. (1993) is important to this research 
because the type of language they deal with (chat conversations) is very similar to the type 
of language used in this research (mobile chat conversations).
2.1.5 NLP Applications Summary
This section dealt with existing NLP applications ranging from cryptology to previous work 
in topic spotting.  
Liddy (2001b) has identified six different types of NLP applications:  information retrieval, 
information  extraction,  question-answering,  summarisation,  machine  translation,  and 
dialogue systems.  Project μ does not attempt any dialogue and/or question-answering; 
however,  portions  or  ideas  gleaned  from  information  retrieval,  information  extraction, 
summarisation, and machine translation NLP applications are extremely useful to Project 
μ.  The useful concepts included stop word removal, term stemming, targeted keywords or 
terms, converting a message or document into some intermediate form before attempting 
to extract information from it, and a method for keeping keywords up-to-date.
MXit language or MXit lingo has become a type of  lingua franca among South Africa's 
youth  (Vosloo,  2009).   Many  of  the  utilities,  methods,  and  techniques  used  in  NLP 
applications are applicable to applications dealing with MXit lingo.
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2.2  NLP Utilities and Algorithms
This section provides a description of various NLP utilities, algorithms, techniques, and 
methods which are often used in NLP applications.  These utilities, algorithms, techniques 
and methods have proven their usefulness repeatedly in different NLP applications and 
many are also useful to Project μ.
2.2.1 Stop Words 
Stop words are words which can be removed from a sentence without altering the major 
idea of the sentence.  Stop  words are defined as words which have the same likelihood of  
occurring in those documents not relevant to a topic as in those documents which are 
relevant to the topic (Wilbur & Sirotkin, 1992).  For example, in the sentence:
The girl skips rope in the garden.
the words the and in can be safely removed from the sentence leaving just:
girl skips rope garden
As already mentioned in sub-section 2.1.2 (page 18), stop word removal is used in NLP 
applications such as search engines and removes common words from document indexing 
and from search query strings.  
Stop words for this new MXit lingo would need to be determined by this research.  These 
include words such as  sup, awe,  and howzit  which are common greetings in MXit lingo. 
The compilation of stop words can be done manually or in an automated fashion.  Once 
this list of stop words is compiled, then stop words can be automatically removed from 
conversations.
2.2.2 Stemming
A stemmer is a utility which removes suffixes and, in some cases, prefixes from the ends 
and beginnings of words leaving just a root stem of the word.  Stemmers are often used in  
search engines and other information retrieval systems  (Hatcher & Gospodnetic, 2004). 
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Stemmers take words such as paint, painter, painting, paints, and painted and remove the 
suffixes -er, -ing, -s, and -ed leaving just the root stem paint. 
The PorterStemmer is a well known English language stemmer. The PorterStemmer deals 
primarily with information retrieval reasons and not linguistic reasons.  Porter's  (2006) 
criterion for removing suffixes from two words W1 and W2 to produce a common stem W 
requires that the two statements:
The document is about W1.
The document is about W2.
are equivalent.  Thus if it is true that the document is about running then it should also be 
true that  the document is about runners.  This works in the majority of cases.  Porter 
(2006) notes  that  this  does  not  work  where  words  take  on  a  specific  meaning  in  a 
particular industry or where words evolve in meaning over time.  The example that Porter  
(2006) gives concerns the words relatives and relativity.  The statement the document is  
about relatives describes the document as being about family, parents, grandparents, and 
siblings.  The statement the document is about relativity probably describes a paper about 
physics.
The  Porter  algorithm  describes  a  word  in  terms  of  consonants  and  vowels.   It  then 
describes the suffixes and how they must be handled.  In addition, the Porter algorithm 
specifies minimum lengths of some stems. According to Porter (2006), there is no linguistic 
basis for the lengths he specified.  He determined them just by observation.  Thus the  
trailing suffix -ate in the word pirate is not removed but in the word activate it is removed.
Complex suffixes are removed piece by piece by the PorterStemmer.  Thus the word 
generalisations is stripped to  generalisation which is then stripped to generalis  (with the 
trailing  -e omitted) which is then stripped to  general and finally to  gener.  The stemmer 
does not have to form a perfect English word after the suffixes are removed.  The purpose 
of stemming is to bring variations of a word together.  The purpose is not to find the actual 
root word.
Stemmers do not understand the words they are processing.  A stemmer can remove 
properly formed suffixes attached to nonsense words.  For example, the  words tchaghs, 
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tchaghed,  tchaghing,  tchagher,  tchaghest,  and tchaghly are  non-existent  words  with 
English language suffixes.  An English language stemmer is able to remove all the English 
language suffixes  from the  ends of  the  words even though the  words are  not  proper 
English words.  All  of those words stem to  tchagh.  The words are nonsense but the 
suffixes follow English rules.
In  traditional  NLP applications,  stemmers  are  written  for  every  human language.   For 
example, as mentioned previously, an English language stemmer equates the verbs paint,  
painting, painted, and paints to the same root.  A Spanish language stemmer, however, 
handles a different set of suffixes and equates the verbs estoy, estás, está, estamos, and 
están to the same root and equates the verbs voy, vas, va, vamos, and van to the same 
root.
A  MXit  stemmer  must  be  able  to  stem both  British  English  and  American  English  in 
addition to catering for MXit spelling conventions. This is especially true in the case of 
attempting to stem conversations with Dr Math where some tutors spell words in full and 
some tutors type in MXit lingo. In addition, some tutors use British spelling and some use 
American spelling.
2.2.3 Bag-of-Words
The bag-of-words model assumes that text is an unordered collection of words or tokens 
(Van de Cruys, 2008).  In the bag-of-words model, the order of the words or tokens is not 
important.  If one considers the following two sentences:
The boy hit the girl.
The girl hit the boy.
the  order  of  words  is  important  for  the  understanding  of  the  specific  meaning  of  the 
individual sentences.  However, within the scope of topic spotting or text categorisation, 
both sentences are about the same topic:  a boy and a girl fighting.
With conversations about mathematics, the same situation applies.  Consider the following 
two sentences:
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The sin of an angle is the ratio of the opposite side over the hypotenuse.
The sin of an angle is the ratio of the hypotenuse over the opposite side.
Within  the  scope  of  mathematics,  the  order  of  the  words  in  those  two  sentences  is 
extremely important.  The first sentence is correct and the second sentence is incorrect. 
Within the scope of topic spotting or text categorisation, however, the order of the words in  
the  sentences  is  not  important  and  both  sentences  are  categorised as  being  about 
trigonometry.
The bag-of-words technique of handling text as an unordered collection of words is used in 
many spam filters (Zhang et al., 2004) and is also used Project μ.
2.2.4 Collocations
Collocations can be defined as the above average co-occurrence of two words within a 
specified environment (Sinclair, Jones, Daley, & Krishnamurthy, 2004). Simply speaking, a 
collocation is a habitual word combination  (Lin, 1998).  If one considers the spectrum of 
expression types from free word combinations to idioms, collocations are somewhere in 
the middle (McKeown & Radev, 2000).
A free word combination is an expression such as take the car or take the bus or take the 
airplane.  In this particular case the free word combination follows a general rule that the 
word  take followed by a mode of transportation means  use that mode of transportation. 
When the word  take, however,  is  followed by a small  movable object,  such as in the 
expressions  take the money or  take the sandwich or  take your umbrella, the word  take 
means pick up or carry.   Furthermore, when the word  take is followed by an immovable 
object such as in the expressions take the hill, take the city,  or take the White House, it 
implies winning some competition such as a battle or an election.
An idiom, on the other hand, is a rigid word combination such as raining cats and dogs.  
There is no general rule in the case of idioms and the expression raining horses and cows 
does not have any meaning close to raining cats and dogs.
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In the spectrum between free word combinations and idioms, collations are right in the 
middle.  Common collocations in English include expressions such as  weak tea (but not 
feeble tea), fast train (but not quick train), and bitter cold (but not sour cold).   
Collocations are effective in a specified environment.  The specified environment is usually  
measured as  the  length  of  a  span of  words.   There  has been considerable  linguistic 
discussion as to the ideal length of the span of words used when defining collocations 
(Sinclair et al., 2004).  In the sentence I like weak tea, the two words, weak and tea, are 
adjacent; however, one could also say the tea is weak. In this second example, the words 
are quite close together.  One can even say the tea is very weak and the words are farther 
apart.  And in the following sentence, the words are very far apart:
The tea that we had yesterday afternoon in the restaurant near the train station 
down town was very weak.
In the case of Project μ, collocations could possibly be of use.  For example, consider the 
following two expressions sin of an angle and mortal sin.  The words angle and mortal give 
hints as to the definition of the word sin. When the word angle is nearby the word sin, the 
definition of the word sin is different than when the word mortal is nearby.
Table  2 shows a number  of  collocations demonstrating  how nearby words change or 
influence the definition of other words.  In these examples, the use of collocations can 
make it  easy to determine if  the expressions are about mathematics or about society,  
crime, or medicine.
Table 2: Examples of collocations
right triangle love triangle
additive identity identity theft
integrate a function integrate an organisation
radius and diameter radius and ulna
However, in the case of Project μ, all of the expected conversations are within the general 
domain of school mathematics.  In addition, however, as is more fully presented in the 
forthcoming section  4.5 (page  73),  the average length of messages received from the 
pupils is approximately only thirty characters.   A decision was made not to implement 
specific collocations because most messages were extremely short. 
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2.2.5 Term Weighting
Term weighting has been used in NLP applications such as indexing (Liddy, 2001a) and 
text categorisation  (Debole & Sebastiani, 2003). Text weighting exploits statistical infor-
mation about term occurrences (Robertson & Jones, 1997).  
There are typically three different sources of term weighting information:  collection fre-
quency, term frequency, and document length.  Collection frequency applies primarily to 
terms which only occur in a few documents.  These terms are often more valuable than 
terms  which  occur  in  many  documents.  Term  frequency measures  the  term's  within-
document  frequency.  It  measures  the  term's  importance  in  one  particular  document.  
Document length becomes important when two terms occur the same amount of times in 
two documents.  A term that occurs the same number of times in a short document and in 
a long one is more likely to be important in the shorter document  (Robertson & Jones, 
1997).
This type of utility is useful when certain keywords definitively point to one specific topic. 
This is often used for rare words.  For example, in the case of Dr Math conversations, the 
word Pythagoras clearly points to one specific topic.  The word Pythagoras is rare and only 
appears in  conversations about  Pythagoras theorem.   The word  Pythagoras does not 
appear in conversations about other topics such as financial mathematics or statistics. In 
fact, in the specific case of Dr Math conversations, there is a possibility that even certain 
word  segments  could  possibly  be  weighted.   One  example  found  in  the  log  files  of 
conversations is the following message from a pupil:
I n3d 2 know about dat python thing
In  view  of  the  fact  that  this  was  not  a  discussion  forum  about  snakes  or  computer  
programming  languages,  the  presence  of  a  word  which  starts  with  py  could  possibly 
indicate a specific topic of Pythagoras.
Having said this, however, term weighting requires that the terms are easily recognisable.  
This is not necessarily the case in Project μ where participants do not follow conventional 
spelling rules.  As such, term weighting  is not specifically implemented.  A type of effective 
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term  weighting,  however,  is  implemented,  almost  by  default,  by  using  N-grams  and 
similarity calculations.
2.2.6 N-grams
N-grams are  collections  of  N sequential  letters  in  a  word,  sentence,  document  or  file  
(Cavnar & Trenkle, 1994).  The value of N can vary depending on the specific application. 
That means that there may be N-grams of length 2 (often called bi-grams), or N-grams of  
length 3 (often called tri-grams), etc.  
N-gram processing generates a similarity ratio for two entities.   This similarity ratio is the 
ratio of the number of common N-grams divided by the number of N-grams in the union of  
N-grams. 
Conversations on specific topics typically have some words which occur more often than 
other words  (Cavnar & Trenkle, 1994).  This implies that there is always a set of words 
which dominate most other words in a document or conversation.  This is true both in 
general and in language about a specific subject.  Cavnar and Trenkle (1994) assert that 
when texts from two similar categories are compared, they have similar N-gram  profiles.
N-grams  have  been  used  in  text  classification  or  categorisation  in  many  languages 
besides English including Arabic (Khreisat, 2006) and Turkish (Güran, Akyokuş, Bayazıt, & 
Gürbüz, 2009).  In addition, N-grams have been used to attempt to identify authors of 
specific documents by comparing N-grams in a document  where the author is not known 
to N-grams in documents by specific authors (Kešelj, Peng, Cercone, & Thomas, 2003).
The use of N-grams to categorise conversations or to compare conversations to a fixed list  
of words is extremely useful to Project μ.
2.2.7 Misspelling Corrector
N-grams can also be used to identify patterns.  N-grams are also often used in attempting 
to suggest the correct spelling of a misspelled word.  For example, consider the word 
factor.  The  N-grams  of  length  3  are  **f,  *fa,  fac,  act,  cto,  tor,  or*,  and  r**  (where  * 
represents a blank at the beginning or ending of the word).
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If the word were now spelled facta,  the N-grams would be **f, *fa, fac, act, cta, ta*, and  
a**. A simple statistical analysis can be used to compare this collection of N-grams with 
collections of N-grams for other words.
As mentioned previously, N-gram processing generates a  similarity  ratio for two entities. 
This similarity ratio is the ratio of the number of common N-grams divided by the number 
of N-grams in the union of N-grams.  At first glance, this appears to be a straight forward 
definition of similarity; however, that is deceiving. Existing literature on N-gram processing 
does not appear to identify or differentiate between the different ways to calculate similarity 
values. Different types of calculations for similarity can be used in different situations.
Table 3: Comparing N-grams of the words factor and facta
Word N-grams Qty
factor **f, *fa, fac, act, cto, tor, or*, r** 8
facta **f, *fa, fac, act, cta, ta*, a** 7
The actual N-grams for the words factor and  facta can be seen in  Table 3.  One could 
argue that there are a total of 15 (8 for  factor and 7 for  facta) N-grams with 4 of them 
being common giving a similarity ratio of 0.267. Alternatively, one could say that 8 of the  
N-grams are common (4 for each word) giving a ratio of twice that or 0.533. For the scope 
of this document, this first method  of counting N-grams and calculating similarity is called 
Total-N-grams and this second method is called Total-N-grams-doubled.  
However, referring to Table 4, one could also argue that there are a total of 11 unique N-
grams between the two words with 4 of them being common giving a similarity ratio of  
0.363. 
Table 4: Counting unique N-grams between factor and facta
11 Unique N-grams 4 Common N-grams
**f, *fa, fac, act, cto, tor, or*, r**, cta, ta*, a** **f, *fa, fac, act 
For the scope of this document, this method of counting N-grams and calculating similarity  
is called Unique-N-grams.
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And, yet a fourth mechanism can be used.  One can argue that when compared against a 
standard of some type, the word facta has a total of 7 N-grams of which 4 of them are in 
common with the the word factor  giving a similarity ratio of 0.571.  For the scope of this 
document, this method of counting N-grams and calculating similarity is called One-Sided-
N-grams.
These four  names, Total-N-grams,  Total-N-grams-doubled,  Unique-N-grams,  and One-
Sided-N-grams,  are created by the author to describe the different ways of calculating 
similarity.  These terms are not found in the existing literature concerning N-grams and 
similarity values.
The creation of a misspelling corrector to handle MXit lingo is critical to Project μ and the 
use of  N-grams in  that  misspelling  corrector  is  useful.   An investigation  into  the  best 
method for calculating N-gram similarities is undertaken in this project.
2.2.8 Supervised vs Unsupervised
Topic spotting or text categorisation can often be described as being either supervised or  
unsupervised (Ozgür, 2004).  The supervised approach usually has pre-defined categories 
or classes into which the documents are assigned.  The unsupervised approach does not  
require  this  human  intervention  in  creating  the  categories  or  classes.   Often  the 
unsupervised approach is called document clustering.  
In unsupervised applications, the aim is to cluster documents into similar groupings.  After  
unsupervised clustering,  all  of  the documents within a certain grouping have a certain 
similarity.  In many ways, this is similar to the document-based text mining defined by Loh 
et al. (2000) and explained in sub-section 2.1.3 (page 18).
In supervised applications, the aim is to categorise the documents into specific groups. 
This is similar to the concept-based text mining applications defined by Loh et al. (2000).
One of Project μ's research objectives is to provide Dr Math tutors with specific help with 
school curriculum related questions in mathematics.  These curriculum based topics are 
predefined.  In such a case, supervised methods are appropriate because the topics are 
predefined.  Unsupervised methods are not appropriate in Project μ.
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2.2.9 Feedback Loops
Feedback  loops  are  mechanisms  which  enable  software  systems  to  learn  from  their  
mistakes.  They are common in artificial  intelligent domains.  Spam filters often utilise  
feedback loops to enable them to remember characteristics of spam (Freschi et al., 2006). 
A common example of this would be an email spam filter which identifies the word viagra 
as a keyword indicating spam.  The originators of spam, however, are not ignorant and so 
they might change the spelling of the word to vi@gr@.  The first message received by an 
email filter which encounters this new keyword vi@gr@ would unfortunately be classified 
as legitimate.  If the owner of the email account, however, flags the message containing 
the string  vi@gr@ as spam, a good spam filter with a feedback loop would be able to 
identify the word vi@gr@ as an indicator of spam and block subsequent similar messages. 
The spam sender may then change the string to v1@gr@ and the same exercise will 
occur.  The first message containing this new string would be classified as legitimate.  If  
the owner of the email account now flags this message as spam, subsequent messages 
containing the string v1@gr@ would be blocked.
A feedback loop to cater for the dynamic ways that language changes (as explained in 
Chapter One) is necessary for this project.
2.2.10 NLP Utilities and Algorithms Summary
This section provided an overview of various utilities and algorithms that are used in many 
NLP applications.  Project  μ is able to use techniques such as bag-of-words, stop word 
removal, term stemming, N-gram processing for spelling correction, N-gram processing for 
comparisons, and feedback loops.
Techniques such as term weighting and recognising collocations are not used.
2.3  Conclusion
This chapter presented the giants in the area of NLP.  Previous work which has been done 
in areas similar to topic spotting was discussed. This previous work is the shoulders from 
which Project μ can see farther. This previous work is divided into two different categories. 
One category consists of  complete NLP applications such as search engines and text 
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mining.  Another category consists of utilities and techniques which are used by many 
different  NLP applications.   These utilities  and techniques include stop  word  removal, 
stemming, and N-gram processing.  
Although no stand-alone application was found suitable for Project μ, many of the utilities 
and techniques discussed in this chapter are extremely useful  to this project including 
treating messages as a bag-of-words, stop word removal, stemming, use of N-grams, and 
the implementation of a feedback loop.
From the shoulders of these giants which are presented in this chapter, it is possible to  
see farther.
The next chapter, Research Design, is the final chapter in the Background part. It presents 
the research paradigm, methodology, objectives, and questions.
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h0w do u do dat?
In  2001,  the  Carnegie  Foundation  undertook a  five-year  project  entitled  the  Carnegie 
Initiative on the Doctorate with the goal of examining and improving doctoral programs. 
Although that project was focused primarily in North America, the findings have application  
throughout the world. One of the outputs of the Carnegie Foundation's study is the publi-
cation of a collection of essays entitled Envisioning the Future of Doctoral Education.  In 
the introduction to  the collection,  Golde  (2006) emphasises that  a  successful  doctoral 
candidate is somebody “who will creatively generate new knowledge”.
However,  the  generation  of  new knowledge  is  just  one  of  three important  aspects  of  
doctoral education. Golde  (2006, p. 10) continues “A Ph.D. holder should be capable of 
generating  new  knowledge  and  defending  knowledge  claims  against  challenges  and 
criticism, conserving the most important ideas and findings that are a legacy of past and 
current work, and  transforming  knowledge that  has been generated and conserved by 
explaining and connecting it to ideas from other fields”.
The previous chapter in this document, Related Work, is the itemisation or conservation of 
the most important ideas and findings in the area of NLP with relation to the current area of 
study  –  topic  spotting  in  chat  conversations  about  mathematics.  Chapter  Six,  The  μ 
Instantiation, explains how the knowledge generated by this research is transformed and 
connected to other fields.
This chapter, Research Design, describes how the new knowledge is actually created by 
Project μ.
The actual  process,  however,  of  how any new knowledge is  created can be debated. 
Philosophers and scientists have long discussed and argued how new knowledge can be 
created.  
A thought experiment can demonstrate this problem.  In this modern day and age, it is 
common knowledge that water and ice are the same substance at different temperatures.  
But imagine the first time a human being encountered ice.  At that point in time, it was not 
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common knowledge that ice and water are the same substance.  Ice and water looked 
completely different from each other.  Ice and water felt completely different from each 
other.  Ice was solid and a person could hold a piece of ice with his or her fingers.  Water 
flowed, on the other hand, and was difficult to hold.  Somewhere, possibly lost in history, 
humans gained the knowledge that ice and water are the same substance.  How was this  
knowledge actually created?
Before that question can be answered, however, a discussion of what knowledge actually  
is must happen first.
3.1  What is Knowledge?
The ancient  Greeks recognised two different  types of understanding:  δόξα (doxa)  and 
πιστήμηἐ   (episteme) (Crombie, 1963; Hirschheim, 1985; Jensen, 2000; Popper, 1956).  
Doxa is that which is  believed to be true.   Episteme  is that which is known to be true. 
Doxa denotes a subjective impression of the world or conjecture and is often translated as 
belief.  Episteme is often translated as simply knowledge  and pertains to that which is 
constant and stable (Jensen, 2000; Popper, 1956).
The  Greek  philosopher  Plato  assumed that  knowing  and  believing  were  two  different 
faculties  and  while  knowing  is  bound  up  with  understanding  (and  hence  has  to  be 
conveyed  by  teaching  and  education),  believing  can  be  induced  by  persuasion  and 
training.  Plato  explained  that  the  two  states  of  mind  are  different.   Knowledgeable  
understanding is a rare state which can only arise through teaching and education.  It is 
not dislodged through persuasion.  Belief, on the other hand, is something all men share,  
is not rational, and can be destroyed by persuasion (Crombie, 1963, p. 34-36).
These two words, doxa and episteme, have migrated into the English language as roots of 
the two words doxology and epistemology.  The English word doxology has come to mean 
a type of religious praise song or hymn.  The English word  epistemology,  on the other 
hand,  refers  to  the  theory  of  knowledge;  in  particular,  how  knowledge  is  acquired 
(Hirschheim, 1985). Hirschheim (1985) argues that the ancient Greeks defined science as 
the process of inquiry which transforms doxa into episteme.
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Doxa and  episteme  can  be  considered  as  the  two  extremes of  a  single  spectrum of 
understanding.  By employing the scientific process, a researcher moves away from doxa, 
a  mere  belief,  and  develops  episteme,  knowledge,  with  a  higher  certainty  of  truth 
(Hirschheim, 1985, p. 34).
3.2  The Scientific Process 
The Greek philosophers defined the migration of an idea from  doxa to  episteme as the 
scientific process  (Berthon, Pitt, Ewing, & Carr, 2002).  To take a statement of belief or 
doxa such as:
I believe that the three angles in a triangle add up to 180 degrees. 
and to confidently change it to a statement of knowledge or episteme such as:
For all triangles on a two dimensional flat plane, the sum of the degrees of all  
three interior angles is always 180 degrees.
requires a process which validates the belief and changes it to knowledge.
The Greek philosophers such as Plato perceived knowledge to pertain to that which is 
constant,  stable,  and  certain.   Geometry,  for  example,  deals  with  abstract  immutable 
objects and concepts.   The works of  Euclid  and Pythagoras established an influential  
model for what knowledge is.  Logic provides the rules wherewith one could start with 
something which was true and conclude that something else was true  (Jensen, 2000). 
One can argue that this is positive science.
Positive Science, or  positivistic research, is a set of accepted conventions for changing 
beliefs (doxa) into knowledge (episteme).  These conventions are based on mathematics 
and logic.  Positivism is an epistemology which scrutinises beliefs through empirical testing 
(Hirschheim, 1985).
The  Greek  Sophists,  however,  raised  an  important  question:  since  a  person  can  not  
transcend his or her own language and culture, a person can not obtain any absolute 
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viewpoint.  The interpretivists (or anti-positivists) believe the positivists neglect meaningful 
experience which is really the defining characteristic of human phenomena (Hirschheim, 
1985).
A simple thought  experiment  can demonstrate the importance of recognising the wide 
spectrum from positivistic research to interpretivistic research even if one has a personal 
belief system that positivitist research is more scientific (or less scientific) than interpretivist 
research. 
Imagine research being conducted on snow.  Two hypothetical researchers are asked to 
make various measurements of temperature, density, geometric features, colour, texture, 
moisture content, etc. One hypothetical researcher grew up in the arid portions of North 
Africa with limited contact with snow.  The other hypothetical researcher grew up in the 
northern  reaches  of  Canada  and  Alaska  where  conventional  wisdom holds  that  such 
residents have thirty different words for different types of snow.  It is easy to see in this  
thought experiment, that the data collected by these two hypothetical researchers would 
be clouded by their personal experience with snow or lack thereof.
Historically, natural sciences (such as physics, chemistry, or biology) have followed the 
positivistic  research  paradigm of  physical  measurements,  mathematics,  statistics,  and 
logic; and social sciences (such as history, psychology, or sociology) have followed a more 
interpretivistic research paradigm.
This spectrum of research from positivistic to interpretivistic holds for research in the ICT 
domain also.
At one end of the spectrum is computer engineering (which deals primarily with computer  
hardware  and  the  algorithms directly  related  to  that  hardware)  and  computer  science 
(which deals primarily with topics such as computations, algorithms, computability,  and 
artificial intelligence).  At the other end of the spectrum is information systems which is  
positioned  at  the  intersection  of  knowledge  of  the  properties  of  physical  objects  and 
knowledge of human behaviour  (Gregor, 2006).   Information systems is the academic 
study regarding the development and use of information and communication technologies  
in organisations (Avgerou, 2000). 
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Almost by definition, computer engineering research and computer science research take 
a positivist approach emphasising scientific measurements such as improved efficiency, 
speed  of  computations,  increased  or  decreased  memory  requirements,  increased  or 
decreased temperatures of hardware, and number of transistors on an integrated circuit. 
Information systems research, on the other hand, draws heavily from social sciences and, 
historically, has been more interpretivist in nature (Hirschheim, 1985).
The question now, however, is what is in the middle of that spectrum?
3.3  Can Solving Problems Generate New Knowledge?
Looking at one, individual person, problem solving can make that individual person aware 
of existing knowledge. For example, if a driver of a car has a flat tyre and if that driver  
doesn't know how to change a flat tyre, tackling the problem of changing the flat tyre will 
make the driver aware of existing knowledge.  In fact, this is the basis of mathematics 
homework at school level.  The school pupils are given mathematics problems to solve 
with the underlying belief that by solving those problems the pupils will become aware of 
existing knowledge.
But can problem solving actually generate new knowledge?
Consider the famed Thomas Edison with his numerous attempts to create an electric light  
bulb.  By attempting to solve the problem of using electricity for lighting, Thomas Edison 
generated new knowledge.  In actually solving that same problem, he created even more 
new knowledge.  
When  problems  are  large  and  complicated,  often  new knowledge  is  generated  about 
smaller problems within the larger problem.  Tools are often invented to solve various 
problems.  Consider World War II.  In attempting to solve the problem of how to win World  
War II, new tools were invented such as rockets and jet airplanes and new knowledge was 
generated.
Although  researchers  are  often  considered  to  be  tool-users  (and  not  tool-builders), 
Hirschheim (1985) considers this to be a dangerous mindset.  He reminds readers of the 
saying “For he who has but one tool,  the hammer, the whole world looks like a nail”.  
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Hirschheim (1985) asserts that Popper had a similar belief when he stated “The activity of 
understanding is essentially the same as that  of  problem solving”.   Hirschheim  (1985) 
continues “if such a conception is embraced, then science has less to do with specific 
methods and more to do with practical solutions to problems”.  Thus, it can be said that  
solving problems can generate new knowledge.
If that is true and solving problems can, in fact, generate new knowledge, what are the 
actual components of knowledge creation?
3.4  Three Components of Knowledge Creation
Regardless of whether a researcher is following a positivist research methodology or an 
interpretivist  research  methodology,  the  creation  of  new  knowledge  comprises  three 
components:   injunction; observation  and interpretation  (or  illumination); and  verification 
(or confirmation) (Berthon et al., 2002; Wilber, 1990).
Injunction  is a set of instructions to follow.  Wilber  (1990) maintains that all  injunctions 
have the form “If you want to know this, do this”.  In other words, if you want to know what 
the weather is like outside, then go look out the window.  Berthon et al. (2002) defined an 
injunction as a method or a sequence of actions.  This is also known as a methodology.
Berthon et al. (2002) called the second component observation and interpretation. Wilber 
(1990) called the second component  illumination.  Both expressions imply examination 
and learning from what is examined.  In the case of going to the window to determine the  
weather, the person observes certain things such as clouds in the sky, drops falling into 
the fish pond and water dripping from leaves.  The person then interprets this information 
to mean that it is raining.
The third component is verification (Berthon et al., 2002)  or confirmation (Wilber, 1990).  It 
requires  checking  to  ensure  that  the  observations  are  repeatable  and  that  the 
interpretations  are  properly  done.   In  the  case of  our  person standing at  the  window 
observing the rain, to actually verify that it is raining, the person opens the window and 
puts his or her hand out and verifies the rain.
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Another  example  of  this  can  be  seen  when  a  person  is  walking  through  a  park  and  
encounters a bench with a sign labeled wet paint. The first component in generating new 
knowledge is the injunction to read the sign.  After reading the sign, the second component 
in generating new knowledge is to observe the bench.  By noticing that there were small 
insects and leaves adhered to the bench, the person interprets those facts to be that the 
paint is wet.  For the third component in generating new knowledge, however, nearly every 
person will actually touch the paint to confirm or verify that the paint is wet.
A research methodology is a set of instructions (injuctions) which must be followed in order 
to create new knowledge.  These instructions include rules for observation, interpretation, 
and verification.
The  question  at  this  stage  is  which  research  methodology  is  best  suited  for  solving 
problems in an information technology environment.
3.5  Design Science
The  design  science  research  paradigm  is  fundamentally  a  problem  solving  paradigm 
(Hevner, March, Park, & Ram, 2004). 
Design science is concerned with designing and/or building artifacts to solve problems. 
The artifacts created by design science research must be useful. Design science research 
produces and applies knowledge in innovative ways in order to create effective artifacts.
Design  science  and  behavioral  science  are  two  complementary  but  distinct  research 
paradigms which make up information systems research. Behavioral science has its roots 
in natural science and is aimed at understanding reality  (March & Smith, 1995).  Design 
science has its roots in engineering and is aimed at being useful (Hevner & March, 2003). 
In order to be useful, some specific objective or goal must be held in sight.
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3.6  Research Objective
As mentioned in Chapter One (section 1.4, page 10), a number of situations have arisen 
where  it  would  be  beneficial  to  automatically  spot  topics  in  conversations  about 
mathematics which occur on the Dr Math tutoring platform.  The design science research 
paradigm  holds  that  if  this  problem  could  be  solved  by  following  the  design  science 
research methodology, new knowledge could be generated.
The objective of this research can, therefore, be stated as:
Create  a  topic  spotter  which  can  spot  topics  about  mathematics  in 
conversations between Dr Math tutors and pupils.
If this objective can be satisfied while following the design science research methodology, 
then new knowledge will be generated.
3.7  Design Science Artifacts
According to Hevner (2004), design science must create one or more viable artifacts.  The 
artifacts could be constructs (which provide the language in which problems and solutions 
are defined and communicated),  models (which use constructs to  represent real-world 
situations), methods (which define solution processing, algorithms, and “best practices”),  
and instantiations (which are implementations of constructs, models, and methods).  In the 
case  of  Project  μ,  a  model  of  how to  spot  topics  in  Dr  Math  conversations,  and  an 
instantiation of that model, is created.  By researching and by better understanding MXit 
lingo, a new construct is also created.
In order to guide this specific design science research, the research objective stated in 
section 3.6 can be broken down into three sub-objectives:
1.  Develop a construct to formalise the characteristics of MXit lingo.
2.  Develop a model to spot topics about mathematics in conversations between 
Dr Math tutors and pupils.
3.  Develop an instantiation of this model and incorporate it into the existing Dr 
Math implementation in such a manner that it can operate in real-time.
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By satisfying these three sub-objectives, the main objective would be satisfied.
3.8  Research Question
The research objectives can be rephrased as research questions.  The research question, 
therefore, would be:
How  can  topics  in  mathematics  be  automatically  spotted  in  Dr  Math 
conversations?
In this context, the term  automatically means by using various information technologies 
such as computational techniques, statistical methods, and expression parsers.
In order to answer this research question, several sub-questions must be answered:
1.  What characteristics can be documented about the format of MXit lingo?
2.  What new model can be synthesised by combining existing technology with 
new insights?
3.  Can  the  instantiation  of  this  new  model  execute  in  real-time  while  the 
conversation is happening?
Answering these questions will ensure that the research objectives are reached.
In order to answer these questions and to ensure that new knowledge is created at the 
same time, the design science research paradigm can be adhered to.
3.9  Research Paradigm
Information systems are implemented within organisations for the purpose of improving the 
effectiveness and efficiency of  those organisations  (Hevner  & Chatterjee,  2010).   The 
research for Project μ is an attempt to improve the effectiveness of the Dr Math service by 
automatically determining the topics of conversation.  Once the topics of conversation are  
determined, the Dr Math service can provide timeous supporting topical documentation to  
the tutors to assist them with helping pupils.
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This  research has two dramatically different segments. The first portion requires that the  
author gain an understanding of MXit lingo.  The second portion entails the creation of one  
or more artifacts which support topic spotting in MXit lingo.
Design science supports  a  research paradigm that  calls  for  the  creation  of  innovative 
artifacts which solve real-world problems.  Design science research, therefore, combines a 
focus on the IT artifact with a high priority on relevance in the application domain (Hevner 
& Chatterjee, 2010).
The creation of innovative artifacts is crucial to design science research.  If Project μ were, 
hypothetically, a research project in attempting to spot topics in grammatically correct, well 
formed English documents, there would be no need for innovation.  That problem has 
already  been  solved.   In  that  hypothetical  situation,  existing  knowledge  and  “best 
practices” could be used to solve the problem.  However, Project μ does, in fact, address 
an important unsolved problem in a unique and innovative way thereby making people 
more effective and efficient. Project μ, therefore, is a design science research project.
Hevner  defines  seven  guidelines  to  design  science  research  (2004).   These  seven 
guidelines  must  be  adhered  to  in  design  science  research.   These  seven  guidelines 
embody two  of  the  three  components  which  Berthon  et  al.  (2002) and  Wilber (1990) 
itemise as components for new knowledge creation.  These seven guidelines embody the 
rules to follow (injuctions) and require rigorous verification or confirmation. (The second 
component of new knowledge generation, observation and interpretation or illumination, is 
embodied in  the design science research cycles itemised in  forthcoming section  3.10, 
page 45).
Design as an Artifact:   Design science must create one or more viable artifacts.   The 
artifacts can be constructs, models, methods, and instantiations  (Hevner et al., 2004).  As 
explained in section 3.7 (page 41), viable artifacts should be created by Project  μ.
Problem Relevance:  Design science must develop technology-based solutions to relevant 
and important problems.  The artifacts created must solve important problems (Hevner et 
al., 2004).  As explained in Chapter One, in the case of Project μ, it is important to the Dr  
Math tutoring project that tutors are as efficient and effective as possible.  By assisting 
tutors in being more efficient and effective, any artifacts created by Project μ should assist  
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in solving important problems.  In addition, MXit is used by millions of people in South 
Africa  and  a  better  understanding  of  MXit  lingo  lays  a  strong  foundation  for  future 
researchers, educators, and linguists.
Design Evaluation:  Design science artifacts must be rigorously tested using well executed 
evaluation methods.  The quality, efficacy, and utility of the artifacts must be rigorously 
tested  (Hevner et al.,  2004).   In the case of Project μ,  the artifacts created should be 
rigorously  tested using new conversations created by the  Dr Math  project  in  the new 
academic year and forthcoming years.  This directly relates to the verification (Berthon et 
al., 2002) or the confirmation (Wilber, 1990) component of the creation of new knowledge 
(section 3.4, page 39).
 
Research Contributions:  Design science artifacts must demonstrate clear contributions in 
solving previously unsolved problems  (Hevner et  al.,  2004).   In the case of Project  μ, 
research contributions should be made in spotting topics in conversations written in MXit 
lingo where there is an extremely high rate of misspelled words.  In addition, research 
contributions should be made into possible new spelling conventions for MXit lingo.
Research Rigor:  In creating design science artifacts, rigorous methods must be used in 
both the construction and evaluation of the artifacts (Hevner et al., 2004).  Research rigor 
in  design  science  is  based  on  the  researcher's  skilled  selection  and  application  of 
appropriate theories and methods for constructing and evaluating artifacts (Hevner, 2007). 
In the case of Project μ, rigorous methods should be employed during the construction and 
evaluation of the artifact.  This should include a search of the existing problem domain for 
current state-of-the-art solutions.  Existing artifacts in the domain area should be identified.  
At the end of the research, all artifacts created should be inserted into the knowledge base 
of the domain.  The rigorous methods define the injunctions (Berthon et al., 2002; Wilber, 
1990) or set of rules required in order to create new knowledge (section 3.4, page 39).
Design is  a Search Process:   The creation of design science artifacts  must include a 
search process of the domain area (Hevner et al., 2004). In the case of Project μ, existing 
technologies and software available to do topic spotting should be evaluated to determine 
their applicability to MXit lingo conversations where there is an extremely high degree of 
misspelled words. Part of this search process is demonstrated in the previous chapter,  
Related Work.
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Communication  of  Research:   Artifacts  created  by  design  science  research  must  be 
communicated to both technical and management audiences (Hevner et al., 2004).  In the 
case of  Project μ, this research should be communicated to both technical audiences and 
management audiences. This should include presenting papers at conferences targeting 
information technology audiences and at conferences targeting management audiences. 
It should also include writing articles for academic journals.
By adhering to these seven guidelines in the way itemised in this section, any artifacts 
created by this proposal can be deemed to be research outputs and not merely software 
development outputs.
3.10  Research Methodology
Hevner (2007) defines a three cycle view of design science research.  These three closely 
related cycles are: a relevance cycle, a rigor cycle, and a design cycle.
The  Relevance  Cycle initiates  the  design  science  research  with  a  problem  domain 
(Hevner,  2007).   Design  science  research  is  motivated  by  a  desire  to  improve  the 
environment  by the introduction of  new and innovative  artifacts  (Hevner  & Chatterjee, 
2010).  The relevance cycle provides the requirements of the research.  It  defines the 
environment which must be improved.  The relevance cycle interacts with the people in the 
environment,  the  organisations in  the  environment,  and the  various technical  systems 
which are already in place.  At the end of the research, the relevance cycle also defines  
the environment into which the final artifact will be inserted.
In the case of Project  μ, the author would continue to be intimately involved with the Dr 
Math project in order to understand the requirements of this research.  The author would 
continue to negotiate with external organisations about using the Dr Math platform in order 
to understand their needs better.  The author would continue to act as a tutor for the Dr  
Math project and would also interact with the other Dr Math tutors.  At the end of the 
research, all artifacts would be integrated back into the Dr Math project.
The  Rigor  Cycle draws  on the  knowledge base  of  scientific  theories  and engineering 
methods.  It accesses the experiences and expertise that define the state-of-the-art of the 
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problem domain.  It uses the existing artifacts and processes in the application domain.  It  
provides the past knowledge to ensure that the artifacts created are innovative  (Hevner, 
2007).  The rigor cycle ensures that the current research stands on the shoulders of the 
research giants which have preceded it and can, therefore, see farther.
In the case of Project μ, the author would search the existing knowledge base for similar 
applications.  The author would use methods which would be repeatable.  The author 
would document all results.  The author would add any newly created knowledge back into 
the domain area.  In addition, however, in view of the heavy NLP aspects of Project μ,  
rigorous methods from NLP research would also be implemented.
NLP research explores how computers can be used to understand and manipulate natural 
language (Chowdhury, 2003).  Chowdhury maintains that the foundations of NLP lie in a 
number  of  disciplines  including  linguistics,  computer  science,  information  science,  and 
artificial intelligence.
Knowledge of the basic underlying human language is a necessary component of NLP 
research.  NLP researchers need to have an appreciation of the linguistic rules, grammar,  
and syntax of the language they are studying.  For example, NLP researchers need to 
understand how plurals are formed, how contractions are formed, how past tense verbs 
are formed, etc.   Since NLP research can include both text and audio language, NLP 
researchers may also need to have an understanding of the way a language sounds. 
Often this study of linguistics is combined with statistics and/or computational linguistics. 
In the case of Project μ, an in depth study of MXit lingo would be undertaken to provide 
this knowledge of the basic underlying human language.  To ensure rigor in this aspect of 
Project μ, an applied linguist would assist the author with specific language issues and 
characteristics.
Aspects of computer science are used in NLP research.  This can be seen in areas such 
as pattern recognition, text manipulation, tone generation, and sound recognition to name 
just a few. 
Information science is important to NLP research. The way humans process information 
and associate pieces of information needs to be understood.  For example, if a message 
was received which said:
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i lyk turky
computer  science  techniques  of  pattern  matching  and  text  manipulation  could  easily  
transform the message to:
i like turkey
but it would require information science techniques to decide if the message was about the 
turkey being served at Christmas dinner or about the country Turkey.
Of course, the classic example in this particular case of topic spotting in mathematics 
conversations would be a sentence such as
hlp me wif sin pls
Could  this  be  considered  a  religious  plea  for  help  or  is  it  simply  a  question  about  
trigonometry?  Information science helps answer that question.
In the case of Project  μ, aspects of computer science and information science would be 
present.
As explained in the first chapter of this document, languages change over time.  Words go 
in and out of fashion.  Spellings change.  New contractions are formed.  Any research in 
NLP must take this into consideration.  NLP artifacts which are created should be able to 
handle new patterns which appear in the language or, at the very least, provide a facility  
where new patterns can be added to the artifact at a later time.   
In the case of Project μ, a mechanism would need to be developed to allow any research 
outputs to grow and augment themselves as MXit lingo evolves.
The Design Cycle is an iteration of construction, evaluation, and feedback (Hevner, 2007). 
The requirements are input through the relevance cycle. The evaluation and methods are 
drawn from the rigor cycle.  In view of the fact that Dr Math is an ongoing project, it would 
be easy to have numerous iterations of the design cycle.  In the case of Project  μ,  by 
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remaining involved with the Dr Math project, the author would be able to quickly test new 
models and instantiations to provide quick turn-around time and feedback.
The  Design  Cycle  is  analogous  to  the  second  component  of  the  generation  of  new 
knowledge  as  described  in  section  3.4 (page  39).   Wilber  (1990) called  this  second 
component illumination and Berthon et al. (2002) considered this second component to be 
observation and interpretation.   In  the case of  Project  μ,  partially  constructed artifacts 
would be deployed and evaluated.  This evaluation would involve  observing the partially 
constructed artifacts in operation,  interpreting the actions or outputs of the artifacts, and 
then having ideas (illumination) of how things could be improved.
Three design science artifacts  are created by Project  μ:  a  MXit  lingo construct,  the μ 
Model, and the μ Instantiation.
Prior  to  Project  μ,  there  had  been  no  definitive  study  of  MXit  lingo  and  its  spelling 
conventions.  This basic understanding of MXit lingo would be necessary before a model  
could be created to spot topics in MXit lingo.  Besides being necessary for Project μ, the 
MXit lingo construct could be of use to other researchers in different domains such as 
linguistics, social work, and education.
In order to create this MXit lingo construct, a corpus of conversations between pupils and 
Dr Math tutors would be created by extracting conversations from the historical Dr Math 
archives.  The Dr Math project has been running since January 2007 and is an ongoing 
project.  New conversations are always available.  A corpus of historical conversations 
would be the basis of the MXit lingo construct.
Once work on the MXit lingo construct had started and initial results were beginning to be  
obtained, work could begin on the μ Model for topic spotting in a mobile mathematics 
tutoring environment.  The development of the μ Model would take into account general  
characteristics of MXit lingo as itemised in the MXit lingo construct.  It would also draw on 
prior  research  as  itemised  in  Chapter  Two,  Related  Work.  This  prior  research  would 
provide building blocks which could be linked together in innovative ways.
Once work on the μ Model had started, then work on an instantiation of  the μ Model could 
also be started.  There would be a staggered start for the creation of the MXit construct, 
the μ Model,  and the μ Instantiation.  Once the development of all  three artifacts was 
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underway, iterations of the design cycle could be very tight.  For example, the data on  
which the MXit construct was based might suggest some spelling convention such as the 
symbol  @ being substituted for the sound representing the word  at.  This would be an 
example  of  observation (noting  the  @ sign  in  the  research  data),  interpretation 
(determining  by  its  position  that  it  is  used  as  a  replacement  for  the  letters  at), and 
illumination (having the idea that this was a specific case of a general phenomenon).  This 
could be added to the μ Model and to the μ Instantiation.  The μ Instantiation could be 
integrated into the Dr Math tutoring platform and evaluated.  Depending on the results of 
that  evaluation,  the  feature  could  be  retained  or  removed  from the  model  and/or  the  
instantiation.  
Once the instantiation of the μ Model was finalised, extensive evaluation and empirical 
testing  could  commence.   This  evaluation and testing  would require  a new corpus of  
messages.  In view of the fact that Dr Math is an ongoing tutoring project, a new corpus of 
conversations between tutors and pupils could be collected.  This new corpus would be 
used to evaluate and test the various artifacts which were created.
3.11  Ethics and Permission
The Dr Math project has been running at Meraka Institute since January 2007.  It has an  
ethics clearance certificate issued by Tshwane University of Technology.  All tutors are 
required to sign codes of conduct and informed consent documents giving permission for 
their conversations to be recorded for various purposes including research purposes.  In  
addition, prior to logging into the tutoring website, all tutors receive the message:
By logging into this website, you agree
that all tutoring conversations are recorded
for security, quality, and research purposes.
In  addition,  the pupils  conversing with  Dr  Math receive daily  messages from Dr Math 
informing them that their conversations are recorded for quality, security, and research 
purposes.  The first time pupils contact Dr Math, they are sent the following message:
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This service is hosted at Meraka Institute (www.meraka.org.za).  All 
conversations   are   recorded   for   quality,   security,   and   research 
purposes.  Never give out personal information over Mxit or chat.
Subsequently, every day that they contact Dr Math, the pupils receive a message:
Never give out personal details to Dr Math.   All conversations are 
recorded  for security,  quality and research purposes.   Just a sec 
while we swap you to Dr Math....
From these documents and messages, it can be concluded that the participants in these 
conversations have given their permission to have their conversations used for research 
purposes.
The author of this document is an employee of Meraka Institute which is part of the CSIR  
(Council for Science and Industrial Research).  Meraka Institute has also given the author  
permission to analyse these log files.  In addition, a three-way agreement between the 
author, Meraka Institute (as part of the CSIR), and Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University 
has been signed by all parties concerning the ownership of any intellectual property which 
is generated by this research.  The contents of that agreement is confidential between the 
parties;  however,  the  first  two  pages  are  included  in  Appendix  C  for  documentation 
purposes.
Copies of the ethics clearance, the tutor code of conduct, and the tutor consent document  
can also be found in Appendix C.
3.12  Conclusion
The ancient Greeks described a spectrum of understanding starting with doxa (belief) and 
culminating in episteme (knowledge).  The scientific method is a mechanism for changing 
doxa into episteme thereby creating new knowledge.
This chapter detailed how new knowledge should be generated by Project μ.  The creation 
of new knowledge consists of three components: injunction; observation and interpretation 
(or illumination); and verification (or confirmation) (Berthon et al., 2002; Wilber, 1990).  It is 
argued that by solving problems, new knowledge can be created.
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This is the last chapter in the Background part of this document.  This chapter presented 
the  research  paradigm,  methodology,  objectives,  and  questions.   The  chapter  also 
presented all the required project documentation such as an ethics clearance.
The design science research methodology is used in this research project.  There are 
three outputs:  a MXit lingo construct, a model for topic spotting, and an instantiation of  
that model. 
The next part of this document is entitled Research Artifacts.  It describes the three design 
science artifacts which are created by Project μ. 
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Part  2 – Research Artifacts
The  Research  Artifacts part  of  this  document  provides  information  about  the  various 
artifacts created by this research.  There are three design science artifacts:  a construct 
about MXit lingo, a model for topic spotting, and an instantiation of that model.
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hw cn i wrt da 
equatn thrw mxit? 
At first glance, MXit lingo appears to have abandoned all spelling rules; however, this is 
not true.  A casual observer can begin to recognise new spelling patterns or new spelling 
conventions in MXit lingo.  Many of these new MXit spelling conventions are not as odd as 
they may first seem to an educated English speaker. In order to determine the topic of a 
conversation, it is necessary to be able to automatically recognise some of these new MXit 
spelling conventions.
This  chapter  provides  the  design  science  construct  describing  MXit  lingo.   A  design 
science construct forms the vocabulary of a specific domain  (March & Smith, 1995) and 
this construct provides the basic vocabulary to be used when dealing with MXit based 
communication.
This chapter first describes the research corpus which was used to formulate this MXit 
language  construct.  A  number  of  statistics  describe  this  research  corpus  including 
measurements such as letter frequencies, word frequencies, and common suffixes.  This 
construct then itemises a number of spelling conventions which have been recognised in 
MXit  lingo.   Many of  the  MXit  lingo spelling  conventions are  present  in  other  human 
languages or are similar to spelling rules in other human languages.  These are  indicated 
when applicable.  Examples are also given from the various recorded log files.
An  applied  linguist  assisted  the  author  in  the  formulation  of  the  MXit  lingo  spelling 
conventions itemised in this chapter.  South Africa is a multilingual country with eleven 
official languages and a multitude of unofficial languages  (Mesthrie, 2002).  The applied 
linguist  has a degree in  Applied Language Studies with  majors in  sociolinguistics and 
theory of second language acquisition.  The linguist could speak four of these languages 
(home language plus three additional languages) at varying degrees of competency.  The 
linguist  reviewed  the  research  corpus  of  conversations  described  in  this  chapter  and 
provided insight into how some of these spelling conventions could have evolved or how 
they had been influenced.
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As explained in Chapter One (sub-section 1.2.3, page 7), MXit is a communication system 
which uses Internet technologies over cell phones.  It is a text based messaging system 
for people on-the-move. It  was developed by a South African company, MXit Lifestyle,  
and, although it is expanding worldwide, MXit's main user base is South African.  MXit was 
one of the first mobile instant messaging systems available on cell phones.  More recently, 
however, MXit is receiving competition from other mobile instant messaging systems such 
as BBM (Blackberry Messenger) and Whatsapp.  In all three of these systems, participants 
use  a  special  software  program or  application  (often  just  called  an  app)  on  their  cell 
phones to chat with one another.  Many characteristics of other mobile instant messaging 
systems are present in MXit lingo and vice versa.  
This MXit language construct is a description of MXit lingo as used in South Africa.  It is 
also a comparison of MXit lingo to traditional English.  This construct is not a comparison 
between MXit lingo and other language formats used on other mobile messaging systems 
or used in other countries.  The is because the data which is the basis of this construct  
was created using MXit in a mobile mathematics tutoring environment in South Africa.  At  
the point in time when this data was collected, C³TO (the software application upon which 
Dr Math runs) did not support communication via BBM or Whatsapp.  While it is possible 
(and even probable) that many portions of this construct would apply to other messaging 
systems, some may not. 
4.1  Terminology
Computer  scientists  and  linguists  often  use  the  same word  with  dramatically  different 
definitions or meanings.  This needs to be clarified before confusion mounts.
Computer scientists use the word synchronous when describing computer communication 
protocols where responses must be sent in a timely manner.  A computer scientist would 
say  that  HTTP  (HyperText  Transfer  Protocol)  is  a  synchronous  protocol.   When  a 
computer (such as a personal computer connected to the Internet with a browser) makes 
an HTTP call to a web server, the receiving web server must reply back immediately to the  
originating computer with the requested web page in a timely manner.  However, when a 
computer scientist considers a chat protocol such as MXit, he or she would classify it as an 
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asynchronous protocol.  When one computer (or cell phone) sends a MXit message to 
another computer (or cell phone), the receiving device is not compelled to reply.
Linguists, on the other hand, view the world through the eyes of the human speakers. 
Linguists would consider MXit to be a  synchronous protocol in the eyes of the human 
speakers.  When a person (as opposed to computer) sends a MXit message to another 
person,  the second person is socially  obligated to  reply  immediately.   Linguists  would 
consider MXit to be a synchronous or near-synchronous communication medium (Durham, 
2009; Chigona et al., 2009). With reference to Tagliamonte's (Tagliamonte & Denis, 2008) 
description of online chatting, the MXit protocol is  synchronous because it supports two 
human beings communicating with each other in a reciprocal (turn-taking) manner.  If a 
linguist, however, considered a bulletin board system running via HTTP, the linguist would 
say that it is asynchronous communication because when a person posts something on a 
bulletin board using HTTP, that person is not expecting a timely reply.
This document is written as part of a degree in information technology.  As such most 
readers  would  probably  define  the  words  synchronous and  asynchronous  in  terms of 
computer-to-computer communication;  however,  this specific chapter deals with human 
languages and in this chapter the definitions of these two words are from a linguistic point 
of  view  describing  human-to-human  communication  and  not  computer-to-computer 
communication.
Another  word  which  can  cause  confusion  is  the  word frequency.   When  computer 
scientists  or  natural  scientists  use  the  term frequency,  they  are  normally  referring  to 
measurements taken over specified periods.  Common frequencies in a range of different  
sciences include such things as deaths per thousand people, megabytes per second, or 
the number of accidents per passenger-miles traveled.  Linguists, on the other hand,  often 
talk about  frequency  as an absolute value or a count. For example, in the forthcoming 
section  4.4 (page  58),  reference  is  given  to  an  article  by  Solso  and  King  entitled 
Frequency and Versatility of Letters in the English Language (1976). Although the title of 
the  article  uses the  word  frequency and  the  table  referenced is  entitled  Single-Letter  
Frequency, the actual data given in the article and table are absolute counts of values 
such as 348 411. Linguists also use the word frequency when speaking of percentages. 
That means if the letter E is 12.62% of the letters in a book, linguists refer to that value of 
12.62% as the frequency of the letter E.
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4.2  The Research Corpus
This MXit language construct is based on conversations between pupils using MXit and 
tutors using conventionally sized computer workstations.  These conversations occurred 
during the period of January 2010 through July 2011.  In formulating this construct, only 
the  text  typed  by  the  pupils  of  the  conversations  was  considered.  Any  statistics  or 
numerical  values  do  not  include  text  typed  by  the  tutor  on  a  conventional  computer 
workstation.  Having said that, however, there are occasional examples of pupils retyping 
questions when tutors can not understand MXit lingo.  
w@ r exp0nentz
could you rephrase the question?
What are exponents?
These types of requests from tutors influence the pupils into spelling words correctly and in 
full.  In  addition,  there  are  situations where  the  pupil  voluntarily  starts  using  traditional 
English spelling rules to help the tutor understand the pupil's question better.  These types 
of situations affect the vocabulary that the pupils use. These examples have been retained 
in  the  corpus.   The result  of  this  is  that  some of  the  statistics  provided by  this  MXit  
language construct may not hold true for conversations where both parties are conversing 
in MXit lingo.
The research corpus was manually cleaned in the following manner:
1.  The  Dr  Math  tutoring  platform  has  a  CAPTCHA  (Completely  Automated 
Public Turing Test to tell Computers and Humans Apart) challenge which a 
pupil receives as his or her first message when contacting a tutor in a given 
day.  The CAPTCHA challenge and the response that the pupil types in have 
been removed from the corpus.
2.  The Dr Math tutoring platform has a number of  bots  or automated facilities 
which  are  available  to  the  pupils.   Occasionally  pupils  attempt  to  access 
these bots but their requests are badly formed and are sent to tutors instead. 
These failed attempts to access the  bots or automated replies have been 
removed from the corpus.
3.  Messages of zero length have been removed from the corpus.
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4.  Any message which contains information that may identify any of the minor 
children (such as telephone numbers or names) have been removed.
5.  The analysis was case insensitive and all  input  was converted into  lower 
case letters for statistical purposes.
After being cleaned manually, the research corpus contains 48 858 messages which had 
been sent from pupils using MXit to tutors.
In analysing this research corpus it is important to clarify the definition of a  word.  The 
definition that is used for this step of the research is a sequence of letters, and/or digits,  
and/or two specific symbols which have the shape of certain letters or sound like certain 
letters.  These two additional symbols are @ and $.  The remaining symbols including a 
space are considered to be word delimiters.
One  important  item  which  is  left  in  the  corpus  and  causes  slight  problems  is  the 
representation of various smileys, icons and emoticons which MXit provides to its users. 
These affect the statistics of message length.  From the pupils' points of view an emoticon 
is  considered  to  be  one  character  but  from a  technical  point  of  view an  emoticon  is  
received by the Dr Math platform as a sequence of one or more symbols.
4.3  Importance of Language Statistics
Different  languages  have  different  characteristics.   To  borrow  a  term  from  the  IT 
(Information Technology) industry, one could argue that each language has its own look 
and feel. English speakers who are not linguists can often recognise the language (but not 
the meaning) of non-English sentences.   For example, most European English speakers 
can recognise the following sentences as being written in  French even if  they do not  
understand the actual meaning of the sentences.
Comment allez-vous?  
Comment vous appellez-vous? 
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Different languages often use different symbols or letters in different ways.  For example,  
the following Spanish question uses a tilde on the letter  ñ and uses the ¿  symbol  to 
introduce a question (Wald, 2011) :
 ¿Habla usted español?
Different languages have different letter frequencies.  The historical German heritage of 
the village of Schuckmannsburg in the Caprivi area of Namibia (Lloyd, 2010) can be seen 
in the high proportion of consonants in its name when compared to vowels.
Cryptologists  or  code breakers  are  well  aware  of  the  letter  frequencies  and the  word 
frequencies in languages and use this information to decrypt messages (Kahn, 1996).  For 
example, in traditional English, there are only two words which contain only one letter (A 
and I).  There are only a handful of two letter words such as is, an, and be.  There is only 
one common word  of  four  letters where  the  first  and last  letter  are the same ( that  – 
although  depending  on  the  topic  of  discussion,  the  word  seas could  also  fit  that 
description).
This chapter provides some common statistics about the Dr Math MXit based research 
corpus and compares these statistics to related statistics in traditional English documents. 
These statistics are subsequently used to help formulate the spelling conventions which 
are presented at the end of this chapter.  These spelling conventions are critical when MXit  
based conversations need to be stemmed.
4.4  Letter Frequencies
The frequencies and relative rankings of letters in the Dr Math MXit based research corpus 
differ from the frequencies and relative rankings of letters in traditionally spelled English 
documents.  Columns  two  and  four  of  Table  5 (page  60)  show  the  rankings  and 
frequencies of letters in traditionally spelled English documents as reported by Solso and 
King (1976). The rankings and frequencies found in the Dr Math MXit research corpus are 
in columns three and five.  The rankings and  frequencies reported by Solso and King 
(1976) are based on a corpus of approximately one million words.  All hyphenated words,  
words  containing  apostrophies  and  numbers  are  excluded.   The  difference  in  the 
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frequencies  is  calculated  and  displayed  in  column  six.   The  percent  change  in  the 
frequency when compared against the English frequency is displayed in the last column of 
the table.  Letters in which the frequency varies by more than 10% in either direction when 
compared to traditional English are highlighted in bold print.  These letters are discussed 
in detail in this section.
The cut-off value of 10% was determined by observation.  First, the percentage change in  
frequency between traditional English and MXit was sorted in ascending order, ranked and 
plotted.  As can be seen in Figure 1 (page 61) between the 10th and 20th ranked letters, the 
percentage change begins to increase steeply.
The next step was to then examine the relationship between the English frequency and the 
MXit frequency for the ranked letters.  As can be seen in Figure 2 (page 61) although there 
does appear to be a linear tendency between the two frequency measurements, there is a 
lot of variance.
However,  it  is  possible  to  subdivide  this  group  into  letters  where  the  change  in  the 
frequency is  less than 10% and where the change in  frequency is  greater  than 10%.  
Figure 3 (page 62) shows the relationship between the English frequencies and the MXit  
frequencies for letters where there is less than a 10% change in the frequencies.  The  
relationship of those pairs of frequencies is almost linear.  Figure 4 (page 62) shows the 
same relationship for letters where there is greater than a 10% change in the frequencies.
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Table 5: Comparison letter ranks and frequencies English vs MXit
Letter English 
Rank
Mxit 
Rank
English 
Frequency
(as %)
MXit 
Frequency
(as %)
Frequency 
Difference
% Change 
in 
Frequency
A 4 3 7.61 8.43 0.82 10.78
B 20 20 1.54 1.56 0.02 1.30
C 12 15 3.11 2.61 -0.50 -16.08
D 11 11 3.95 3.91 -0.04 -1.01
E 1 1 12.62 9.63 -2.99 -23.69
F 15 19 2.34 1.75 -0.59 -25.21
G 17 17 1.95 2.15 0.20 10.26
H 9 8 5.51 5.07 -0.44 -7.99
I 5 4 7.34 7.48 0.14 1.91
J 24 26 0.15 0.25 0.10 66.67
K 22 21 0.65 1.46 0.81 124.62
L 10 10 4.11 4.21 0.10 2.43
M 14 13 2.54 3.38 0.84 33.07
N 6 5 7.11 7.10 -0.01 -0.14
O 3 6 7.65 6.83 -0.82 -10.72
P 16 18 2.03 2.06 0.03 1.48
Q 25 24 0.10 0.45 0.35 350.00
R 8 9 6.15 4.73 -1.42 -23.09
S 7 7 6.50 6.02 -0.48 -7.38
T 2 2 9.33 9.25 -0.08 -0.86
U 13 12 2.72 3.67 0.95 34.93
V 21 23 0.99 1.04 0.05 5.05
W 18 14 1.89 2.84 0.95 50.26
X 23 22 0.19 1.18 0.99 521.05
Y 19 16 1.72 2.55 0.83 48.26
Z 26 25 0.09 0.43 0.34 377.78
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Figure 2: Letter frequencies - English vs MXit
Figure 1: Ranked percentage change in frequency between 
English and MXit
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Figure 3: Frequency comparison letters with < 10% change in 
frequency
Figure 4: Frequency comparison letters with > 10% change 
in frequency
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As can be seen from Table 5 (page 60), the frequencies of sixteen letters vary by more 
than 10% (plus or minus) between traditional English and the MXit research corpus for Dr  
Math.   The sixteen differences are  the letters A, C, E, F, G, J, K, M, O, Q, R, U, W, X, Y,  
and Z.  Each of these letters are discussed in detail in this section.
4.4.1 The Letter A
The higher percentage frequency of the letter  A in the MXit corpus when compared to 
English is due to two reasons.  One reason is that the letter A is used often in mathematics 
to represent areas, angles, and other measurements in analytical geometry.  For example:
Can i relate that to cos ( a + b )
Wats the first sTep to do when we fynd such a problem: a^2 ­
(b+c)^2 
find the products 5a­[3a­4{a­2(a+5)} ­(2a+3)]
Another reason is the high usage of the word da in place of the word the and the high use 
of the suffix -a in place of the suffix -er, -ar, and -or.  For example:
  
but da question is even on one dice and odd on da oda dice
and da form for da nth trm of geomtr seq?
And wat abt da uda 3 rules? 
These two phenomena also affect the statistics for the letter E and the letter R.
4.4.2 The Letter C
The letter  C has a lower percentage in the MXit research corpus than in the traditionally 
spelled English corpus.  The reason for this is that the hard C sound is often spelled with a 
K in MXit lingo.  For example:
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at skul m strtin 2 do it so whtz it al abt
nah itz kwl so hw du u solve simaltaniouz equationz
area of sirkle pls
This  also  affects  the  frequency of  the  letter  K when compared to  traditionally  spelled 
English.
4.4.3 The Letter E
Although E has the same top frequency and rank in both corpora, the lower percentage in 
the MXit based corpus is explained by two MXit conventions. The first convention is that 
the numeral  3 is often used in place of the letter  E in words such as  n3d (need),  b3low 
(below),  b3n (been),  h3lo (hello).  The second convention is that Es are often omitted or 
spelled as a different vowel.  For example, although the word the occurs 7 248 times in the 
corpus, the alternate spelling of da appears 2 252 times contributing to a lower percentage 
of Es in the corpus.  Another example is a word such as need which appears 1 055 times 
in the corpus and an alternate spelling of nd which appears 1 100 times.  Table 6 provides 
a number of similar examples of alternate spellings of common words where the  Es are 
omitted thereby contributing to the lower percentage of Es in the corpus.
Table 6: Common words with Es and their alternate spellings
Word Count Word Count
have 988 like 567
hav 365 lyk 477
hv 515 need 1 055
the 7 248 nd 1 100
da 2 252 help 2 459
time 254 hlp 454
tym 41 please 582
line 241 pls 374
lyn 108 plz 717
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4.4.4 The Letter F
The letter F has a lower percent frequency in the MXit research corpus than in traditional 
English.  This is due to a number of very common English words which contain the letter F 
being spelled differently in MXit.
The wordfrequency.info website sells word list frequencies  (Davies, 2012).  However, it 
also releases free of charge one list of word frequencies which is based on the top 5 000 
words in American English.  According to the website, this list of 5 000 words is gleaned 
from a corpus with over 400 million words.
According to wordfrequency.info  (Davies, 2012), the English word  of  is the fourth most 
common word used in the English language.  In the Dr Math MXit corpus, however, the 
word of is only the sixth most common word.  Often, pupils use just the letter O to repre-
sent the entire word of.  For example: 
a youn married couple decided to take a bank loan o 1200000 in oder 
to purchase a hme
wat r laws o fractorization? 
i meant o the quadratic 
In addition, wordfrequency.info states  (Davies, 2012) that the word  for is the 13th most 
common  word  in  traditional  English  and  the  word  first is  the  86st most  common  in 
traditional English.  In the Dr Math MXit corpus, the word  for is 31st most common word 
and the word first is merely the 181st most common word.  This is due to the words often 
being spelled as 4 and 1st.  For example:
lets wrk wit d 1st 1 it luks mre easier 2 me
im struggle hw 2 find derivative from 1st principle 
u luk 4 da lcd 1st
i 4got da exponent lawz
All of these alternate spellings contribute to the lower percentage frequency of the letter F 
in the Dr Math MXit research corpus when compared to traditional English.
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4.4.5 The Letter G
The letter G has a higher percentage frequency in the Dr Math MXit corpus.  There are two 
reasons for this.  The first reason is the common MXit initialisms or acronyms such as omg 
(Oh My God or Goodness), g2g and gtg (Got To Go), and various methods of indicating a 
grin or smile such as (g) and <g>. For example:
um... explain hyperbola to me(g) 
cant u check it 4 me(g) 
omg! ur vry pacent.  wht do u get whn ur sum is ths + x +=? do 
u get a + or a ­? 
omg haha im blind too. onto the next:) 
k thnks g2g
The second reason is mathematical. The letter  G is often used in algebra to indicate a 
function in an expression. The letter  G  is also in common mathematical terms such as 
graph, trigonometry, and angle. For example:
ja plz m given an equation wch says g(x)=sin(x+30)and 
h(x)=tan(1/2x) and m supose 2 find da domain of g(x)
4.4.6 The Letter J
The letter  J  has a  percentage occurrence which is  much higher  in  the Dr  Math  MXit 
corpus.  This is due to both the multilingual culture of South Africa and the fact that many  
Afrikaans speaking pupils use the English based Dr Math tutoring system.  Words such as 
ja, jah, and jammer are very common in the Dr Math MXit research corpus.  The simple 
letter J often represents the Afrikaans word ja (yes) or jy (you). Even though Dr Math is an 
English based tutoring system, these Afrikaans words and abbreviations abound.  The top 
five words containing the letter J can be found in Table 7 (page 67).
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Table 7: Top five words containing J
Word Count 
Just 514
Jst 420
Ja 394
Jah 103
J 60
In addition, Afrikaans words and slang such as  jy,  jou,  jep,  joh,  jip,  jap, julle,  and jes 
appear in the corpus.
4.4.7 The Letter K
The letter K has a  substantially higher percentage frequency in the Dr Math MXit corpus 
than in traditional English.  This is due to two reasons.  One reason is that the letter K is 
often used to spell a hard C sound in words such as skewl (school). Another reason is the 
high prevalence of the various spellings of  OK and  kewl.   In addition, because of the 
nature of the Dr Math tutoring environment, the word  ask plus all its various derivations 
have a much higher rank in the MXit corpus.  The top four occurring words containing the 
letter K are Ok (1 483), k (1 062), ohk (375), and kwl (137).
4.4.8 The Letter M
The letter M has a higher percentage occurrence in the Dr Math MXit research corpus than 
in the traditional English corpus.  There are two reasons for this.  The first reason is a  
characteristic  of  the  Dr  Math  tutoring  environment  where  mathematics  terms such  as 
math, mean, median, mode, midpoint, and multiply occur often.  In addition the letter M is 
often used in mathematics to indicate the slope of a line.
The second reason is the fact that the pupils often indicate that they are thinking about 
their  problems  by  using  words  such  as mmm,  hmmmm, and  uhmmm  with  varying 
quantities of the letter M.  For example:
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mmm..w0ts x1 plus 16=19
? uhmmmm... i'm lost now
hmm, now i've lost you
ummmmm abit c0nfusd
4.4.9 The Letter O
The letter O has a lower percentage occurrence in the Dr Math MXit research corpus than 
in the traditional English corpus.  This is due to the numeral 0 (zero) often being used in 
place of the letter O (oh) in words such as n0t (not), questi0n (question), h0w (how), and 
kn0w (know).  
0kay thanx i get it n0w 
ok thank y0u.
0k h0w quick d0 you resp0nd with answerz? 
Looking through the entire Dr Math MXit research corpus and only looking at unique words 
(and not their frequencies), there is a total of 1 336 unique words containing the vowel O 
but there are also 1 255 unique words containing the numeral 0 in the place of the vowel 
O.  If the frequency of these words is also taken into account (in other words, taking into 
account that the word n0t is used often by pupils), the frequency of the letter O combined 
with the numeral 0 when it indicates a vowel increases to 7.08%. 
In addition, the letter O is often omitted in common words as can be seen in Table 8 (page 
69).
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Table 8: Common words with Os and their alternate spellings
Word Count 
how 1 945
hw 1 224
dont 504
dnt 1 195
know 605
knw 844
now 511
nw 665
4.4.10 The Letter Q
The letter Q has a  substantially higher percentage frequency.  This is due to the nature of  
the conversations between pupils  and tutors about  mathematics.   The highest  ranking 
words containing the letter Q are question (576), equation (548), square (298), equations 
(288), and equal  (197).  Also very high on the list are the mathmatics words  quadratic,  
sequence, quadrant,  quotient,  and  all  the  alternate  spellings  of  these  words  such  as 
equatnz, quadrents, and squere.
4.4.11 The Letter R
The letter R has a lower percentage frequency in the Dr Math MXit corpus.  This is due to 
the suffixes -er, -or, and -ar being replaced by a simple -a as is explained in sub-section 
4.4.1 (page 63).
4.4.12 The Letter U
The letter U has a higher percent occurrence in the Dr Math Mxit corpus than in traditional 
English.  This is due to two reasons.  The most important reason in the use of the letter  U 
all by itself to indicate the word you. According to the wordfrequency.info website (Davies, 
2012), the word you is the 14th most common English word.  In the Dr Math MXit corpus, 
the word u indicating the word you is the 3rd most common word in the entire corpus.
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can u help me 
how do u solve dis 2y=4x+1
yes,hw do u determine the eqt of a graph?
Another reason for the increased percent occurrence of the letter  U is  its presence in 
common  mathematics  terms  and  common  tutoring  terms  such  as  question,  equation,  
number, calculate, formula, sum, and square.
4.4.13 The Letter W
The letter  W has a much higher percentage occurrence in the Dr Math MXit research 
corpus than in the traditional English corpus.  This is partially due to the MXit corpus being 
taken from a tutoring environment where the pupils ask questions beginning with words 
such as what, why, and how.  Another reason for the increase in the use of the letter W is 
the word mwah which is used often in MXit based conversations and represents the sound 
of a kiss.
gota bounce...mwah!! 
lols will do thx alot mwah 
ok but thx mwah 
4.4.14 The Letter X
The  letter X  has  an  substantially  higher  percentage  occurrence  in  the  Dr  Math  MXit 
research corpus than in traditional English.  This is also due to two reasons.  The first  
reason is the nature of the conversations about mathematics between Dr Math and pupils. 
The letter  X is often used in mathematics formulae and equations.  It is also used when 
discussing the Cartesian coordinate system.  For example:
Y is equal a.x^2 added to q 
What is x if: 2x=3­(­8/2x)
Solv simultaneously for x and y X+y=5 and x­y=3
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The second reason is a characteristic of the MXit medium where people often express 
affection and thanks with virtual “kisses and hugs” which are represented as a string such 
as xoxoxo or xxxxx.  For example:
Bye:)xxx love you :) 
Bye :­) xoxo :­)
4.4.15 The Letter Y
The letter Y has a higher percentage occurrence in the MXit research corpus than in the 
traditional English corpus. This is due to two reasons.  The first reason is that the English  
words why and yes are commonly abbreviated to simply Y in MXit lingo.
The second reason is the nature of the discussions about mathematics taking place with 
Dr Math. The letter Y is used often in mathematics formulae and equations.  It is also used 
as one of the axes in the Cartesian coordinate system.  For example:
Y=x+4/2x­5 i want an inverse of y 
Y+2x=2 y^2+2x^2=3yx
In y=mxPlus c 
The top four ranking words in the MXit research corpus containing the letter  Y are  you 
(2 220), my (1 590), y (1 407) and yes (1 353).
4.4.16 The Letter Z
The  letter  Z has  a  substantially  higher  percentage  occurrence  in  the  Dr  Math  MXit 
research corpus when compared to traditional English.  This is because of the nature of 
the  conversations about mathematics where Z is a common variable name. For example:
You get z= 226? 
It says; sum of n terms z=a('r^n'­1) ol dvde by r­1 
3x+y­z+4x­2y+9z 
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Another reason is that the letter Z is often used in place of the letter S and in place of the 
entire word is.  For example:
Wat z a radi ?
ok ths z confusn me 
Wht type of a sequence z ds
It is also partially due to a characteristic of the MXit medium where people express their  
boredom by pretending to sleep with messages such as zzzzzzzzzzzzzz.
4.4.17 Letter Frequencies Summary
This section provided information about MXit letter frequencies which differ by more than 
10%  (increasing  or  decreasing)  from  the  letter  frequencies  of  traditional  English 
documents.  Of primary interest are the letters A, C, E, F, G, J, K, M, O, Q, R, U, W, X, Y, 
and Z.  
Some  of  the  differences  can  be  attributed  to  the  nature  of  conversations  about 
mathematics. This affects the frequencies of letters A, X, Y, and Z.
Some of the differences are due to the fact that the corpus of messages was extracted 
from a tutoring environment where pupils ask lots of questions beginning with what, why, 
and how.  The letter W is primarily affected by this.
The letter Q  is affected by both these two reasons. The high frequency of a word such as 
question is due to the nature of conversations in a tutoring environment.  The high fre-
quency of words such as equation, square, sequence, and quadratic is due to the tutoring 
environment being about mathematics.
The letter J is affected by the fact that the corpus of conversations was collected in South 
Africa and, although Dr Math is an English based service, common Afrikaans words such 
as ja are often found in the conversations.
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The frequencies of the letters G, M, and U are affected by both the nature of chat medium 
itself and because of common mathematical terms in the conversations.  The letters are 
found often in chat medium conversations with words such as g2g, ummm, and u.  They 
are  also  found  often  in  mathematics  conversations  with  words  such  as  graph,  math, 
square, and equation.
The changes in frequencies and relative rankings for the remaining letters C, E, F, K, O, 
and R are due to  the nature of the chat medium itself.
4.5  Message Length
There are 48 858 messages in the Dr Math MXit research corpus used to create this MXit 
language construct.  The initial statistics on this corpus of messages regarding message 
length can be found in Table 9.
Table 9: Message length statistics
Count 48 858
Minimum 1
Maximum 663
Average 31.7
Mode 4
Median 23
Standard Deviation 31.6
As mentioned previously, Dong et al. (2006)  found that 91.5% of the chat messages they 
analysed were less than 50 characters long. In this MXit research corpus, however, only 
81.6% of the messages contain less than 50 characters.  This is due to the difference 
between the types of conversations encountered by Dong  et al. when compared to the 
conversations with Dr Math. In the Dr Math tutoring project, pupils ask involved questions 
often taking great pains to type in their homework problems.  Table 10 shows samples of 
typical questions about mathematics and their lengths in characters.
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Table 10: Samples of longer messages
Message Length in 
characters
Given de function:f(x)=sin(x+30) nd g(x)=cos 2x. Calculate de 
value of x for f(x)=g(x). What m i expected 2 do? How do i go 
about solving diz 
144
Gvn f(x)=1x2*+2 wt will b da equation for da graph b wen f(x) 
is translated 2 units 2 da ryt and 3 units down 
110
:)hey..i   have   to   sketch   the   parabola..showimg   the   turning 
point,axis of symmetry and intercepts on both axes...the sum 
iz y=­x^2 +2x+8 
136
I cn d0 dat bt dy gve u a questi0n lyk dis.. Lizi dep0sits 
r1000 int0 a savings acc0unt. 0ne year later she adds r2000 t0 
the savings. At the end 0f the sec0nd year she dep0sits r4 000 
int0   the   same   acc0unt,   and   finally   she   adds   r8000   t0  the 
savings at the end 0f the third year. Calculate the am0unt 0f 
m0ney in Lizi's acc0unt at thd end 0f the f0urth year if the 
interert is calculatd at 11.5% per annum c0mp0unded annually. 
433
The distribution of message lengths shows that less than 1% of the total messages have a  
length longer than 200 characters. Table 11 shows these message length statistical values 
again with that 1% of the messages removed from the corpus.
Table 11: Message length statistics for messages of 200 characters or less
Count 48 682
Minimum 1
Maximum 200
Average 30.8
Mode 4
Median 22
Standard Deviation 27.8
A histogram of these message lengths (1-200), Figure 5 (page 75), shows a fairly smooth 
distribution with an interesting anomaly around message length 100.
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The anomaly at 100 characters was investigated and found to be due to a feature of the 
MXit  phone client software.  The MXit  phone software allows users to set up farewell 
messages.  These farewell  messages are automatically sent to all  the users'  contacts 
when the users log out of MXit.  As of July 2011, the MXit phone software limited these 
messages to 100 characters.  These messages look like:
Hate da way u luv me,anyway gotta run out fast, this 
angel,cute,charming nd single doll z out,luv ya
Ull nvr knw wat u got until it is gone so caltivate the 
little u have coz a seed 2day is a tree 2mr
I gtta offa ma services wer der r nided bt i wont b lng so 
if eva u nid room service jst hala at me
U MYT CAL ME A MXIT JUNKY OR WATEVR AFTR ALL THS IS MY FUCKN 
LYF ND ILL LIVE IT DA WAY I FUCKN WNT.
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Figure 6 shows the distribution of message lengths if farewell messages of length 99 and 
100 are removed from the corpus.  
However,  these  farewell  messages  do,  in  fact,  remain  in  the  corpus.   Although  the 
messages do not contribute added knowledge about the conversations about mathematics 
held  using  MXit,  they  do  contribute  to  knowledge  about  MXit  in  general.   It  is  also 
important to  note that if  the farewell  messages of length 99 and 100 are ignored, the 
percentage of messages less than 50 characters is 82.1% which is still substantially less 
than the 91.5% which was reported by Dong et al. (2006).
4.6  Word Frequencies
Every language has common words which are repeated over and over.  These common 
words vary depending on the type of discourse.  The most common words in fiction may 
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vary from the most common words spoken in movies which may, in turn, vary from the 
most common words found in newspaper articles.
However,  an  interesting  characteristic  of  this  was  discovered  by  Harvard  philologist 
George Zipf.   Zipf's law states that in a corpus of words, the rank of the word times the 
frequency that the word occurs in the corpus equals some constant for that corpus (Prün, 
2002).  That is represented mathematically as:
fr = C
where f is the frequency, r is the rank, and C is a constant.  This is more often expressed 
as:
f = C/r
Before investigating Zipf's law in relation to our MXit based corpus, it is important to just 
illustrate  this  fact  in  traditional  English  using  word  frequency  lists  distributed  on 
wordfrequency.info (Davies, 2012).
Table 12 (page 78) shows the top twenty most common English words in rank order along 
with their  counts or frequencies. This relationship between the rank and the count (or  
frequency)  can  be  plotted  with  arithmetic  axes  or,  because  of  their  relationship  in 
mathematics,  with  logarithmic axes.   Figure 7 (page  79)  shows the relationship using 
arithmetic scales on both axes for the 1 000 most common English words.  The same 
information, however, plotted using logarithmic scales creates a straight line as can be 
seen in Figure 8 (page 79).
According to Zipf's law, this holds for all human languages.  A statistical analysis of the Dr 
Math MXit research corpus confirms this for MXit lingo.  Figure 9 (page 79) shows the rank 
vs frequency plot for the first 1 000 most common words in the MXit research corpus using 
arithmetic axes and  Figure 10 (page  79) show the same information using logarithmic 
axes.  It is clear that MXit lingo exhibits Zipfian characteristics.
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Just over 90% of the MXit corpus contains only 2 705 different words.  The top 1 000 
ranking words comprised 82.38% of the MXit corpus.  This can be seen graphically in 
Figure 11 (page 80).
Table 12: First 20 words by rank from wordfrequency.info
Rank Word Count 
1 the 22 038 615
2 be 12 545 825
3 and 10 741 073
4 of 10 343 885
5 a 10 144 200
6 in 6 996 437
7 to (preposition) 6 332 195
8 have 4 303 955
9 to (infinitive) 3 856 916
10 it 3 872 477
11 I 3 978 265
12 that 3 430 996
13 for 3 281 454
14 you 3 081 151
15 he 2 909 254
16 with 2 683 014
17 on 2 485 306
18 do 2 573 587
19 say 1 915 138
20 this 1 885 366
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Figure 7: English rank vs frequency (arithmetic 
axes)
Figure 8: English rank vs frequency (logarithmic 
axes)
Figure 9: MXit rank vs frequency (arithmetic 
axes)
Figure 10: MXit rank vs frequency (logarithmic 
axes)
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In addition, it is interesting to compare some of the differences in word rankings between 
traditionally spelled English and MXit lingo from the Dr Math project.  Table 13 (page 81) 
gives the top twenty words by rank in the MXit corpus.
One can see that the word  the  has been pushed down to second place in the rankings 
when compared to the traditional English rankings found on Table 12 (page 78).  However, 
if one takes into account all the different ways that pupils spell  the  using MXit, the total 
count increases substantially as can be seen in Table 14 (page 81).
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Table 13: Top 20 MXit words (rank and frequency)
Rank Word Count 
1 i 12 575
2 the 7 237
3 u 7 160
4 a 6 384
5 is 4 980
6 of 4 273
7 it 3 889
8 x 3 782
9 to 3 617
10 me 2 473
11 do 3 416
12 in 2 473
13 help 2 459
14 and 2 293
15 da 2 247
16 so 2 227
17 you 2 220
18 how 1 945
19 with 1 701
20 what 1 693
Table 14: MXit alternate spellings of the (rank and count)
Rank Word Count 
2 the 7 237
15 da 2 247
71 d 633
126 de 379
185 th 186
Total 10 682
The word the with all its alternate spellings, however, still does not rank #1.  That is due to 
the nature of conversations between pupils and tutors.  The pupils repeatedly ask about 
their personal mathematics problems:
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Ey i want help wit simaltenoes equestion
Cn i ask a question?
Hai i ned help abt maths
Helo i need help 0n trig
Note that the common MXit spellings of u (you) and  da (the) rank within the top twenty 
words.  Due to the nature of the Dr Math tutoring project, the word x is ranked #8.  Three 
other interesting words, what, help, and me, also rank in the top 20 words due to the types 
of questions that pupils ask Dr Math:
cn u pls help me?
What is trig
Dr math help me
4.7  Common Suffixes
A number of common English suffixes have alternate forms in this MXit research corpus. 
Recognising these suffixes is critical to successfully developing a MXit stemmer to remove 
suffixes from ends of words.  These suffixes are important to the MXit stemmer which is  
described in detail in forthcoming sub-sections 5.2.2 (page 102) and 6.1.2.2 (page 115). 
This section only itemises the suffixes and presents statistical  information about them. 
The subsequent section of this chapter provides linguistic bases for these suffixes.
4.7.1 The -s/-z Suffix
The -s  suffix used in singular verbs, plural nouns, and short words such as  is and its is 
often changed to a -z.  This is also true of the forms -es and -ies which often change to -ez 
and -iez.  As can be seen in Table 15 (page 83), in some cases the spelling with the -z 
suffix is more popular than the -s suffix.
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Table 15: Examples of -s and -z suffixes
Word Count Word Count 
is 4 980 iz 165
maths 1 569 mathz 95
its 1 203 itz 168
pls 374 plz 716
This phenomenon of changing the -s suffix to a -z does not seem to be predictable.  Figure
12 shows a scatter plot of words which are spelled with either an -s suffix or a -z suffix. 
Each datapoint on the scatter plot represents one specific word pair such as the word pair  
pls and  plz  and  the  word  pair  yes and  yez.   The  x-axis  indicates  the  number  of 
occurrences using the -s suffix and the y-axis indicates the number of occurrences using 
the -z suffix.
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The datapoint at the far right of the scatter plot is the point representing is and iz with is  
being substantially more popular than iz.  The datapoint at the top left of the scatter plot is 
the point representing pls and plz with plz being substantially more popular than pls.
4.7.2 The -ing/-ng/-n Suffix
The common -ing suffix is often written without the i and/or without the g. This is true both 
when the -ing represents a verb gerund and when it is part of a word such as thing.  Table
16 shows the frequency of the word  thing (and various of its inflected forms) compared 
with the word thng and the word thn.  One can see in the table that spelling the word thing 
in full only appears approximately one third of the time.
Table 16: Alternate spellings of the word thing
Word Count Word Count Word Count 
thing 87 thng 71 thn 110
things 38 thngs 40 thns 2
thingz 7 thngz 15 thnz 1
132 126 113
As can be seen in  Table 17, a similar situation occurs with words such as  something 
where spelling the -ing string at the end of the word in full happens less than half the time.
Table 17: Alternate spellings of the word something
Word Count Word Count Word Count 
something 105 sumthng 56 sumthn 20
sumthing 6 smthng 20 smthn 10
somthing 2 somethng 13 somthn 2
smthing 2 smethng 5 smethn 1
s0mething 2 s0methng 3
sumthngs 1
somthng 1
s0mthng 1
117 100 33
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4.7.3 The -tion/-tn Suffix
The -tion suffix is often abbreviated to -tn.   Table 18 provides a sample of words ending 
with the  -tion suffix and the common  -tn suffix.  In this table, the notation (s/z) includes 
plurals formed with an -s suffix or a -z suffix.
Table 18: Suffix -tion comparisons
Word Count Word Count 
question(s/z) 758 questn(s/z) 71
equation(s/z) 855 equatn(s/z) 19
function(s/z) 300 functn(s/z) 8
fraction(s/z) 251 fractn(s/z) 5
4.7.4 The -er/-or/-ar/-a Suffix
The suffixes -er, -ar, and -or are often abbreviated to -a or to -r.
Table 19: Examples of -er and -a suffixes
Word Count Word Count Word Count 
answer 426 ansa 111 answr 87
never 109 neva 95 nevr 6
over 165 ova 64 ovr 11
after 108 afta 52 aftr 29
number 430 numba 44 numbr 53
This change also happens when the -er is inside of a compound word (and not just at the 
end of a word).  For example: undastand, aftanoon, and aftrnoon.
4.7.5 The -ed/-d Suffix
The past tense suffixes -ed and -ied are often just expressed simply as -d as can be seen 
in Table 20 (page 86).
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Table 20: Examples of -ed and -d suffix
Word Count Word Count 
Asked 65 Askd 42
Squared 144 Squard 32
Wanted 70 Wantd 30
Started 20 Startd 19
4.7.6 Common Suffixes Summary
This section described a number of common suffix changes which happen in MXit lingo. 
Examples  of  these  suffix  changes  and  some  common  frequency  counts  of  their 
occurrences  are  provided.  Understanding  these  suffix  changes  is  critical  to  the 
development of an effective stemmer for MXit lingo.
4.8  Spelling Conventions
Upon analysis of  the statistics already presented in this chapter,  a number of  spelling 
conventions can be formalised for MXit based communication.  These spelling conventions 
would need to be implemented in the MXit stemmer which would be developed.
4.8.1 Vowel Reduction
Vowels are optional in longer words in MXit lingo as long as there are enough letters to 
retain the meaning of the word.  A word such as  intercept  can be found in the Dr Math 
MXit research corpus spelled a number of different ways with varying numbers of vowels 
including intercpt, intrcept, and intrcpt.
Linguists  often  call  this  omission  of  vowels  abbreviation (Al Sa’aDi  &  Hamdan,  2005;‐  
Shaw, 2009).  If more words can be shortened, then more words can be squeezed into a 
message which may have a limited or fixed number of characters available to the user. 
This lack of vowels is not unique to MXit lingo.  There are numerous human languages 
where  vowels  are  optional  in  written  form.   These  languages  are  known as  abjad  or 
consonantary languages (Golcher, 2007). Both Hebrew and Arabic are examples of abjad 
languages and have optional vowels in their written form (Abu-Rabia, 2001).  The vowels 
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in these languages can be omitted or they can be written as a type of extra mark  similar to 
dotting an I or crossing a T.
Referring back to the letter frequency information found in Table 5  (page 60), by adding 
up the percentages, one can see that the total percentage of vowels (A, E, I, O, and U) is 
very similar between traditionally spelled English and MXit based conversations.  This can 
be seen in Table 21.
Table 21: Comparison percentage of vowels
Letter MXit % English %
A 8.43 7.61
E 9.63 12.62
I 7.48 7.34
O 6.83 7.65
U 3.67 2.72
Total 36.04 37.94
In traditionally spelled English, 37.94% of the letters are vowels and in the MXit corpus 
discussed in this section 36.04% of the letters are vowels.  If we take into account the fact 
that  the  numerals  0,  1,  and  3  often  substitute  for  the  vowels  O,  I, and  E, the  total 
percentage of vowels in the two corpora are very similar.  
What is different, however, is the vowels' frequencies in the most common 5 000 words. 
Table 22 (page 88)  indicates the number of words which contain a specific vowel within 
the 5 000 most common words.  Traditional English has nearly 25% more As, over 35% 
more Es, Is, and Us, and just under 15% more Us in its first 5 000 common words than in 
the MXit corpus.
Referring back to the graph in Figure 11 (page 80) the most common 5 000 words in the 
MXit corpus constitute over 90% of the corpus (93.38% to be exact).  The shortage of  
vowels is quite noticeable.
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Table 22: Number of words within the most common 5 000 words which contain a specific vowel
Letter Mxit
Lingo
Traditional
English
Percent
Increase
A 1 816 2 260 24.45%
E 2 175 2 978 36.91%
I 1 609 2 206 37.10%
O 1 337 1 832 37.02%
U 873 995 13.97%
Totals 7 810 10 271 31.51%
One phenomenon which contributes to the total overall similar percentage of vowels (as 
opposed to the percentage of vowels in the most common words) is the fact that pupils 
often hold down a letter key on their cell  phone keypad to spell a word with particular 
emphasis such as:
heloooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
nooooooooooooooooo
yeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeees
Even more important is the number of words which contain no vowels whatsoever.  In this 
particular  statistic,  the  letter  Y  will  be  considered  to  be  vowels.   According  to 
wordfrequency.info  (Davies, 2012), the traditional English corpus contains only six such 
words: Mr, Mrs, Ms, TV, PM, and PC.  
The  Dr  Math  MXit  research  corpus,  on  the  other  hand,  has  over  400  such  words. 
Obviously words pertaining to mathematics and Dr Math (such as x and dr) appear in this 
list.  But the list also consists of common words such as dnt (don't), cn (can), nd (need), bt 
(but), plz (please), and nt (not).
The fact that vowels can be omitted in MXit lingo creates a number of sub-conventions or  
spelling conventions which are subordinate to or are based on this convention.  These 
spelling conventions affect the common English suffixes listed in Table 23 (page 89).
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Table 23: Common suffixes
-tion -sion
-ing
-ies -es 
-ier -er
-or
-tive
-able -ible
-ize -ise
-ate -ite
-ents -ants -ence -ance
One or more of the vowels are often omitted from these suffixes.  For example:
i knw a functin bt nt a relation
i ned to fctr xsq + 5x +6 how do u do it
determine whether the gvn expresn is always odd or even
Any stemmer which would be developed would have to cater for this phenomenon.
4.8.2 Letters Exchanged for Similar Sounding Letters
Letters are often exchanged for other letters which sound similar.  This is true for both  
vowels and consonants.
hw do u workout tha smultinious equation
ther r no squres in ma fone
an irrashunal
i stil cnt fnd th ryt answr
no i dnt hav any bcoz de skulz r clozd
This is not unique to MXit.   Commercial  businesses often simplify the spelling of their 
corporate names.  Many commercial  enterprises in South Africa and around the world 
have  been  liberal  in  their  interpretation  of  English  spelling  rules  including  Foto  First, 
Shatterprufe, Shoprite, Playskool, Kwikot, Nestle Quik, and Vodafone.  
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Some  linguists  have  labeled  this  phenomenon  the  regularisation  of  irregular  spelling  
(Shaw, 2009).   Others have called this  homophone engineering (Al Sa’aDi & Hamdan,‐  
2005).  In the context of this research, both of these terms refer to the MXit users' use of 
similar sounding letters and numerals in the place of whole words and syllables.  One form 
of homophone engineering is when a letter that sounds the same as a word or syllable 
replaces the whole word or syllable such as R replacing the word are and Y replacing the 
word why. These are called letter homophones (Shortis, 2007).  The other form of homo-
phone engineering is when a numeral that sounds the same as a syllable or part of word 
replaces that syllable or part of a word.  That is discussed in more detail in sub-section 
4.8.6 (page 95).
There are a number of sub-conventions related to this MXit spelling convention.  
For example, the h is often omitted when it does not affect the sound of the surrounding 
letters.  In other words, when can be spelled wen and what can be spelled wat.  However, 
the h is not typically omitted in words spelled with sh or ch.
so wat shud i do? 
dr maths am said am on calculus wat r dae basics i shud knw? 
wat shud i do 2 b gud in maths? 
In another example, plurals and singular verbs can be formed with a trailing -z in addition 
to a trailing -s.  A final terminating -s can be changed to a -z.  This affects plural forms, 
singular  verbs,  and some stand alone words.   A plural  word such as  ladies might  be 
written as ladiez. His can be written as hiz and roots can be written as rootz.  For example:
wt iz da factrz of 36
cn u plz hlp me wth mathz
Any stemmer would would be written to process MXit lingo would have to cater for this 
spelling convention.
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4.8.3 th Written as d or f
The th sound is often written as a D or F.  The D can appear for a leading th or a trailing 
th.  The word de can appear for the word the and the word wid can appear for the word 
with.   Although other researchers have noted that the F can substitute for a leading th, in 
the MXit research corpus being discussed, the f  only appears as a trailing th.  It never 
appears in place of a leading th.  The word wif can appear for the word with and the word 
maf can appear for the word math.
hi pls help wif maf
how to mk dem prpr frctns
k yes i need it so dat i cn work dis out
It is important to remember at this point that the English spelling of th for the sound at the 
beginning of the word the and this is not a phonetic spelling.  It has nothing to do with the 
sound of the letter  T or the sound of the letter  H.  It is a spelling convention which has 
been adopted.  As was highlighted in Chapter One, the  th sound has previously been 
spelled in English with the archaic letters þ and ð (Gregory, 2011).
As can be seen in  Table 12 (on page 78), the three most frequent words in traditionally 
spelled English beginning with th are the, that and this.  In the MXit based conversations, 
this is also true with the three most frequent words beginning with  th being the, that, and 
this. This pattern remains true when the th is changed to a d.  Taking into account that the 
could be spelled d, da, and de, the three most frequent words beginning with d (where the 
d represents th) are also da (including d and de), dat, and dis. 
Table 24: Most frequent words with a d representing the th sound in MXit
Word Rank
da 15
dat 51
d 71
de 126
dis 178
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Another interesting statistic is the word  with.  Referring back to  Table 12 (page  78), in 
traditional  English,  with  is  the most common English word with a trailing  -th.   It  is the 
sixteenth most common English word.  In the MXit research corpus, the combination of 
with, wif, wid, wth, wf, and wd would have been the fifteenth most common word.  This can 
be seen by taking the sum of the occurrences of these alternate spellings of the word with 
as seen in Table 25 and referring back to the top twenty words in the MXit corpus as found 
on  Table 13 (on page 81).
Table 25: Frequencies of alternate spellings of the word with
Word Frequency in 
Corpus
with 1 704
wth 389
wif 99
wid 42
wd 12
wf 4
Total 2 250
These statistical similarities confirm the use of the letters D and F in place of the string th.
Given the popularity in South Africa of African American entertainment media, such as rap 
music tracks and music videos, it  is not surprising that South African MXit users often 
imitate  the  unique  pronunciation  of  what  most  linguists  refer  to  as  African  American 
Vernacular English (AAVE)  (Butgereit, Botha, & Van Den Heever, 2012).  Deumert and 
Masinyana (2008) argue that the imitation of the AAVE accent is in sync with the global 
trend to associate with the AAVE culture in contrast to local cultural expressions. 
However, from a sociolinguistic perspective, it is reasonable to assume that South Africans 
(the majority of whom happen to be black) possess their own variety of spoken and written  
English and do not only imitate selective elements of a variety of English that is owned by 
African Americans  (Butgereit et al., 2012).  There is, fortunately, well-established research 
that describes the pronunciation of BSAE (Black South African English).  According to Van 
Rooy (2000), there is in fact an absence of the voiced th sound in BSAE.  This implies that 
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the th sound in that and then is not familiar to BSAE speakers.  The closest approximation 
of the voiced th sound that speakers of BSAE can produce is the d sound.
4.8.4 New -a Suffix
The normal English suffix of -er, -ar, or -or can be changed to -a.  A word such as number 
can be written as numba  or the word over can be written as ova.  This can also happen in 
the middle of a compound word.  Thus the word understand can be written as undastand.  
For example:
i dnt undastand
docta wat is sin ova cos
tl me wat a prime numba is
The top occurring words in this corpus using this suffix are ansa, neva, ova, afta, anada,  
numba, eva, anoda, answa, and otha.
The  schwa is the name of the vowel  sound that is voiced with one’s mouth open but 
without moving one’s tongue or lips. The phonetic symbol for the schwa is ə. Although this 
sound is  not  represented in  the  26-letter  Roman alphabet  employed by  English,  it  is,  
according to McArthur  (1998),  the most common vowel sound in English. Instead of a 
single symbol to denote the ə sound in written English, the suffix -er often denotes the ə 
sound,  as in  mother and  number.  The  -or suffix  at  the end of  doctor and  motor also 
denotes the ə sound. 
However,  McArthur  (1998) asserts  that  not  all  languages  use  the  ə sound,  and  he 
mentions African languages in particular. Therefore, if African-language speakers are not 
familiar with producing the ə sound, the schwa would be absent from the African varieties 
of English they speak. Van Rooy and Van Huyssteen (Van Rooy & Van Huyssteen, 2000) 
have established that the ə sound is not a feature of BSAE. They explain that the ə sound 
is replaced by a different vowel sound by BSAE speakers. This means that by using the a 
sound, speakers of BSAE would say  numba instead of  numbə,  or  ova instead of  ovə. 
According to Mesthrie (2005), among speakers of English as an additional language, there 
is an inclination to write words according their (non-standard) pronunciation. This means 
that the MXit users of BSAE write  numba instead of  number, and  ova instead of  over. 
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Replacing the  ə sound that occurs in the middle of polysyllabic words with the different 
vowel  sound is also a feature of BSAE. Thus the word understand can be written as 
undastand, and another written as anada. 
This -a suffix is not unique to MXit lingo.  It can also be argued that the use of the -a suffix 
is  a  side  effect  of  written  language  becoming  more  aligned  with  spoken  language. 
Linguists have categorised languages as being rhotic languages or non-rhotic languages 
by the way the speakers handle the letter R (Lindau, 1980).  Rhotic languages pronounce 
a written  R and non-rhotic languages do not.  Within languages, however, there can be 
different accents.  Such variations are called allophones. In the southern part of the United 
States, an expression such as  Mister Carter is often pronounced  Mistah Cahtah.   Even 
among  speakers  who  normally  fully  pronounce  the  letter R,  there  can  be  confusion 
between words such as pawn and porn,  spa and spar,  and father and farther when they 
are spoken.
According to Van Rooy (2000), it is the occurrence of allophones for the pronunciation of 
the letter  R  that makes it  difficult  to define the true rhoticity of  BSAE.  In the interim, 
however, Hartmaan and Zerbian (2010) have managed to show that female speakers of 
BSAE speak it with more rhoticity than do their male counterparts.  The ethical clearance 
of the Dr Math project prevents collecting demographic data about the users.  Therefore, a 
supporting and detailed explanation of the rhoticity of BSAE can not be supported by the 
data used in this research.
A number of reasons have been identified by linguists explaining why rhoticity may or may 
not  be  present  in  synchronous  CMC  including  writers  representing  their  own 
pronunciations and ethic reasons (Shaw, 2009).  Some of Shaw's research shows that in 
the  United  States  the  -a  suffix  was  most  frequently  used  in  texts  written  by  African 
Americans  (as  shown  by  the  writers'  photographs  on  their  homepages).   In  addition, 
however, Shaw explains that the youth worldwide have easy access to media both written 
and spoken by African American entertainers and this spreads the popularity of this suffix  
change.   Regardless of the reason that the new -a suffix is used, it must be catered for in 
any stemmer which would be created.
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4.8.5 Double Letters Become Single Letters
Double letters need to be only written once.  Thus a word such as small can be written as 
smal or borrow can be written as borow.  For example:
isnt range wen u subtract da smal value 4rm big 1
i have borowd 15000 n i hav 2 pay it aftr one year
Some human languages have special symbols for some repeated letters.  For example, 
German has the symbol ß to indicate a double S in some situations. In other languages, a 
repeated letter can be a completely new sound.  For example, in Spanish, a single  L is 
pronounced more or less the same as in English whereas the double  LL is pronounced 
similar to an English Y sound.
4.8.6 Numerals and Symbols for Sounds
Numbers and symbols can be placed in words to represent certain sounds.  Linguists call  
these substituted sequences homophones (Shortis, 2007).  For example, l8r can represent 
the  word  later, d@  can  represent  the  word that,  2morrow  can  represent  the  word 
tomorrow.
un4turn8ly
ok thx d@s gr8
w8 da 16 is multiplied by x
f9 thnks nd u
The ten most common words (with variants) in which numerals or symbols replace the 
sound of the letter or letters  include g2g, l8r (including l8a, l8tr, l8, l8ter, and l8ta), b4, w8t  
(including w8ng, w8n, w8,and w8tng), u2, b2wn, sum1, gr8, r8, and h8.
4.8.7 Specific Numerals and Symbols for Specific Letters
Specific  numerals  and symbols  often  replace  specific  letters  due to  the  shape  of  the  
numeral or symbol and not the sound of the number or symbol
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i hv prblms wth the p0int 0f circle whch is n0t at 0rigin
iv g0t a prblm wth calculus
i n3d hlp on trigonometry
h3llo
Cheer$
Then ten most common words where numerals replace letters which are shaped the same 
way are n0t, l0l, questi0n, h0w, kn0w, n0u, n0w, g0t, d0nt, and equati0n.
Numerals which replace letters of a similar shape are usually called homographs. Moran 
(2011) defines a graph as the most basic and single unit of a writing system. A homograph 
is thus a unit of writing (or graph) that has the same appearance as another unit with a 
different function. A glyph is described as the electronic version of a graph. A homoglyph 
is thus a homograph that appears in computer-mediated texts  (Jøsang,  Povey,  & Ho, 
2002).
The phenomenon where writers of CMC texts use numeral graphs that resemble letter 
graphs to replace these  letter graphs in CMC discourse has also been called 1337 or 
leetspeak  by  some  researchers  (Engert,  2009;  Schmidt  &  Stone,  1993;  Sherblom-
Woodward, 2002).  Leetspeak is often typed as 1337 5p34k with the shape of the numeral 
being similar to the shape of the letter it replaces.  Tavosanis (2007) explains that the term 
leetspeak is derived from the expression elite speak and was originally devised to describe 
unique encodings used by online gamers.
4.8.8 Acronyms, Initialisms, and Acrostics
MXit  lingo is  peppered with  short  acronyms, initialisms,  and acrostics which represent 
phrases.
LOL Laughing Out Loud
G2G Got to Go
OMG Oh My God/Goodness
BRB Be Right Back 
WUD What you doing?
This is not a new phenomenon in English.  There are many acronyms, initialisms, and 
acrostics  which have existed in the English language prior to chat protocols such as Mxit.
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Benelux Belgium, Netherlands, and Luxemburg
Nato North Atlantic Treaty Organisation 
Scuba Self contained underwater breathing aparatus
Laser Light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation
  
In fact, acronyms, initialisms, and short forms have been used for thousands of years. 
Many  Christians  believe  that  the  Greek  word ΙΧΘΥΣ (fish)  is  an  acrostic  for  ησο ςἸ ῦ  
Χριστός, Θεο  Υ ός, Σωτήρ'ῦ ἱ  which translates Jesus Christ, God's Son, Savior (Kidwell & 
Faiman-Silva, 2001; Tenšek, 2005).
The first documented written use of  OMG can be found in the memoirs of Lord Fisher, 
Admiral of the Fleet seen in Figure 13. In 1917 he wrote to the Right Honourable Winston 
Churchill (as he was then known) “...I hear that a new order of Knighthood is on the tapis – 
O.M.G....” (Fisher, 1919).
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4.8.9 Spelling Conventions Summary
The desire amongst youth not to conform to all conventions or accepted norms is  a 
universal  socio-linguistic  element  that  encourages  the  use  of  non-standard  forms  of 
spelling.  Sebba (2003) explains that because written synchronous  CMC tools of casual 
and social interaction like MXit are not regulated, some space for accent and spelling 
variation is created by and for users of such tools.  When there is space to behave 
unconventionally, people, especially youths, make a point of behaving unconventionally 
(Sebba, 2003; Shaw, 2009).  In intentionally deviating from or rebelling against the norm, 
that is, the regularised spelling and writing that is demanded in scholarly contexts, MXit 
users are able to construct social identities for themselves (Butgereit et al., 2012).
4.9  Conclusion
This chapter presented the design science construct about MXit lingo.  This construct is 
based on a corpus of words obtained from the Dr Math project from January 2010 through 
July 2011. This construct is important to Project μ because it is necessary to understand 
some of the basic spelling conventions of MXit lingo before any attempt can be made to 
spot topics in MXit lingo.  This chapter presented letter frequency, word frequency, and 
suffix frequency data.  In many cases, this data was compared with traditionally spelled 
English documents.  
After presenting and discussing the statistics of  MXit  lingo, this chapter then identified 
eight  new  spelling  conventions.   The  identification  of  these  spelling  conventions  is 
supported by statistics, examples, and similarities to other human languages around the 
world. An applied linguist assisted with the interpretation of these statistics and compilation 
of the spelling conventions present in MXit lingo.
These spelling conventions are the basis of the MXit stemmer which is described in the 
next two chapters,  The  μ Model  and The μ Instantiation.   Besides discussing the MXit 
stemmer, the next chapter describes the entire process for spotting topics.
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wat do u mean by tht?
A model can be viewed as a description or a representation of how things are (March & 
Smith, 1995).  A model can be considered to be a template to solve a specific type of 
problem. English expressions such as  model student and  model solution  are often used 
when trying to solve problems. This chapter,  The μ Model, describes how topic spotting 
can be done in a mobile online mathematics tutoring environment.  
This is the second chapter in the Research Artifacts part.  Chapter Four, the first chapter in 
this part, described the design science construct on MXit lingo. The next chapter, Chapter 
Six, describes the design science instantiation for the model described in this chapter. 
The μ Model  is specifically designed for topic spotting in a mobile online mathematics 
tutoring  environment  where  English  (as  modified  by  human  society  and  history  as 
explained in  Chapter One) is the human language for  communication and MXit  is  the 
medium of  communication.  This  is  aligned with the research objectives and research 
questions for Project μ found in sections 3.6 (page 41) and 3.8 (page 42).
5.1  Model Overview
The μ Model requires the availability of a historical archive of  conversations.  The μ Model 
is built around this historical archive as can be seen in Figure 14.
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The historical archive of conversations is used to build a core configuration.  The core 
configuration is used to drive the conversation processing.  Depending on the outcome of  
the conversation processing, the core configuration is modified by a feedback mechanism.
The core configuration, conversation processing, and feedback mechanism are discussed 
in separate sections of this chapter.
5.2  Core Configuration
The core configuration of the μ Model is created by analysing historical data in the target 
environment in order to better understand the underlying communication patterns.  In this 
particular situation, the μ Model is specifically used with conversations about mathematics 
conducted in English using MXit as a communication medium.   
The core configuration of the μ Model is created by four steps:
1.  Compilation of a list of stop words
2.  Gaining an understanding of the stemming requirements for the environment 
after which a stemmer must be created
3.  Compilation of mathematics vocabulary lists
4.  Compilation of mathematics topics and their inter-relationships
These four steps create the four major components of the core configuration.  These four  
components are a list of stop words, a stemmer, lists of vocabularies, and the various 
topics with their inter-relationships.  These four components of the core configuration of  
the μ Model can be seen in Figure 15 (page 101).
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Each of these steps (and associated components) is described in this section,
5.2.1 Compilation of Stop Words
In order to determine the appropriate stop words for use when attempting to spot topics in 
the  domain  area  of  mathematics,  a  statistical  analysis  can  be  done  on  the  historical 
conversations. This is similar to the statistical analysis of the MXit messages as described 
in the MXit construct.  However, there is one major difference.  In the statistical analysis for 
the compilation of stop words, both messages from both sides of the conversations (this 
includes  both  message  from  the  pupils  and  messages  from  the  tutors)  must  be 
considered.
The conversations are broken into words and the words are then counted. 
The next step is to remove words which are in the mathematics vocabularies (which are 
described in forthcoming sub-section  5.2.3, page  104) from this historical list of words. 
This can be done by using the stemmer (which is described in forthcoming sub-section 
5.2.2, page 102) to remove suffixes.  An additional utility may need to be written to handle 
a  number  of  spelling  conventions  which  are  not  integral  to  the  stemmer.  Spelling 
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conventions which deal with the beginning and middle of the word would need to handle 
situations such as:
1.  Double letters being compressed into one letter
2.  Letters being changed to ones that sound the same
3.  Vowels being omitted
The resulting words are considered to be irrelevant to conversations about mathematics 
and can be used as stop words.
5.2.2 Creation of MXit Stemmer
There are a number of reasons to write stemmers.  There are linguistic reasons and there 
are information retrieval reasons.  As mentioned in sub-section 2.2.2 (page 23), extensive 
work has already been done with respect to English language stemmers.
From a linguistic point of view, it would be beneficial to develop stemmers for all of South  
Africa's official languages.  This would allow South African citizens to search government 
websites for documents written in their home languages. 
A stemmer to handle English as written using MXit as a communication medium would 
need to be developed to remove both suffixes and, in some cases, prefixes.
Inside  the  stemmer,  a  separate  function  or  subroutine  could  be  written  to  handle  a 
common group of suffixes and prefixes.  A Java code outline for such a function to handle 
plurals and singular verbs can be found in Table 26 (page 103).
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Table 26: Sample code to properly stem MXit plurals
public String singular(String word) {
String stem = word;
int length = word.length();
if (length > 4 && word.endsWith(“ies”) ) {
stem = [something]
}
else if ( length > 4 && word.endsWIth(“iez”) ) {
stem = [something]
}
else if ( length > 3 && word.endsWith(“es”) ) {
stem = [something]
}
else if ( length > 3 && word.endsWith(“ez”) ) {
stem = [something]
}
else if ( length > 3 && word.endsWith(“s”) ) {
stem = [something]
}
else if ( length > 3 && word.endsWith(“z”) ) {
stem = [something]
}
return stem;
}
The stemmer may also require an internal flag to keep track of whether the original word 
has yet been changed.  If  no suffixes have been removed from the word, it  would be 
considered to be clean.  Once a suffix had been removed, the word would be considered 
to be dirty.  This would cater for the fact that when suffixes are appended together, they 
often have slightly different spelling.  For example, in the word calculate there is a suffix 
-ate.  But when the word is combined with the suffix -or and creates calculator the original 
-ate suffix becomes merely -at.  This clean and dirty flag assists with abbreviated forms of 
suffixes.
Stemmers can also operate at the beginning of a word. This is called pre-stemming. For 
example, the words equality and inequality only differ with a prefix of in-.  Another example 
is the word pair  internal and  external. The only difference between internal and  external 
are the prefixes which have been attached to the beginning of the stem.  To differentiate  
between these two types of stemming the term pre-stemming and post-stemming is used 
to clarify when necessary.
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5.2.3 Compilation of Mathematics Vocabulary Lists
A vocabulary list needs to be created for each of the topics in mathematics which are 
chosen for the μ Instantiation.  The vocabulary list can be manually gleaned from books 
and documents.  For example, the vocabulary for the category of  financial mathematics 
would  include  words  such  as  accounting,  finance,  deposit,  interest,  annuity,  profit,  
principal, and payment.  The vocabulary for the category of algebra would include words 
such  as  factor,  solve,  polynomial,  equation,  expression,  simultaneous,  symbol,  and 
simplify.  Alternately, the vocabulary lists could be automatically determined by scanning 
online encyclopedias such as Wikipedia.
5.2.4 The Mathematics Topics and Inter-Relationships
The domain area of school mathematics is sub-divided into major topics.  For the scope of  
this research, a limited set of major topics in the domain area of mathematics was chosen.  
The selected major  topics would  broadly cover  the South  African school  mathematics 
syllabus. For example, the list of major topics consisted of topics such as algebra and 
geometry.
A number of smaller minor topics can also be created.  These minor topics  are subsets of  
the  major  topics.   In  this  specific  research,  examples  of  minor  topics  include  circles, 
parabolas, lines, and hyperbolas.
Minor topics can belong to more than one major topic.  For example, the minor topic of  
circles belongs to the major topics algebra, geometry, and graphs.
5.2.5 Core Configuration Summary
There are four components of the core configuration of the μ Model.  These components 
are created by using the historical archive of messages and conversations.  The first of  
these four components is a list of stop words or words which can be safely removed from 
any incoming message without affecting the underlying meaning of the message.  The 
second  component  is  a  stemmer  to  remove  common  suffixes  (and,  in  some  cases,  
prefixes) from words.  The third component is vocabulary lists.  The fourth component is 
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the list of topics and their inter-relationships.  Once the core configuration is created, then  
conversation  processing  to  determine  the  mathematics  topics  under  discussion  can 
commence.
5.3  Conversation Processing
The conversation processing phase of the  μ  Model  is executed whenever pupils send 
messages  to  tutors.  It  is  not  executed  when  tutors  send  a  messages  to  pupils.  It  is  
executed,  however,  on  the  entire  growing conversations.  The conversation processing 
phase consists of four major steps. These four steps relate to the four components of the  
core configuration. Step one is the removal of stop words from the incoming message. 
Step  two  is  the  stemming  of  the  growing  conversation.  Step  three  is  the  N-gram 
processing  to  handle  obviously  misspelled  words  when  compared  to  the  various 
vocabulary  lists.  Step  four  is  the  N-gram  processing  to  determine  the  topics  of  the 
conversation.  These four steps can be seen in Figure 16.
Each of the four steps in the conversation processing uses an associated component of 
the core configuration.
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5.3.1 Removal of Stop Words
Stop words are removed from the conversation. This removes the unnecessary words 
such as the, is, and, and or. It also removes common MXit words including words like awe, 
sup, and g2g.
Consider the following  conversation:
x^2+y^2 simplify 
not quite sure what  you want.  you could factor that if it were x^2 ­ 
y^2 
k. hw do u factorise a pornomial 
i think you mean a polynomial?  x^2 ­ y^2  would be factored as   (x + 
y) (y  ­ y) 
nah wt a degree of 3 
x^3 +y^3 = (x­y) (x^2 + xy + y^2) 
By just  removing stop  words,  the  conversation  is  reduced to  the  words  simplify,  not,  
factor,  factorise,  pornomial, polynomial,  factored, and degree.
5.3.2 Stemming
The conversation is then stemmed.  The eight words in this example have their suffixes 
and possible prefixes removed.  This changes the conversation to the root words simplif,  
not,  fact,  fact,  pornom, polynom, fact,  and degr.   As previously explained (sub-section 
2.2.2, page 23), one of the objectives of stemming is to take common derivations of words 
and reduce them to a common root.   In this example, the words  factor, factorise,  and 
factored are reduced to the common root fact.  At this point, there should only be stemmed 
terms from the domain area in the message.
5.3.3 Handle Possible Misspelled  Words
A quick comparison is done of the selected words in the conversation to see if they match  
any of the various domain area terms.  Most of the words are, in fact, mathematics terms. 
However, the μ Model  works on so few words, that every word is important.
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In the example being discussed, all of the words are successfully matched against existing 
domain area terms except the word  pornom.  The misspelling corrector takes the word 
pornom and attempts to equate it to a term in the domain area vocabularies such as the 
word polynom.  The actual mechanism for equating a word such as pornom to the word 
polynom is discussed in the next chapter, The μ Instantiation. For the scope of discussing 
this model, however, let us argue that pornom could not be equated to any mathematics 
word.  In such a case, the word is removed from the list of important words. That means 
that our sample conversation now only contains the words simplif, not, fact, fact, polynom,  
fact, and degr.
5.3.4 Determine Topics of Conversation 
At  this  point  in  the  μ  Model,  only  stemmed  words  pertaining  to  the  domain  area  of 
mathematics  remain  in  the  conversation.  The  bag-of-words  technique  as  previously 
described in sub-section 2.2.3 (page 25) suggests that the order of words is not important 
for topic spotting.   As has been mentioned previously, N-grams have been used in text 
classification  or  categorisation  in  many  languages  besides  English.  Although  term 
weighting is not specifically implemented in the μ Model, the root stem fact is present in 
this example three times and affects the similarity ratio calculation of the N-grams.
The growing conversation (after stop word removal, stemming, and misspellings correc-
tions where possible) between the pupil and the tutor is divided into N-grams.  The specific 
length of the N-gram (whether it was a N-gram of length 2 or 3 or 4, etc) is discussed in  
The μ Instantiation chapter. The various vocabulary lists of the topics of the domain area of 
mathematics  are  also  divided  into  N-grams  of  the  same  length.  A  similarity  ratio  is 
obtained between the growing conversation and the various mathematics vocabularies. 
The topic vocabularies with the highest similarity values are chosen as the topics of the 
conversation.
5.3.5 Conversation Processing Summary
The conversation processing phase is executed every time a message is received from a 
pupil  but it is executed on the entire growing conversation between pupil  and tutor.  It 
consists of four steps:  removal of stop words, stemming, handling of misspelled words, 
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and determination of topics.  These four steps relate directly to the four components of the 
core configuration.  The actual similarity ratios used are discussed in the next chapter.
5.4  Feedback Mechanism
As is emphasised in Chapter One, languages change.  New words come into vogue.  New 
spellings  and  contractions  appear.  This  feedback  mechanism caters  for  this  situation. 
Misspelled  words  which  do  not  fall  under  the  existing  spelling  conventions  (such  as 
pornom) can be introduced into either the stop word list or introduced into one or more of 
the many domain area topic vocabularies.  As can be seen in  Figure 17, this feedback 
mechanism  would  allow  the  introduction  of  new  domain  area  topics,  new  inter-
relationships  between  these  topics  and  existing  topics,  and  the  introduction  of  new 
vocabularies.  It can even cater for new suffixes and prefixes which might appear in MXit 
lingo.
The feedback mechanism is critical to the sustainability of the μ Model.  Each of the four 
steps of the conversation processing phase can update or make suggestions to the related 
component in the underlying core configuration.  
Consider a message from a pupil in the mathematics domain area which is merely:
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xsquared  ­ 4. how do u do it?
After stop word processing, all words are removed from the conversation except the word 
xsquared which is one of many ways that pupils indicate the expression x2 using the MXit 
client software on the cell phone.  The word xsquared is then stemmed and becomes the 
word xsquar.
If the misspelling corrector can not manage to correct the spelling of the string xsquar, it 
becomes a candidate for the feedback mechanism.  In this particular example, the string 
xsquar can be added to the vocabulary for algebra. 
When running the μ Topic Spotter with this new core configuration (in other words, when 
running it with the upgraded algebra vocabulary list), when μ Topic Spotter encounters the 
words  xsquare, xsquared,  or xsquard, it easily determines that this is a question about 
algebra.  In the example conversation in sub-section 5.3.1 (page 106), the word pornom is 
a candidate for the feedback mechanism.
5.5  Conclusion
The μ Model presented in this chapter is a template for topic spotting in a mobile online  
mathematics tutoring environment.  The model requires a historical archive of messages 
or conversations from which to build a core configuration.  The core configuration consists 
of four components:  a stop word list, a stemmer, vocabulary lists, and the topics with their 
inter-relationships.  Once  the  core  configuration  has  been  built,  actual  conversation 
processing  can  commence.  The conversation  processing  consists  of  four  steps  which 
relate to the four components of the core configuration.  When a message is received, the 
first step is to remove stop words.  The second step is to stem the message and remove 
unnecessary suffixes (and possible prefixes).  The third step is to check for misspellings by 
comparing the remaining words with the vocabulary lists.  The fourth and last step is to 
determine the topics of the entire growing conversation.
The final portion of the model is a feedback mechanism where the core configuration can 
be modified depending on the outcome of the conversation processing.
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This chapter,  The  μ  Model, described the design science model for topic spotting.  The 
next chapter,  The μ Instantiation, describes how the μ Model is specifically implemented 
and how it is integrated into the Dr Math tutoring platform.
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mst i dn add da
ansas 2getha?
An instantiation is the realisation of an artifact  in its environment.  Instantiations opera-
tionalise constructs, models, and methods.  Instantiations demonstrate the feasibility and 
effectiveness of the models and the methods they contain.  Instantiations provide working 
artifacts (March & Smith, 1995).
This chapter, The μ Instantiation, is the last chapter in the Research Artifacts part of this 
document and describes in detail how the μ Model is instantiated specifically for a mathe-
matics tutoring environment using English and conducted using MXit  as the communi-
cation medium.
The  previous  two  chapters  in  this  part  provided  descriptions  of  the  other  two  design 
science artifacts which are generated by this research:  a MXit language construct and the 
μ Model itself.
In this chapter and in subsequent chapters, the terms μ Instantiation and μ Topic Spotter  
both refer to the completed software developed during the course of Project μ  which spots 
topics  in  conversations about  mathematics  conducted  in  MXit  lingo.  Although the  two 
terms can be used interchangeably, the term μ Instantiation is used when speaking in the 
context of the research project and the design science research methodology and the term 
μ Topic Spotter is used when speaking in the context of the actual completed software 
package itself.
In addition to describing how the μ Model  is instantiated, this chapter  also describes how 
the  μ  Instantiation  is  integrated  into  the  application  which  hosts  the  Dr  Math  tutoring 
service, C³TO.  This chapter is divided into two major sections.  The first section describes 
the instantiation of the model and the second section describes  the integration into C³TO.
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6.1  The μ Instantiation
This section describes the actual instantiation of the μ Model.  This section describes the 
historical data which was used, the mathematics topics which are covered, the stemmer, 
the misspelling corrector, and the actual topic determination with the use of N-grams. 
6.1.1 Iterative process 
The actual implementation of the μ Topic Spotter was an iterative process.  In view of the 
fact that the Dr Math project is an on-going project,  new data and new conversations 
between pupils and tutors are always available. Actual development of the μ Topic Spotter 
was started in October 2010.  Historical conversations between pupils and tutors dating 
from January 2010 through September 2010, were used  to develop aspects of the μ Topic  
Spotter such as the list of stop words. These aspects were tested against new conver-
sations between tutors and pupils which occurred during October 2010.  After evaluation 
and testing, the data from October 2010 was then added to the historical data to refine 
various aspects  of  the  μ  Topic  Spotter  and  the  new refinements  were  tested  against 
conversations between tutors and pupils which occurred during November 2010.
This iterative process continued until July 2011.  At that point in time, the μ Topic Spotter 
was finally evaluated for the scope of this research.   This iterative research approach 
coincides  with  Hevner's  three  cycle  view of  design  science research  (2007).   Hevner 
describes the design cycle as an iteration of construction, evaluation, and feedback.  The 
iterative approach also coincides with Wilber's (1990) concept of illumination and Berthon 
et  al.'s  (2002) concept  of  observation and  interpretation  (explained in  sub-section  3.4, 
page 39).  During this period of numerous iterations, the author  observed the actions or 
outputs of the various artifacts being developed.  From these observations, the author 
interpreted these actions or outputs to indicate underlying problems in the artifacts.  These 
interpretations provided illumination (or ideas) on how to solve the problems.
6.1.2 Core Configuration
This sub-section describes how the core configuration was instantiated.  It describes how 
each of the four components of the core configuration was created.
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6.1.2.1 Compilation of Stop Words
A list of stop words is one of the four components of the core configuration as can be seen 
in Figure 18.  The compilation of stop words (or words that can be safely removed from a  
conversation)  for  the  core  configuration  was  done  automatically  with  a  minor  manual 
intervention as the last step of the process.  As was mentioned previously,  the actual 
instantiation of the μ Model was an iterative process.  The creation of the stop word list  
was also iterative.
In the original corpus of conversations collected to make up the historical archive, there 
are 17 413 conversations containing a total of 25 715 unique words.  These conversations 
consist of both messages from pupils and messages from tutors.  At this point the concept  
of  a  word  includes  both  mathematics  terms and  non-mathematics  terms  both  spelled 
correctly and incorrectly.  As expected, words such as the, you, is, to, it, and and are some 
of the most common words and have no meaning in mathematics.  Table 27 (page  114) 
shows the top twenty words by count in these conversations.  Notice that this list of top  
twenty words in  Table 27 is different than the top twenty words in  Table 13 (page  81). 
Table 27 includes the words in messages typed in by the tutors and Table 13 does not.
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Of those 25 715 unique words nearly half of them, 12 969, occur only once in the corpus. 
Some of these words have no relation to the mathematics conversation at all but represent 
extra emotional sounds a person makes such as laughter,  kisses, anger,  confusion or 
exasperation.  Examples of such words include hahahahahaha and mwaaaaaa.
Table 27: 20 Most common words in conversations
Word Count 
the 30 309
you 22 390
is 18 037
to 14 631
of 12 124
and 11 659
help 11 143
do 11 103
can 10 699
it 10 565
what 10 422
so 9 268
in 9 022
that 8 605
ok 7 952
me 7 680
hi 7 395
with 7 364
how 7 161
math 6 643
The removal of stop words needs to be a fast operation.  As explained previously, the stop 
words are removed from the conversation as each message is received from the pupil. 
The decision was made that only words which had occurred more than once during the 
period January 2010 through July 2011 would be eligible to be stop words.  This reduced 
the number of potential stop words to 12 746.
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The  next  step  was  to  automatically  remove  any  of  the  mathematics  terms  from  the 
potential  stop words taking into  account  as many of  the MXit  spelling conventions as 
possible.  For example, when the word degree was removed, the words degre, degreees,  
degreez, degres, degress, and degrz were also removed. 
This reduced the number of stop words by approximately 13.5% to 11 015 stop words.  At 
this point manual intervention was necessary to remove the last vestiges of mathematics 
terms from the stop word list and it was manually reduced to 10 478 words.
6.1.2.2 Creation of the MXit Stemmer
The  actual  MXit  stemmer  needed  to  be  developed  for  the  core  configuration.  Its 
relationship  in  the  core  configuration  can  be  seen  in  Figure  19.  The  design  science 
construct on MXit lingo identifies eight MXit spelling conventions which augment traditional 
English spelling rules.  Some of these conventions affect stemming and some do not affect 
stemming.  Some of them affect specific terms in mathematics and some do not. 
Four of these spelling conventions are implemented in the MXit stemmer in the actual μ  
Topic Spotter and four are not.  
The MXit spelling convention concerning the different vowelling of words is implemented in  
the  MXit  stemmer  with  respect  to  suffixes  only.   In  other  words,  the  MXit  stemmer 
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successfully removes suffixes such as -tin, -ton, -ng, -z, etc, to obtain the root stem of a 
word.  An attempt was made during one of the many iterations of the stemmer to remove 
all vowels from within words.  That attempt was not successful because too many letters 
were removed from the word.  For example, consider the common mathematics terms 
value, available, oval, and vol (vol being a common abbreviation for the word volume).  If 
all suffixes and vowels are removed, all four of those words collapse to merely vl and all 
meaning was lost.  For that reason, the removal of vowels only happens at stemming time 
and when attempting to correct spelling mistakes.
The MXit  spelling  convention of  letters  being changed for  similarly  sounding letters is 
implemented with  respect  to  suffixes only.   There are only  a  few such suffixes.   The 
English suffix  -tion and  -sion is augmented with the MXit suffixes  -shun  and -shn.  The 
English suffix -s is augmented with the MXit suffix -z.
The  MXit  spelling  convention  of  the  suffix  -a  replacing  the  suffix  -ar, -er, or  -or is 
implemented  in  the  μ  Topic  Spotter  in  a  handful  of  specific  cases.  Because  the 
implementation of the μ Topic Spotter is specific for topics in school mathematics, only 
specific combinations of a trailing -a preceded by a specific consonant is implemented to 
cater for specific terms in mathematics.  Those terms catered for include numba, cylinda, 
unda, builda, intega, propa, impropa, perimeta, diameta, scatta, ova, and powa.
The MXit convention of changing double letters to single letters is implemented.
The remaining MXit spelling conventions which are identified in the design science MXit 
construct, are not implemented for a number of reasons.  While acronyms and initialisms 
are  common  in  MXit  lingo,  there  are  very  few  such  mathematics  terms.  BODMAS 
(Brackets Of Division Multiplication Addition Subtraction) is one such word; however, it is 
treated just as a normal English word in the vocabulary lists which are described in sub-
section 6.1.2.3 (page 117).  The substitution of a D or F in place of a th is handled by the 
misspelling detector or the N-gram processing when necessary.
Pre-stemming is not as important as the post-stemmer in the specific instantiation of the μ 
Model necessary for Dr Math.  There is one prefix, however, which needs to be specifically 
handled because of its high occurrence rate in conversations about mathematics.
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The  exercise  of  collecting  mathematics  terms  (described  in  forthcoming  sub-section 
6.1.2.3) netted 568 common terms used in conversations about mathematics.  Of those 
568 terms, 31 (or approximately 5%) begin with the prefix in-. These words beginning with 
the  prefix  in-  span  a  number  of  mathematics  topics  and  include  the  words  income, 
increment, inequality, infinity, inflection, insolvency, instalment, integer, integral, intercept,  
interest, interior, interquartile, interval, and investment.  No other prefix (such as con-, pri-, 
per-, or sub-) occurs with such a high percentage.
Special steps are taken with words beginning with the prefix in-.  The μ Model has facilities 
to cater for any number of prefixes; however, in the specific case of the μ Topic Spotter  
instantiated for the Dr Math project, only one prefix is specifically processed.
6.1.2.3 Compilation of  Mathematics Vocabulary Lists
For each of the major topics and minor topics, a list of specific vocabulary words about that 
topic was created for the core configuration as can be seen in Figure 20 (page 118).  This 
vocabulary was manually gleaned from school text books and from the historical archive of 
Dr Math conversations.  Future instantiations of the μ Model could possibly attempt to 
generate  these  lists  automatically  by  using  online  encyclopedias.  In  this  particular 
instantiation, the lists were manually created.  For example, the topic of parabola has a  
vocabulary list  which includes the words  parabola, symmetry,  turning, point,  quadratic,  
discriminate, minimum, and maximum.  The actual original vocabulary used for the major 
mathematics topics in the μ Topic Spotter can be found in Appendix D.
To specifically cater for the MXit spelling convention of vowels being optional, when the μ 
Topic Spotter reads in the mathematics vocabulary lists from the core configuration into 
memory, two copies of each word are stored in the vocabulary list in memory.  The first 
copy is the stemmed version of the properly spelled word as found in the vocabulary list. 
The second copy is the stemmed word without any vowels.  For example, if the word circle 
is stored in the vocabulary list, then the word crcl is also stored in the vocabulary list.  In 
the case of inflected vocabulary words such as multiplying, the stemmed version, multipl, 
is stored and the stemmed version without vowels, mltpl, is also stored. This is explained 
more fully in sub-section 6.1.3.3 (page 122) which details the misspelling corrector.
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6.1.2.4 The Mathematics Topics and Inter-Relationships
A list  of  mathematics topics and their  inter-relationships must  be created for  the core 
configuration as can be seen in Figure 21 (page 119). For the specific instantiation of the μ 
Model for integration into the Dr Math tutoring platform, mathematics topics are subdivided 
into major topics and minor topics.  These major and minor topics, along with their inter-
relationships,  must  be  added to  the  core  configuration.  The major  topics  are  algebra, 
geometry,  trigonometry,  calculus,  statistics,  financial  mathematics,  number  theory, 
logarithms,  graphs,  measurement,  and  sequences  and  series.   For  the  scope  of  this  
project, three of the terms have specific definitions.  The term statistics includes probability  
and data handling. The term number theory indicates the way numbers work including the 
differences between integers,  real  numbers,  imaginary  numbers,  rational  and irrational 
numbers, etc.  The term graphs refers to drawing curves on a set of axes.
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Minor  topics  are  also  defined.   These minor  topics  are  parabolas,  circles,  exponents, 
functions, hyperbolas, lines, quadratics, solving for x, factoring expressions, simultaneous 
equations,  inequalities,  prime numbers,  fractions,  scientific  notation,  Pythagoras,  trans-
formations, parallel lines with transversal, sohcahtoa, double angles, compound interest, 
simple interest, effective and nominal interest, and percentages.
The minor topics are classified into one or more major topics.  For example the minor topic  
of parabola is classified under the major topic algebra and the major topic graphs.  The  
minor topic circle is classified under three major topics:  geometry, algebra, and graphs. 
The sum of the minor topics does not need to cover the entire major topic.  The minor 
topics are just subsets of the major topics.  The relationship of major topics and minor  
topics used in this research can be seen in Table 28 (page 120).
In some cases, there are major topics which do not have any minor topics.  The major  
topic of calculus and the major topic logarithms are examples of that and they do not have 
any minor topics associated with them.
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Table 28: Major topics and minor topics
Topic Minor Topics
algebra parabola, circle, exponents, functions, hyperbola, line, quadratic 
formula, solving for x,  factoring expressions, simultaneous equations, 
inequalities 
geometry parabola, circle, hyperbola, line, quadratic, pythagoras theorem, 
transformations, parallel lines with transversal 
trigonometry sohcahtoa, double angles formulae
graphs line, parabola, circle, hyperbola, quadratic 
financial maths compound interest, simple interest, effective vs nominal interest 
number theory percentages, factoring numbers, fractions, prime numbers, scientific 
notation
statistics percentages
6.1.2.5 Core Configuration Summary
This sub-section described how the core configuration was actually instantiated.  The core 
configuration consists of four components:  a list of stop words, a stemmer, a collection of 
mathematics vocabulary lists, and the configuration of major topics and minor topics.
6.1.3 Conversation Processing
Once the entire core configuration has been created, then conversation processing can 
commence.   This  sub-section  describes  how  the  actual  conversation  processing  was 
instantiated. There are four steps in the conversation processing which relate to the four 
components in the core configuration.
6.1.3.1 Removal of Stop Words
Whenever a message is received from a pupil, the entire growing conversation between 
pupil  and  tutor  is  processed  in  an  attempt  to  determine  the  topics  of  the  entire 
conversation.  The first step of this conversation processing is stop word removal as can 
be seen in Figure 22 (page 121).
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As the conversation between pupil and tutor grows, the stop words are removed from the 
growing conversation.  This means that a conversation which looks like:
hw do i do transformation geometry 
ooh well what is the questions 
pleas explain transformation to me 
what grade u in? 
so what are the types of questions they ask you. 
they asked me to determine t(­1;3) under the translation (x; y) into 
(x; y+2) using a cartisian plane 
so the trasnformation is (x;y) to (x;y+2) so you put (­1;3) as the x 
and y. what do you get 
you get (3; 7) 
no you get (­1, 5) x remains the same but y gets 2 added to it 
oh, yes now i understand, so if i hv to translate t(3 ; 5) under the 
translation (x+4; y+2), i will get (7; 7) ? 
yes 
ohk thanks, let me do some practically peace out 
ok 
 
is simply reduced to:
transformation   geometry   transformation   grade   under   translation 
cartisian plane trasnformation addded translate under translation
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6.1.3.2 Stemming
After the stop words have been removed from the growing conversation, the remaining 
words are  stemmed as can be seen in  Figure  23.   This  removes suffixes  and some 
prefixes from words.
In the short example in this section, the remaining words are now:
transform geomet transform grad under transl cart plan trasnform 
add transl under transl
6.1.3.3 Handle Possible Misspelled Words
Once the stop words are removed and the conversation has been stemmed, the remaining 
words are compared against the expected mathematics terms as can be seen in Figure 24 
(page  123).  In  this  example,  the  word  trasnform is  found not  to  match  any stemmed 
mathematics term.  The μ Topic Spotter operates with so few words that every word is  
important.  N-gram processing is used to determine which mathematics term is the best 
possible match for the word trasnform. 
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In this particular case, the string trasnform is converted into N-grams of length four and a 
similarity ratio is calculated for each mathematics term.  
Table 29: Comparing N-grams for transform and trasnform
t*** tr** tra* tras rasn asnf snfo nfor form orm* rm** m***
t*** tr** tra* tran rans ansf nsfo sfor form orm* rm** m***
The value of N (in this case 4) in the N-gram utilities was chosen by a combination of 
observation and experimentation.  The following steps were taken:
1.  The  entire  corpus  of  messages  was  searched  for  attempted  spellings  of 
mathematics terms.
2.  The mathematics terms were stemmed.
3.  The lengths of these stemmed words were determined.
4.  Two different analyses were done.  One handled unique stemmed mathe-
matics terms and the other handled stemmed mathematics terms weighted 
by the number of times they occurred in the original corpus of conversations.
The analyses revealed that words of length 3 and length 4 were the most common for  
these stemmed mathematics terms.  This result may seem initially surprising when one 
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considers  such  long  mathematics  words  such  as  factorisation,  gradient,  function,  and 
equality. However, after stemming these words are reduced to fact, grad, func, and equ. 
When one also removes vowels, then words such as  power, trapezium, and  graphically 
are  reduced  to  pw,  trpz, and  grph.  This  is  true  both  when  considering  only  unique 
mathematics  terms  and  also  when  considering  weighted  mathematics  terms.   This 
information obviously ruled out using an N length greater than 4.
If  N were equal to one, the calculations would be similar to just letter frequencies and 
would not assist.
The analyses described in point 4 resulted in experiments being conducted on N values of 
2, 3, and 4.  These experiments were conducted for both the misspelling corrector and the 
actual topic spotting.  The value of N is a configuration option in the actual topic spotter 
and can be easily changed.  
It was determined that N values of 3 or 4 worked better than an N value of 2.  There were  
no substantial measurable differences between using N of value 3 or of value 4.  For this 
research, the value of N equal to 4 was used.
As explained in sub-section 2.2.7 (page 29). the author has identified four different ways to 
calculate similarity values.  Using the method entitled Total-N-grams by the author, there is 
a total of 12 N-grams in each word (referring back to  Table 29, page  123) giving 24 N-
grams and 7 of them are common to both words giving a similarity ratio of 0.291.  Using  
the method entitled  Total-N-grams-doubled by the author, there is a total of 24 N-grams 
and 14 of them are common to both words giving a similarity ratio of 0.583.  Using the 
method entitled  Unique-N-grams by the author, there is a total of 17 unique N-grams of 
which 7 were common giving a similarity ratio of 0.411.  Using the method entitled One-
Sided-N-grams by the author, there are 12 N-grams in the misspelled word trasnform and 
7 of them are common to the word transform giving a similarity ratio of 0.583.
A number of experiments were conducted with commonly misspelled mathematics words 
from the historical corpus of conversations to determine which method would be best to 
use.  In addition, remembering that not all words that remain after stop word processing 
are, in fact, mathematics terms, it is not a simple matter of just taking the best choice for 
the word.  A cut-off value for the N-gram similarity needed to be determined.  In addition, it  
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is important to remember that this misspelling corrector executes  after stop words have 
been removed and that the stop word list contains over ten thousand words.  One last  
important  note  is  that  the  topic  spotter  is  instantiated  in  order  to  provide  supporting 
documentation to tutors and a few false suggestions can be tolerated.
In order to experimentally determine the best cut-off for a similarity ratio, collections of 
commonly  misspelled  words  were  extracted  from  the  historical  MXit  corpus.   These 
collections  include  examples  of  words  which  are  often  misspelled  such  as  parallel,  
parabola,  asymptote, and multiply.   The  misspelling  corrector  was  executed  on  this 
collection using different  similarity  calculation methods noting the similarity  ratio above 
which there are very few wrong corrections.
After experimentation, the Total-N-grams-doubled calculation technique with a cut-off ratio 
of 0.500 was used. That means that the word which had the highest similarity ratio with at 
least half  of  the N-grams being identical  to  N-grams in the misspelled word would be 
considered to be the correct word.
In the case of the conversation about geometric transformations (sub-section 6.1.3.1, page 
120), the word trasnform is corrected to transform. That means that in the set of remaining 
words after stop word processing and stemming, the word transform is listed three times. 
This  affects  the  similarity  ratios  for  actual  topic  spotting.  In  this  example  the  words 
translate and translation are both stemmed to the root word transl which is present three 
times in the conversation. This is a type of effective term-weighting.
This spelling correction phase applies to both messages from the pupil  and messages 
from the tutor.  The tutors also make spelling mistakes.  Consider this conversation:
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help wit trig 
help with trigonometry identities? 
ok ask me 
for e.g , tan(x)= 1­cos2x­sinx over sin2x­cosx 
so what is your quesiton 
tan( x ) 
prove that and from there determine the values of x ,between 0 and 
360 degrees 
when you say cos2x do you mean cos squared x or cos of 2x 
cos of 2x 
and same for sin2x 
yes 
do you know th edouble angle formulas? 
i am having problems applying and understanding them and the whole of 
the trigonometry section 
Stop word removal and stemming reduce this conversation to:
trig trigonomet identit tan cos sinx over sin cosx tan val degr 
cos cos squar cos cos sin edoubl angl formul whol trigonomet 
Of particular interest is the word edoubl.  This was typed in by the tutor attempting to ask 
about the double angle formulae but the e at the end of the word the was transfered to the 
beginning of the word double creating the misspelled word edoubl after stemming.  The N-
gram processing calculates the similarity between edoubl  and doubl and determines that 
the spelling can be corrected.
It  is  important to  recall,  at  this point  in time, that  the actual  mathematics vocabularies 
contain two copies of  each word in  memory.   The first  copy is the stemmed properly 
spelled word.  The second copy is the stemmed word without any vowels.  This caters for 
the  common MXit  spelling  convention  of  dropping  vowels  from words  as  long  as  the 
meaning is clear.  
That means that a message such as:
cn u hlp wif trgonmtre
is reduced to simply the word trgonmtre after stop word removal.  Stemming removes the 
suffix and changes that word to simply trgonmt.  And the misspelling corrector adjusts the 
word to trgnmt which is one of the stemmed words in the trigonometry vocabulary list.
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Words which are processed often at  this  stage are good candidates for  the feedback 
mechanism.  These words could be added to either the stop word list or the mathematics  
terms lists for faster processing in future.
6.1.3.4 Determine Topics of Conversation 
At this point, only important words about mathematics exist in the growing conversation. 
This is similar to the intermediate form used in text mining as explained by Loh et al.  
(2000). It is also similar to the base form which is referred to by Weaver  (1955). These 
important words are used to determine the actual topic of the conversation.
Once just the important words from both tutor and pupil are distilled from the conversation, 
then N-gram processing is done again as can be seen in  Figure 25.  This second time, 
however,  all  of  the  important  words  (including  the  words  which  have  had  spelling 
corrected)  between  the  pupil  and  tutor  are  converted  to  N-grams  of  length  four  and 
compared against the N-grams of various mathematics terms which are classified into 
various major topics and minor topics.  The words are compared against a fixed list of  
words.  In  this  similarity  calculation,  however,  the  One-Sided-N-grams calculation tech-
nique  is  used.  This  is  because  the  growing  conversation  between  tutor  and  pupil  is 
substantially shorter than the various vocabulary lists.  The growing conversation may only  
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Figure 25: Determination of topics 
in conversation processing
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include one important term and the various mathematics vocabularies may include dozens 
of terms.  
In this particular example of the discussions about transformations, the top three topics are 
Geometry,  Transformations,  and  Algebra.   The  minor  topic,  Transformations,  with  the 
highest  similarity  ratio,  is,  in  fact,  the  correct  minor  topic.   If,  however,  the  N-gram 
processing suggestion is wrong, the second or third suggestion is often correct.  
N-gram processing gives a similarity value between two strings.  There are occasions 
where  the  highest  similarity  is  not  necessarily  the  best  match  for  the  conversation. 
Consider the following conversation:
i ned help wif parabola graphs 
ok what is the formula 
xsqrd plus 3x plus 2 
can you factor that? 
no 
u need 2 integers which mutliply up to 2 but add up to 3 wot are dey 
1 n 2? 
yes well done the factors are (x+1) and (x+2) do you know what the 
roots are 
yes ­1 n ­2 
As each message is received from the pupil, N-gram processing is executed on the entire  
growing conversation.  So, for example, when the first line (I ned help wif parabola graphs) 
is received, the top three topics were Graphs, Parabolas and Quadratics.
When the next message is received by the μ Topic Spotter from the pupil (xsqrd plus 3x 
plus 2), the top three topics are Algebra, Graphs, and Quadratics.
It is clear that this conversation is really not about graphs despite the fact that the pupil  
specifically asks about graphs.  The conversation is really about parabolas and factoring. 
For this reason on each incoming message from the pupil, the following algorithm is used 
to determine the specific topics:
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1.  Determine the top two major mathematics topics (such as algebra or graphs).
2.  Test all of the minor topics of those two major topics.
3.  Determine the top two minor topics.
4.  At  most  four  suggestions  are  provided  (two  major  topics  and  two  minor 
topics).
6.1.3.5 Conversation Processing Summary
This  sub-section  described  the  conversation  processing.  There  are  four  steps  in  the 
conversation processing which relate to the four components of the core configuration. 
The first step is to remove stop words.  The second step is to stem the conversation.  The 
third  step is  to  correct  possible  misspellings by comparing the words with  the various 
mathematics  vocabulary  lists.   The  fourth  step  is  to  determine  the  topics  of  the 
conversation.
6.1.4 Feedback Mechanism
The feedback mechanism is not automated in the μ Instantiation. If it had been automated, 
however, it would appear as in  Figure 26 where each of the steps in the conversation 
processing would be able to update the related component in the core configuration.  In 
this  specific  instantiation,  however,  the  words  which  are  candidates  for  the  feedback 
mechanism are written to  a sequential  text  file  to  enable the core configuration to  be 
manually updated with new information.
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6.1.5 The μ Instantiation Summary
This section described how the μ Model is instantiated. This section described how the 
core configuration was built  from the historical  archive of messages from the Dr Math 
project.  The core configuration consists of a list of stop words, a stemmer, vocabulary  
lists, and a list of topics with their inter-relationships.  Once the core configuration was 
built, conversation processing could commence.
Conversation processing has four steps which are associated with the four components in 
the core configuration.  The four steps are: removal of stop words, conversation stemming, 
correcting misspelled words, and the determination of topics. 
The next section explains how the μ Topic Spotter is integrated into C³TO, the software 
which hosts the Dr Math service.
6.2   Integration of μ into C³TO 
The instantiation of the μ Model is integrated into the C³TO application and is deployed on 
the C³TO platform which hosts the live Dr Math service.  For the scope of this document, 
the expression C³TO application refers to the software which is used to host the Dr Math 
service. The expression C³TO platform refers to the one live instance of the C³TO appli-
cation hosted at Meraka Institute.
6.2.1 Overview of C³TO 
C³TO is a scalable architecture to support mobile online tutoring using chat protocols over 
cell  phones.  C³TO tackles  various scalability  concerns using an innovative  three level 
approach by implementing a technological  feature level,  a tactical  feature level,  and a 
strategic feature level in the C³TO architecture.  The technological level includes specific 
components,  platforms,  and  architectures  which  promote  scalability.  This  includes 
components such as the Linux operating system and the JBoss execution container.  The 
tactical  level  includes  features  which  promote  short  term  scalability  such  as  easy 
configurability via the Internet, an innovative “busy-ness” model to determine how busy 
tutors  are,  and  a  dynamically  varying  polling  rate  for  web  pages.  The  strategic  level 
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includes features which attempt to provide information to the pupils before they actually  
arrive at the tutors thereby reducing the load on the human tutors (Butgereit, 2011).
C³TO consists  of  two major  portions.   Both  portions  run in  a  JEE environment.   The 
architecture of the mobile portion of C³TO (the portion which communicates with the pupils 
on their cell phones), however, is independent of the architecture of the web portion of  
C³TO (the portion which communicates with the tutors).  A common database links the two 
architectures  along  with  a  couple  of  common  signals  (or  events)  allowing  the  two 
independent architectures to communicate between themselves.  A diagram showing this 
is  found  in  Figure  27.   The  two  major  portions  of  C³TO  and  the  database  can  be 
implemented on different servers.  In actual fact, in the one implementation of the C³TO 
platform which is hosting the live implementation of Dr Math, four servers are involved. 
One server handles just the database, one server handles just the mobile portion, and two 
different servers handle the web portion.
Changes to the database, the mobile architecture, and the web architecture needed to be 
made in order to integrate the μ Topic Spotter into C³TO.
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6.2.2 Database Modifications
In  order  to  integrate  the  μ  Topic  Spotter into  C³TO,  a  few  minor  changes  and 
enhancements needed to be made to the existing database.  One database change and 
one database enhancement were necessary for the actual integration of the μ Instantiation 
into C³TO.  One database enhancement was necessary for the testing and evaluation of 
the integration.
The ChatConversation table in the C³TO database contains the growing conversations 
between pupils and tutors.  As messages from pupils are received by the mobile portion of  
C³TO, they are stored in the ChatConversation table (and associated link tables).  The 
web portion of C³TO which is used by the tutors polls  the ChatConversation table for 
incoming messages.  The tutors' replies are also stored in the ChatConversation table and 
subsequently sent to the mobile pupils via the mobile portion of C³TO.
The rows or records in the ChatConversation table remain in the table only as long as the 
tutor is logged into C³TO.  When one specific tutor logs off,  all  rows or records in the 
ChatConversation table belonging to that tutor are removed.
To ensure that the integration of the μ Topic Spotter into C³TO was as painless as possible 
for the tutors and pupils,  only one additional field was added to the ChatConversation 
table.  This field is a simple string.  It  holds the various topics which the μ Topic Spotter 
suggests in a comma delimited format.   The mobile portion determines the topics and 
stores the topics in this additional string column.  The web portion obtains the topics and 
supplies supporting documentation to the tutors.  These changes to the ChatConversation 
table can be seen in Appendix H.
Upon processing the entire growing conversation, the μ Topic Spotter returns up to four  
topics (two major topics and two minor topics) with the highest similarity to the growing 
conversation.  These  four  topics  are  stored  with  the  growing  conversation  in  the 
ChatConversation table.  If a topic is repeatedly returned by the μ Topic Spotter, it is only  
stored once in the ChatConversation table.   
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C³TO also writes all  messages between tutors and pupils to a log file.  This log file is 
maintained for safety, security, and research reasons.  Entries in the log file are never 
deleted.  They are archived once at the end of each academic year.
For testing purposes, it is important to know the decisions made by the μ Topic Spotter on 
every message.  Conversations between tutors and pupils often span many subjects.  One 
additional column was added to the Log table to record the topics which are suggested by 
the μ Topic Spotter on each message sent by the pupil.  This enabled the author to make 
changes to the μ Topic Spotter and to allow it to run with other tutors for long periods of 
time.  These changes to the Log table can be seen in Appendix I.
One new table (along with a handful of link tables) was added to the database.  This new  
table contains the string name of the suggested mathematics topic and a URL (Uniform 
Resource  Locator)  of  supporting  documentation  (such  as  a  page  at  Wikipedia)  which 
assists a tutor in the given topic.  
6.2.3 Integration into the Mobile Architecture
This  sub-section  describes  how  the  μ  Topic  Spotter is  integrated  into  the  mobile 
architecture of C³TO.
The JAIN (Java API for Integrated Networking) initiative was started to accommodate the 
needs  of  the  telecommunications  industry  by  providing  a  standardised  set  of  APIs 
(Application Programming Interfaces) for network related applications (Van Den Bossche, 
De  Turck,  Dhoedt,  &  Optimized,  2005).  These  APIs  simplify  the  development  of 
telecommunications related applications but do not directly address the requirements of  
high throughput.
JAIN  SLEE  is  a  Service  Logic  Execution  Environment  standard  providing  a  high 
throughput  event  processing  environment  targeting  Java  communications  applications 
(Deruelle, 2008; Maretzke, 2008; Van Den Bossche et al., 2005).  At the time that C³TO 
was developed, Mobicents was the only open source platform which was compliant with 
that standard and, therefore, Mobicents was used as the execution environment for C³TO.
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Mobicents  supports  two  types  of  components:   RAs  (Resource  Adaptors)  and  SBBs 
(Service Building Blocks).  Mobicents is released with an XMPP (eXtensible Messaging 
and Presence Protocol) RA which allows asynchronous chat communication with Jabber 
and  Google  accounts.  An  additional  RA  had  been  written  for  C³TO  to  support 
asynchronous communication  with MXit. 
When the MXit RA receives a message, it does some initial processing and then forwards 
the messages to the primary C³TO SBB.  The C³TO SBB processes this message by 
determining a number of factors:
1.  Whether or not this message is intended for a bot or automated reply
2.  Whether the pupil is already chatting with a tutor
3.  If this is a new pupil, which tutor is the least busy and can handle another pupil
It is at this point in the C³TO SBB that a call to the μ Topic Spotter is executed.  When the 
information about the message is stored in the ChatConversation table in the database, 
additional information about the mathematics topic or topics which the μ Topic Spotter 
suggests is stored along with that original information.  In addition, the C³TO SBB writes all  
incoming messages to the Log table for safety, security, and research purposes.  The topic 
or topics which the μ Topic Spotter suggests are also written along with the individual  
incoming message to the Log Table.
Because the mobile architecture of C³TO is independent of the web architecture of C³TO 
(with the exception of the database), it was possible to integrate the μ Topic Spotter into 
the mobile architecture without changing the web interface which is used by the tutors. 
This allowed extensive testing of the topic spotter by saving the suggested topics on the 
Log table for later review.  The topic spotter was well tested without interfering with the 
tutors or disrupting them by changing the web interface unnecessarily.
This sub-section described the changes which were made to the mobile portion of C³TO.  
There were only two changes.  The suggested topics are added to the ChatConversation 
table.  The topics are also be added to the Log table and associated with each individual 
incoming message.
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6.2.4 Integration into the Web Architecture 
C³TO  provides  a  web  interface  for  tutors  enabling  them  to  use  any  Internet  based 
workstation in order to tutor.  This web interface is also used by administrators and domain 
experts  to  enable  them  to  configure  the  various  tutoring  facilities.   This  sub-section 
describes the enhancements which were necessary to the web architecture.
The web architecture for  C³TO is  a  JEE application running under  Jboss.  C³TO uses 
Postgresql  along  with  Hibernate  for  the  persistance  layer.   The  presentation  layer  is 
provided by JSF (Java Server Faces).  AJAX (Asynchronous Java Script and XML) is used 
for the polling on the tutor pages.  JbossSeam is used to connect the persistence layer 
and presentation layer as well as provide the business logic (Butgereit, 2011).
The web architecture provides a role based security model where web users can have one 
of four different roles:  administrator, expert, tutor, and guest.  Depending on the role of the 
user, different options are available to him or her.
The new Topic Link table (along with associated link tables) allows a web user with the 
role of  expert  to link specific mathematics topics to suggested web pages or websites 
which  provide  the  tutors  with  additional  information.  The  enhancement  to  the  web 
architecture is a simple CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete) facility on this Topic Link 
table as can be seen in Figure 28 and Figure 29 (both on page 136).
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Figure 28: Primary page for administering topic spotter
Figure 29: Setting up hyperlink for specific topic
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The actual determination of the topic of conversation is done in the mobile portion of the 
C³TO architecture.  The only changes that are required of the tutoring pages is to obtain  
the suggested topics from the ChatConversation table and then to read the Topic URL 
table  to  get  the  suggested  URL  of  supporting  documentation.   Those  links  are  then 
displayed conveniently for the tutor as can be seen in Figure 30.
6.3  Conclusion
This  chapter, The  μ Instantiation,  provided  specific  information  about  the  successful 
instantiation of the μ Model into the actual μ Topic Spotter. This  chapter detailed how the 
core  configuration  was  built  from  the  historical  Dr  Math  archives.  Once  the  core 
configuration  was  built,  conversation  processing  could  commence.  Conversation 
processing consists of four steps relating to the four components in the core configuration. 
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Figure 30: Sample tutoring page with topic spotter operational
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Stop words are removed from the conversation.  The conversation is then stemmed. An 
attempt is made to correct misspellings.  Finally, the topics are determined.
The chapter also explained how the actual μ Topic Spotter was integrated into the Dr Math  
tutoring platform.
This concludes the Research Artifacts part of this document.
The next part of this document is the  Evaluation.  The next chapter,  Empirical Testing, 
provides the results of the actual tests and evaluations executed on the various μ artifacts.
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The Evaluation part of this document provides the results of the empirical testing and the 
concluding remarks.
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ok thx can u hlp 
wif stats now? 
Francis Bacon is often cited (Mees, 1934, p. 17) as the author of:
“In  the  year  of  our  Lord  1432,  there  arose  a  grievous  quarrel  among  the 
brethren over the number of teeth in the mouth of a horse. For 13 days the 
disputation raged without ceasing. All the ancient books and chronicles were 
fetched out, and wonderful and ponderous erudition, such as was never before 
heard of in this region, was made manifest. At the beginning of the 14th day, a  
youthful friar of goodly bearing asked his learned superiors for permission to 
add  a  word,  and  straightway,  to  the  wonderment  of  the  disputants,  whose 
wisdom he sore vexed, he beseeched them to unbend in a manner coarse and 
unheard-of, and to look in the open mouth of a horse and find answer to their 
questionings.”
Regardless of whether or not the incident actually occurred in 1432 and regardless of  
whether or not Francis Bacon wrote about that incident, the story is of great importance to 
researchers.  The theory is important but, at the end of the day, one needs results from 
empirical tests - straight from the horse's mouth.
The ancient  Greeks felt  that  the  primary  role  of  science is  to  turn  beliefs  (doxa) into 
knowledge (episteme) (Berthon et al., 2002; Hirschheim, 1985).  The scientific method is 
used to convert  beliefs  into  knowledge thereby creating new knowledge.   Both Wilber 
(1990)  and Berthon et al. (2002) define the third component of the creation of new know-
ledge to be the verification or confirmation component (see sub-section 3.4, page 39).  The 
design science research paradigm adopted for this study also requires that artifacts are 
rigorously tested or evaluated (Hevner et al., 2004).
This is the first chapter in the Evaluation part of this document.  This chapter,  Empirical  
Testing, provides the results of the various tests.
There are six major components which are tested or evaluated.  In this context, the word 
tested implies being compared against a numerical standard with some statistical analysis. 
The word evaluated means investigated to determine if it functions as planned.
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The statistical portion of the MXit Language Construct is tested and compared against new 
conversations which occurred after July 2011.  The μ Topic Spotter itself  is tested on 
conversations which occurred after July 2011.  Three major components within the μ Topic 
Spotter are also tested independently.  Those three components are the MXit stemmer, 
the  μ  misspelling  corrector,  and the  feedback mechanism.  The  user  interface or  web 
interface to  C³TO which allows the tutors to  benefit  from the results  that  the μ Topic 
Spotter provides is also evaluated but not formally tested.  The results of all six of these  
investigations are presented in this chapter.
7.1  Instruments For Testing and Evaluation 
In  order  to  adequately  test  the  artifacts  produced by  Project  μ,  a  number  of  different 
instruments were used.  
Three of these instruments are based on a new corpus of conversations between tutors 
and pupils  which  were  collected  after  July  2011.   This  new corpus consists  of  3 181 
conversations of varying lengths which occurred between August 1, 2011, and October 15, 
2011.  This new corpus of conversations was manually cleaned using the same rules 
which were used to clean the original research corpus which formed the basis of the MXit 
construct (section 4.2, page 56).  Responses to the CAPTCHA challenge were removed. 
Faulty  attempts to reach any of the  bots  were removed.   Zero length messages were 
removed.  Any messages which identify the participants were removed.  The analysis was 
done in  a case insensitive manner and all  letters  were converted to  lower case.  This  
complete corpus of new conversations is identified as Corpus All.
A subset of Corpus All was created which consists of just the portions of the conversations 
sent from pupils to tutors where the pupils are using MXit on cell phones.  This is used to  
test  the  statistical  measurements  in  the  MXit  construct.  This  corpus  of  MXit  based 
messages is identified as Corpus MXit-1. 
Another subset of Corpus All was created and consists of only those conversations which 
actually discuss mathematics topics.   Many of the conversations in Corpus All  do not  
actually cover mathematics topics but rather cover topics such as education, how to use 
the  Dr  Math  system,  or  school  holidays.   This  corpus  of  conversations  which  covers 
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mathematics topics is  identified as Corpus Math and consists  of  both messages from 
pupils and messages from tutors.
An extensive exercise in manually assigning mathematics topics to the conversations in 
Corpus Math was undertaken by two people working independently of each other. This 
manual topic assignment was done in order to provide an unbiased benchmark against  
which to test the topic spotter.  One of the people was the author of this document.  The  
author's Bachelors degree is in mathematics.  The other person was a third year student at  
the University of Pretoria who had taken part as a tutor in the Dr Math project during 2011. 
The results of this coding exercise are identified as Coding Results.
The efficacy of the actual tutor interface for the μ Topic Spotter implementation is obtained  
by  soliciting  responses  from  Dr  Math  tutors  via  a  questionnaire.  The  results  of  this 
questionnaire are identified as Tutor Results.
A small collection of words which have suffixes attached to them was used to test the MXit  
stemmer.  This small collection of words is identified as Corpus Stemmer.
A collection of misspelled mathematics terms was used to test the misspelling corrector. 
This collection of words is identified as Corpus Misspelled.
A small collection of words which were not correctly processed by the misspelling corrector 
was used to test the feedback mechanism.  This small collection of words is identified as 
Corpus Feedback.
Finally, a third collection of conversations was extracted from the Dr Math archives during 
the period of time January 1, 2012, to March 31, 2012, as an additional test of just the 
statistics measurements of the MXit construct. This collection of messages which were 
sent from pupils using MXit on their cell phones is identified as Corpus MXit-2.
Each of the instruments is described in detail in the appropriate section.
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7.2  MXit Construct Testing
This section describes how the MXit construct (Chapter Four) was tested.  The construct 
consists  of  statistical  information  about  MXit  lingo  and  linguistic  interpretation  of  that 
information.  Only the statistical information was tested.  The linguistic interpretation was 
not tested.  However, three different corpora of MXit message were used to demonstrate 
the predictability or stability of MXit lingo.  By showing that the three corpora have the 
same characteristics, any linguistic interpretation which was drawn from one of the corpora 
could also be drawn from the other two corpora.
7.2.1 Corpus MXit-Research, Corpus MXit-1 and Corpus MXit-2
Section 4.2 (page 56) described the corpus of messages which was the basis of the MXit 
construct.  For the scope of this section, this collection of messages is called Corpus MXit-
Research.  The corpus consists of 48 858 messages sent by pupils using MXit on their cell 
phones to tutors.  No messages from tutors are included in Corpus MXit-Research.
Corpus MXit-1 is based on 3 181 conversations which occurred between pupils and tutors 
during the period of time from August 1, 2011, until October 15, 2011.  After the 3 181 
conversations were cleaned using the same process described in section 4.2 (page 56), a 
total of 11 811 messages were extracted.  These 11 811 messages were sent from pupils 
using MXit on their cell phones.  No messages from tutors are included in Corpus MXit-1.
Corpus MXit-2 is based on 1 615 conversations which occurred between pupils and tutors 
during the period of time from January 1, 2012 until March 31, 2012.  Only messages sent 
from pupils using MXit on their cell phone were included in Corpus MXit-2.  No messages 
from tutors were included in Corpus MXit-2. After the 1 615 conversations were cleaned as 
described in section 4.2 (page 56), a total of 6 486 messages were extracted.  
7.2.2 Data Analysis Tools
In  order  to  analyse  the  numerical  values  obtained  from  the  comparison  of  the  three 
corpora, the software written by statistician Patrick Wessa (PhD, Institute for Statistics and 
Econometrics, University of Basel, Switzerland) was used.  Dr Wessa's research is mainly 
focused  on  multidisciplinary,  scientific  questions  which  can  be  studied  through 
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reproducible statistics and information technology.  Use of Wessa's software is free of  
charge for non-commercial, academic use (Wessa, 2012). The software can be found at 
http://www.wessa.net.  
All  calculations of Spearman's  ρ (rho), Pearson's  r,  coefficient of determination, and p-
value were generated by Wessa's software.  Because the p-values were extremely small,  
p-values were also calculated using the software at http://graphpad.com just to confirm the 
values generated by Wessa's software.  The Graphpad software generated p-values from 
Spearman's ρ or Pearson's r in conjunction with the number of observations in the set.
7.2.3 Letter Rankings
The letter rankings found in Corpus MXit-Research as reported in Table 5 (page 60) were 
compared against the letter ranks of Corpus MXit-1 and Corpus MXit-2.  In addition, the 
letter ranks of Corpus MXit-1 and Corpus MXit-2 were also compared against each other.  
Table 30 (page 145) shows the letter rankings of the three different corpora with the most  
frequent letter listed first.  As can be seen from the associated scatter plots (Figure 31, 
Figure 32, and  Figure 33) on the same page, there appears to be a very strong linear 
relationship between the letter rankings in the three different pair of corpora.
Charles Spearman proposed a mechanism for measuring the correlation between ranked 
data.  Spearman's ρ (rho) is a measurement of correlation between ranked data  (Zar, 
2005). The formula for calculating Spearman's ρ is:
                                      
ρ=1−6 ∑ d i
2
nn2−1
where  d is  the  difference  in  the  ranks  and  n is  the  number  of  values.  This  formula 
generates a value between -1 and +1.  The value of -1 represents negative or inverse 
correlation between the rankings and the value of +1 represents total correlation between 
the rankings. The ρ values, number of samples, and associated p-value can be seen in 
Table 31 (page 146).
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Table 30: Letter ranking comparison between 
three corpora
MXit-
Research
MXit-1 MXit-2
E E E
T T T
A A A
I I I
N O O
O N N
S S S
H H R
R R H
L L L
D D D
U U U
M M M
W C C
C W Y
Y Y W
G P P
P G F
F F G
B B B
K K K
X X X
V V V
Q Q Q
Z Z Z
J J J
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Figure 31: Corpus MXit-Research and 
MXit-1 letter rank comparison
Figure 32: Corpus MXit-Research 
and MXit-2 letter rank comparison
Figure 33: Corpus MXit-1 and MXit-2 
letter rank comparison
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Table 31: Spearman's ρ, sample size, p-value for pairs of corpora
Corpora Comparison ρ N p-value
MXit-Research  and MXit-1 0.99 26 < 0.0001
MXit-Research and MXit-2 0.99 26 < 0.0001
MXit-1 and MXit-2 0.99 26 < 0.0001
The Spearman's ρ value of 0.99 (N=26, p-value < 0.0001) is considered to be statistically 
significant.  The notation used in the parentheses in the previous sentence indicate that 
there were 26 observations and the p-value was less than 0.0001.  One can conclude that 
the letter rankings of MXit corpora on similar subject matter have a statistically significant  
correlation.
7.2.4 Letter Frequencies
The actual letter frequencies can also be compared between the three corpora.  Table 32 
(page 147) shows the frequencies (as a percentage) of each letter in the three different 
corpora.  Figure 34, Figure 35, and Figure 36 (also on page 147) show there appears to be 
a  very  strong  linear  relationship  between  the  letter  frequencies  in  any  given  pair  of 
corpora.
Pearson r  can be used with frequency (or count) data instead of ranking data.  Pearson  r 
values also range from -1 to +1 with -1 indicating negative correlation and +1 indicating 
positive correlation (Steinberg, 2011).  The formula for Pearson r is:
r=
n∑ x i y i−∑ x i∑ y i
n∑ x i2−∑ x i2n∑ yi2−∑ y i2
Pearson's  r was calculated on the frequency values for the pairs of corpora. In addition, 
the coefficient of determination and the p-value were also calculated.
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Table 32: Letter frequency comparisons between 
three corpora
Letter MXit-
Research
MXit-1 MXit-2
A 8.43% 8.49% 8.30%
B 1.56% 1.55% 1.69%
C 2.60% 2.73% 2.77%
D 3.91% 3.59% 3.53%
E 9.63% 9.82% 10.10%
F 1.75% 1.80% 1.92%
G 2.15% 2.13% 1.88%
H 5.07% 5.20% 5.00%
I 7.48% 7.42% 7.27%
J 0.25% 0.23% 0.22%
K 1.46% 1.46% 1.46%
L 4.21% 4.33% 4.13%
M 3.38% 3.19% 3.28%
N 7.10% 6.97% 6.74%
O 6.83% 7.01% 7.12%
P 2.06% 2.22% 2.02%
Q 0.46% 0.48% 0.54%
R 4.73% 4.97% 5.00%
S 6.02% 5.99% 6.25%
T 9.25% 9.03% 9.10%
U 3.67% 3.39% 3.47%
V 1.04% 1.16% 1.10%
W 2.84% 2.72% 2.70%
X 1.18% 1.22% 1.33%
Y 2.55% 2.52% 2.72%
Z 0.43% 0.32% 0.33%
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Figure 34: Corpus MXit-Research and 
MXit-1 letter frequency comparison
Figure 35: Corpus MXit-Research and 
MXit-2 letter frequency comparison
Figure 36: Corpus MXit-1 and MXit-2 
letter frequency comparison
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Table 33: Pearson's r, coefficient of determination, sample size, and p-value
Corpora Pearson
r
Coefficent of
Determination
N p-value
Corpus MXit-Research  
and MXit-1
0.99 0.99 26 < 0.0001
Corpus Mxit-Research 
and MXit-2
0.99 0.99 26 < 0.0001
Corpus MXit-1 and 
MXit-2
0.99 0.99 26 < 0.0001
As can be seen in Table 33, Pearson's r was 0.99 (N=26, p-value < 0.0001) for the three 
pairs of corpora.  The coefficient of determination was also 0.99 indicating that the linear 
relationship  explains  99%  of  the  data.   The  p-value  indicates  there  is  a  statistically 
significant relationship between the letter frequencies in corpora on similar subject matter.
7.2.5 Message Lengths
Various statistics about the length of the individual messages were calculated for the three 
corpora as seen in Table 34 (page 149).  The maximum length of messages varies widely 
between the three corpora.  This is due to specific questions which the pupils asked of the 
Dr Math tutors.  For example, one message found in Corpus MXit-Research was:
I cn d0 dat bt dy gve u a questi0n lyk dis.. Lizi dep0sits r1000 int0 
a savings acc0unt. 0ne year later she adds r2000 t0 the savings. At 
the end 0f the sec0nd year she dep0sits r4000 int0 the same acc0unt, 
and finally she adds r8 000 t0 the savings at the end 0f the third  
year. Calculate the am0unt 0f m0ney in Lizi's acc0unt at thd end 0f 
the   f0urth   year   if   the   interert   is   calculatd   at   11.5%   per   annum 
c0mp0unded annually. 
The maximum length of a message in a corpus is not a good indication of message length 
similarity or dissimilarity between two corpora.  However, as one can see from Table 34 
(page 149), the average, mode, median, and standard deviation are a better indicator of  
the similarity between the three corpora.
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Table 34: Comparison of message lengths between three corpora
Corpus 
MXit-
Research
Corpus 
MXit-1
Corpus 
MXit-2
Count 48 858 11 811 6 486
Minimum 1 1 1
Maximum 663 449 562
Average 31.7 27.3 28.28
Mode 4 4 4
Median 23 18 18
Standard 
Deviation
31.6 31.6 34.11
There is a very strong relationship, however, between the length of the messages and 
percentage of messages in the corpus which are less than this length.  Table 35 (page 
150) shows the percentage of messages of the corpus which has a message length of less 
than a given number.  For example,  Table 35 (page  150) shows that in Corpus MXit-
Research, 20.17% of the messages are less than ten characters long and 43.90% of the 
messages are less than twenty characters long.
Although  visually,  one  can  see  a  slight  data  anomaly  in  Corpus  MXit-Research  with 
messages of less than twenty characters in length, Pearsons r was calculated for the three 
pairs of corpora and found to be 0.99 (N=10, p-value < 0.0001) for all pairs of corpora.
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Table 35: Message length vs percentage of corpus between three corpora
Length Corpus 
MXit-
Research
Corpus 
MXit-1
Corpus 
MXit-2
< 10 chars 20.17% 33.44% 34.40%
< 20 chars 43.90% 53.08% 52.82%
< 30 chars 62.39% 67.15% 67.02%
< 40 chars 73.72% 77.15% 76.44%
< 50 chars 81.65% 84.02% 82.99%
< 60 chars 86.85% 88.75% 87.45%
< 70 chars 90.36% 92.00% 90.56%
< 80 chars 92.90% 94.25% 92.86%
< 90 chars 94.78% 95.82% 94.54%
< 100 chars 96.24% 96.94% 96.19%
One can conclude that there is a statistically significant relationship between the length of  
messages and the percentage of messages in the corpus which is shorter than that length.
 
7.2.6 Word Frequencies
Every language has common words which are repeated over and over.  Measurements of 
the rank of words vs their positions as percentage of the corpus were done.  
Three  measurements  were  made  on  the  three  corpora  measuring  word  rank  vs 
percentage of corpus.  Table 36 (page 151)  demonstrates that the first 100 ranked words 
make up just over half of the entire corpus of words.  The first 500 ranked words make up 
approximately three quarters of the corpus.  The first 1 000 words make up just over 80% 
of the corpus.  This relationship holds true for all three corpora with a standard deviation of  
between one percentage point and two percentage points.
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Table 36: Word rank vs percentage of corpus comparisons between three corpora
Corpora
First 
100 
words
First 
500 
words
First 
1 000 
words
Corpus MXit-Research 51.21% 74.70% 82.35%
Corpus MXit-1 53.28% 77.80% 85.49%
Corpus MXit-2 50.85% 76.61% 85.25%
In order to calculate the correlation between the pairs of corpora, percentage values of the 
first  M  words  where  M  is  a  multiple  of  100  ranging  from  100  to  1 000  were  taken. 
Pearson's  r and associated p-value were calculated for the pairs of corpora as can be 
seen in Table 37.
Table 37: Rank vs percentage of corpus - Pearsons r, sample size, p-value
Corpora Pearsons r N p-value
MXit-Research and MXit-1 0.99 10 < 0.0001
MXit-Research and MXit-2 0.99 10 < 0.0001
MXit-1 and MXit-2 0.99 10 < 0.0001
One can conclude that there is a statistically significant correlation of the distribution of 
unique words in corpora of similar subjects.
As can be seen in Table 36, approximately 80% of any one corpus consists of only one 
thousand unique words.  The word frequencies of these top one thousand words can be 
compared.  As with the letter frequencies, Pearson's r, the coefficient of determination, and 
the p-value were calculated for the three pairs of corpora.  The results can be seen in  
Table 38 (page 152).
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Table 38: Word frequency comparisons, top 1 000 words
Corpus Pearsons r Coefficient of
Determination
N p-value
Mxit-Research 
and MXit-1
0.98 0.96 1 000 < 0.0001
Mxit-Research 
and MXit-2
0.98 0.96 1 000 <0.0001
MXit-1 and MXit-2 0.98 0.97 1 000 <0.0001
One can conclude that the correlation between the word frequencies of the top 1 000 
occuring words is statistically significant in corpora on similar subjects.
7.2.7 MXit Construct Testing Summary
In evaluating the MXit construct, the same statistical analysis was done on three different  
sets of MXit based messages collected over different periods of time.  The second set and  
third set of statistical values were compared against the first set of statistical values.  In 
addition the second and third set of values were compared with each other.  There are 
minor differences between the statistics of the three corpora.  
As such,  the  statistical  measurements  of  the MXit  construct  can be considered to  be 
accurate.  If a fourth testing corpus of conversations were extracted from the Dr Math log 
files, similar results will be obtained.
Because the  three corpora have a statistically  significant  correlation  with  respect  to  a 
handful of measurements, any linguistic interpretations or conclusions drawn from the first 
corpus regarding those characteristics could also be drawn from the two other corpora.
7.3  The μ Misspelling Corrector Testing
The misspelling corrector is a vital part of the μ Topic Spotter.  It is used to correct spelling  
mistakes made by both the pupils and the tutors.
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7.3.1 Corpus All
Corpus All is based on the same 3 181 conversations which had occurred between pupils 
and tutors during the period of time from August 1, 2011, until October 15, 2011, which is  
the basis of Corpus MXit-1.  Corpus All, however, includes both the messages sent by the 
pupils to the tutors and the messages sent by the tutors to the pupils.  Corpus All consists 
of a total of 148 696 words of which 8 269 were unique.
These 8 269 words were  then processed by  a  typical  spelling  checker.   The spelling 
checker used was the GNU spelling checker on Linux.  This generated a list of 4  171 
misspelled words.  These 4 171 words include both mathematics and non-mathematics 
words.
The list  of  4 171 words was then manually examined for words which appeared to be 
attempts to spell mathematics terms.  A selection of 679 misspelled mathematics terms 
was manually extracted to be used as a testing sample for the μ misspelling corrector. 
The actual list of words which were used in this sample can be found in Appendix E and is  
identified as Corpus Misspelled.
7.3.2 Misspelling Corrector Results
Of  the  679  misspelled  mathematics  terms  in  Corpus  Misspelled,  196  were  correctly 
identified  using  the  normal  spelling  conventions  which  had  been  implemented.  This 
included words such as aaccounting which is corrected by equating double letters to single 
letters,  and calculatorz,  grphs,  and grafs  which  are  corrected  by  substituting  similar 
sounding letters and removing vowels.
The remaining 483 words consisted of words which do not conform to any of the spelling 
conventions  which  had  been  implemented.  Of  these  483,  the  misspelling  corrector 
managed to correct the spelling on 193 of the words.  On 290 words, it could not correct 
the  spelling.   This  is  an  approximate  40% correction  rate.  Combining  the  196  words 
corrected  by  using  normal  MXit  spelling  conventions  and  the  193  corrected  with  the 
misspelling corrector provides a correction rate of 57%.
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The next step was to determine whether or not the corrections that were made were, in 
fact, correct.  In other words, the question is when the misspelling corrector changes the 
spelling of the word, does it do so properly?
From  observations,  there  are  two  situations  where  the  misspelling  corrector  makes 
mistakes.  The first is when words have changed their meaning over time and the new 
word is not closely related in mathematics to the original root.  One example of this is the  
word pair  difference and differential.  Although a professional mathematician can identify 
the words difference and differential  as being about similar concepts (the differential of a 
function is the difference between the function values over smaller and smaller values of x 
as  x approaches zero), for a school pupil the concepts are completely different.  For a 
school  pupil  the  term  difference  merely  indicates  subtraction  and  the  term  differential 
indicates calculus. The problem for the misspelling corrector was if the pupil typed in a 
word such as difrncl, should it be corrected to difference or to differential?
This problem was similar to the problem encountered by Porter  (2006) when discussing 
his stemmer.  The problem that Porter had mentioned is the words relative and relativity.  
The second situation where the misspelling corrector makes mistakes is with words which 
only differ with the prefix  in-.  For example, the misspelling corrector changes the word 
imequality to equality and does not change it to inequality.
7.3.3 The Misspelling Corrector Summary
The misspelling corrector corrects approximately 57% of  all the misspelled mathematics 
words.  This  value  includes both  words which  were  corrected by  applying  the  spelling 
conventions  identified  in  Chapter  Four  (The  MXit  Construct)  and  words  which  were 
corrected by using N-gram processing.
7.4  MXit Stemmer Testing
The MXit stemmer was tested in two different ways.  One method was the full integration 
of a MXit stemmer into the Lucene open source search engine (Butgereit & Botha, 2011). 
The second method was specific testing with a collection of inflected mathematics words 
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taken from Corpus All.  Corpus All contains  8 269 unique words.  Those 8 269 words were 
manually examined for mathematics terms which have suffixes.  
As explained in sub-section 2.2.2 (page 23), the goal of stemming is to equate words with 
a common stem to the same stem.  The stemmer does not alter the root stem itself.  The  
8 269 words were examined for mathematics terms which have the highest number of 
different suffixes.  
The two root stems of  fact  and calcul  were found to have the highest number of unique 
suffixes.  There are 26 unique suffixes to the stem fact and there are 22 unique suffixes to 
the stem calcul.  The actual words can be found in Appendix K.
The MXit stemmer correctly stemmed 21 of the 26 words (81%) with the root stem fact and 
19 of the 22 words (86%) with the root stem calcul.   The words which are not stemmed 
properly are also listed in Appendix K.
7.5  The μ Topic Spotter Testing
The  testing  of  the  actual  μ  Topic  Spotter  required  an  exercise  in  content  analysis. 
Krippendorff  (1980) defines  content  analysis  as  a  “research  technique  for  making 
replicable and valid inferences from texts”.  
7.5.1 Content Analysis
In order to adequately test the  μ Topic Spotter, new conversations between tutors and 
pupils need to be analysed by some other mechanism.  Comparisons can then be made 
between the results of this new analysis and the results generated by the μ Topic Spotter.  
These comparisons can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the μ Topic Spotter.
Content analysis is a research technique for making replicable and valid inferences from 
data to the surrounding context (Krippendorff, 1980, p. 21).  
Krippendorff  (1980) argues that content analysis is a research technique which involves 
specialised  procedures  for  processing  scientific  data.   If  the  results  of  any  research 
technique were to be valid, the results would need to be reliable.  Reliability determines or 
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assesses if the research design and its results are free from extraneous circumstances of  
measurement,  hidden  idiosyncrasies,  and  surreptitious  biases.  In  order  to  test  for 
reliability, some duplication of effort is essential.
Krippendorff (1980) distinguishes three different types or reliability: stability, reproducibility, 
and accuracy.
Stability is the degree to which a process is unchangeable or constant over time.  Using 
stability as a measurement of reliability can be done when there is, perhaps, only one 
person to evaluate a set of data.  In order to reduce bias, the person could evaluate the 
data, wait a certain amount of time so that the person forgets the first set of results, and 
then re-evaluate the data.  If the results do not change over that period of time, then the  
results could be considered to be stable.  Krippendorff argues that stability is the weakest  
form of reliability and should not be trusted as the only indicator thereof  (Krippendorff, 
1980, p. 130).
Reproducibility is  the  degree  to  which  a  process  can  be  recreated  under  different 
circumstances  using  different  people  in  different  locations.   Using  reproducibility  as  a 
measurement of reliability can be done where more than one person evaluates the same 
set of data using the same set of criteria.  If the results from these two or more evaluations 
by different people are similar, then the results could be considered to be reproducible 
(Krippendorff, 1980, p. 131).
Accuracy is the degree to which a process conforms to a known standard.  Using accuracy 
as a measurement of reliability can be done where there is one person evaluating a set of  
data and the evaluation is then compared to a known standard.  Accuracy is the strongest 
test of reliability (Krippendorff, 1980, p. 131)
In the case of Project μ,  there had been no previous research into attempting to spot 
mathematics  topics  in  conversations conducted in  MXit  lingo.   This  is  consistent  with 
Krippendorff's experience with situations of message contents and texts which are coded 
into categories.  In such cases, he states, the standards against which accuracy can be 
measured are rarely available.  In such cases, it is unrealistic to insist on accuracy (the  
strongest  measurement  of  reliability).  The  data,  however,  should  be  reproducible  by 
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independent researchers, at different locations, at different times, using the same set of 
instructions.
7.5.2 Conceptual Foundations of Content Analysis
Krippendorff  (1980) states  that  content  analysis  can be characterised as a method of 
inquiry into the  symbolic meaning of messages.  He continues and warns that there are 
two problems with this definition.
First,  messages do not have a single meaning  (Krippendorff, 1980, p. 22).  As already 
demonstrated  in  Chapter  Four  (MXit  Language Construct),  in  any one message letter 
frequencies can be counted, word frequencies can be plotted, and message lengths can 
be  investigated.   In  addition,  however,  words  can  be  parsed,  misspellings  can  be 
analysed, and  phrases can be identified.  For example, in a hypothetical content analysis  
exercise dealing with letters to government officials, the presence of misspelled words may 
convey a meaning beyond what is just written in the letter.  The letter may, perhaps, be 
complaining  of  high  taxes.   The presence of  misspelled  words in  the  letter  may also 
convey information about the educational level of the writer of the letter.  In the case of 
conversations  between  tutors  and  pupils  in  the  Dr  Math  tutoring  environment  where 
misspellings are the norm, the presence of correctly spelled words may possibly convey 
additional information about the intent of the pupil to be correctly understood by the tutor.
Second,  meanings need not be shared (Krippendorff, 1980, p. 22).  The person sending 
the message may mean something entirely different than what the person receiving the 
message understands it to be.  Perhaps this is most clearly demonstrated in commercial 
advertising.  For example, a company advertising a new brand of toothpaste may say that  
the toothpaste whitens teeth.  The person receiving the messages, however, understands 
it to mean that he or she may become more attractive to the opposite sex by using this  
particular brand of toothpaste.
7.5.3 Distinctions between Content Analysis and Other Research Instruments
Krippendorff (1980) elaborates on a number of distinctions between content analysis as a 
research technique and other research techniques such as interviews and questionnaires.
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Content analysis is an unobtrusive technique (Krippendorff, 1980, p. 29).  Content analysis 
does not involve interaction with the subject being observed.  Content analysis, therefore,  
can not influence the subject in any way.  In the specific case of this research in Dr Math 
conversations, the two coders (the author and third year student from the University of 
Pretoria) analysed the conversations which had been generated between tutors and pupils 
months after the conversations had occurred.  The analysis was unobtrusive and could not 
influence the original conversations in any way.
Content  analysis  accepts unstructured material  (Krippendorff,  1980,  p.  30).   Question-
naires, on the other hand, often have multiple choice questions.  Such pre-set or pre-
defined choices on questionnaires can influence the original participant.  Content analysis 
has no such restrictions.  The original participant in the conversation was free to say (or  
type, in the case of Dr Math) as much information or as little information as he or she  
wished.
Content  analysis  is  context  sensitive  and  thereby  able  to  process  symbolic  forms  
(Krippendorff, 1980, p. 30).  When processing or coding an example message, the analyst 
can be sensitive to the context.  A prime example of this would be a question such as how 
do  I  get  tan?   If  this  message  is  analysed  in  the  context  of  a  mathematics  tutoring 
environment the result is dramatically different than if it were to be analysed in the context 
of a travel discussion, a surfing discussion, or a health discussion.
Content analysis can cope with large volumes of data (Krippendorff, 1980, p. 31).  Content 
analysis may be faced with large volumes of linguistic data which can not  be feasibly 
analysed by one person.  Although this was not the case in the evaluation of  μ Topic 
Spotter, the amount of data which the two coders analysed was high.  In order to analyse 
the 1 765 conversations and to manually categorise them into mathematics topics took 
approximately twenty hours per coder.  In this particular case, the coders categorised one 
conversation approximately every 40 seconds.
7.5.4 Content Analysis Framework
Krippendorff (1980) identifies a number of requirements for a successful content analysis 
framework.
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In any content analysis,  it must be clear which data is to be analysed.  As is more fully 
discussed in forthcoming sub-section 7.5.6 (page 159), a complete electronic package of 
conversations was given to the coders clearly identifying which data was to be analysed.
In any content analysis, the context relative to which data is to be analysed must be made  
explicit.  The electronic package of conversations given to the coders clearly states that 
these conversations were obtained in a mobile online mathematics tutoring environment.
In any content analysis, the target of the inferences must be clearly stated.  In the case of 
the  conversations  between  pupils  and  tutors  in  the  Dr  Math  project,  many  different 
inferences could be obtained.  In this specific case, the instructions to the coders clearly 
state that one or more mathematics topics should be assigned to the conversation in such 
a way as to assist the tutor (and not the pupil) in obtaining supporting documentation.  In 
other future research, the target of the analysis may be to judge the ethnicity or age of the 
pupil or possibly to judge the effectiveness of the medium of communication.
7.5.5 Corpus Math 
Corpus Math consists of a subset of the conversations between tutors and pupils which 
are identified as Corpus All.  Corpus All consists of 3 181 conversations between pupils 
and tutors.  Not all of these conversations are actually about mathematics topics.  Many of  
the conversations are about non-mathematics topics such as entrance requirements for  
university, the expected contents of examination papers, and general information about 
how the Dr Math project works.
Of those 3 181 conversations, 1 765 were identified as conversations about mathematics 
and cover one or more of the mathematics topics implemented in the  μ Topic Spotter. 
This subset of 1 765 conversations is considered to be Corpus Math.
7.5.6 Coder Results
A package of information was created to give to coders.  This information consists of all  
the 1 765 conversations identified in Corpus Math bundled as a zip file, a set of coding 
instructions, and a spreadsheet.  This package of information was given to two people (the 
author of this document plus one additional person) to enable them to manually assign 
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topics to these conversations.  The coding instructions are found in Appendix F.  The 
coding  instructions  include  slightly  different  definitions  of  three  mathematics  topics: 
statistics, graphs, and number theory.  This is necessary because the definition of these 
topics  in  higher  mathematics  differs  from the  common  definition  at  high  school  level 
mathematics.  An extract  from the spreadsheet  can be seen in  Figure 37.  The coders 
reviewed  all  1 765  conversations  and  indicated  on  the  spreadsheet  which  topics  are 
covered by the conversation.
The coding of these 1 765 took a substantial amount of time.  The one additional person 
was paid by the author for his time and effort.  This coding of conversations was done 
during university holidays of December 2011.  The additional coder was a student at the 
University of Pretoria and had participated in the Dr Math project as a tutor during his third 
year at the University of Pretoria.  He, therefore, understood the broader context of these 
messages.
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By having the conversations classified or coded by two different  people (the author and a 
former Dr Math tutor), any bias in the manual assignment of topics could be identified and,  
hopefully, eliminated.  
The results of this coding exercise are identified as Coding Results.
7.5.7 Content Analysis Data Language
Krippendorff (1980) defines a data language as the form in which data is encoded.  A data 
language consists of four items:  constants, variables, syntax, and logic.  Constants have 
fixed  operational  meanings.  In  the  case  of  the  analysis  of  Dr  Math  conversations, 
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examples of constants are classifications such as  geometry or algebra. Variables repre-
sent  the  variability  in  the  recorded data.   In  the  case of  the  analysis  of  the  Dr  Math 
conversations, an example of a variable is the major topic of a specific conversation.  A 
syntax  consists  of  rules  which  govern  the  construction  of  well  formed  records  from 
variables and constants.  Logic specifies dependencies among variables.  
There were two simple rules in the content analysis exercise.  The coders must choose at 
least one topic (either a major topic or a minor topic).  The coders could not choose more 
than four major topics or four minor topics.
Krippendorff (1980) acknowledges that both syntax and logic of data languages are often 
very simple or  absent.   Such was the case with  the content  analysis  of  the  Dr  Math 
conversations in which variables were simply assigned constant values.  
7.5.8 Content Analysis Variables
Krippendorff (1980) explains that a data language variable stands for any one of a set of  
two  or  more  mutually  exclusive values.   This  requirement  of  the  set  of  values  to  be 
mutually exclusive was problematic in the content analysis of conversations between Dr 
Math  tutors  and  Dr  Math  pupils.   The  reason  for  this  is  that  the  mathematics  topics  
themselves are not mutually exclusive.
Consider for a moment the topic of algebra and the topic of geometry.  At a high school  
level, one might initially say these two topics are mutually exclusive.  Algebra is about 
equations, functions, and factoring.  Geometry is about shapes, areas, and perimeters. 
But consider the following conversation:
can u please help me with theorem of pythagoras 
do you know what a right triangle is? 
n0 
a right triangle has one angle of 90 degrees.  90 degrees is a right 
angle thus a right triangle. 
ok 
so when you have a triangle which has one 90 degree angle, then you 
can use pyth theorem 
i think on the side thats n0t given 
right so there are two short legs and one long hypotenuse. right? 
yes 
now i will use tyhe symbol ^ to mean exponent.  do you know what an 
exponent is? 
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yes, an exp0nent is a base number 
when i say 4^2 that means 4 times 4 ok 
ok 
so if you have two legs of a right triangle named a and b and the 
hypotenuse is h then a^2 + b^2 = h^2 that is pyth theorm. 
At a school level, this conversation is clearly about both algebra and geometry.  It would 
not be logically correct to classify the conversation as being either about only algebra or 
about only geometry.
In addition, if the conversation spans a few minutes, it could cover a number of completely  
distinct topics.  This is true both for the classification of major topics (such as algebra,  
geometry, trigonometry, etc) and the classification for minor topics (such as simultaneous 
equations, quadratics, solving for x, etc). For example:
i wnt help with simultaneouse equati0n 
sure do you have two ?  type them in 
x+2y=3 and 2x^2+xy­y^2 
what does the second one = ? 
=0 
ok so take the first equqation x + 2y = 3 and manipulate it so you 
have x = something  what does x = ? 
3­2y 
yes so now in the second quation where ever you have x put in (3­2y) 
but with the parentheses.  so it starts 2(3­2y)^2 etc can you do that 
wel i hv the prblm with the 2(3­2y)^2 dnt knw hw to do it 
the two b4 the brackt is c0nfusing me 
so just first tackel the (3­2y)^2 by foiling it with itself.  do you 
know foil 
i wil squre the 1st temrm,write down the sign in the bracket,then 
multiply both terms by 2,then squ are the last term. 
no it means first outer inner last so imagine two expression (3­2y) 
and (3­2y) mutliply the first t erms getting 9 then the outer terms 
giving ­6y then the innter than the last. athen mutliply each b y the 
2 at the begining 
so is it g0na b 2(6y ­4y +9)? 
no 2(9 ­6y ­6y +4y^2) 
then wt do i do aftr wrtng tht 
that = 0 
ja,wt abwt the 2 
yes so 2(9 ­6y ­6y +4y^2) = 0 now solve for y 
cn u help with the general soluti0n? 
sure of what equation 
sinx+cosx=k360degrees 
what do you mean by k360 degrees? 
k 360^0 
but that doesn't make since sin(x) and cos(x) generate numbers between 
­1 and 1 
ths 1 then.sinx+2cos^2x=1 
is that 2 cos squared x 
yep 
hmmm ok so can you expresson cos squared in terms of sin? 
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ths is how i thnk its g0na be sinx+2(1­sin^2x)­1=0 
yes   now   i   think   i   would   expand   it   and   see   that   it   is   really   a 
quadratic where sin(x) is the term of the quadrat ic 
then sinx+2­2sin^2x­1=0 
now say let y = sin(x) so that is y + 2 ­2y^2 ­1 = 0 now solve for y 
nah thrz n0 y in the equati0n.theres x,i'm solving 4 x n0t y! 
so i set let y = sin(x) so y + 2 ­2y^2 ­1 = 0 solve for y then put 
y=sin(x) and solve for x 
This conversation starts as a conversation about simultaneous equations in algebra, then 
migrates to the concept of solving for x or finding the general solution of an equation, then  
moves on to trigonometric conversations, and finally to quadratics.
Using the coding instructions, this conversation would be coded with two major topics 
(algebra and trigonometry) and three sub topics (simultaneous equations, solving for x, 
and quadratics). 
Because  the  categories  were  not  mutually  exclusive,  Krippendorf's  α  (alpha)  was  not 
calculated.
7.5.9 Inter-coder Agreement
The first measurement which needed to be done was to determine how much agreement  
exists between the categorisation done by the two coders (the author and the previous 
tutor for Dr Math).
There are 1 765 conversations in the Corpus Math.  Coders could classify them in up to 
four major topics and four minor topics.  At least one topic (either major topic or minor 
topic) needed to be selected for each conversation.  The author created a total of 3 152 
classifications averaging 1.79 classifications per conversation.  The prior Dr Math tutor 
created a total of 2 773 classifications averaging 1.57 classifications per conversation.  
This statistic on its own (1.79 classifications per conversation vs 1.57 classifications per 
conversation)  could show a slight  bias on the side of  the author.   By assigning more 
classifications to conversations, the author was possibly (even subconsciously) attempting 
to  make  it  easier  for  the  topic  spotter  to  match  the  classifications.   It  is  this  type  of 
subconscious  bias  which  Krippendorff's  insistence  on  reproducibility  and  reliability 
attempts to remove from content analysis.
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Of  those  1 765  conversations,  both  coders  agree  on  all  classifications  on  only  786 
conversations. These 786 conversations represent 100% agreement between both coders. 
Consider the following conversation:
hala
hi, need help? 
yes i do 
with? 
hyperbola 
what about it? 
i  hv been given an equation  y=­2/x+1  so i dnt knw hw to solve it 
2 variables means 2 eqs. so 1st multiply both sides by x+1 
ok  i got  y=­1 
huh? is this a function of a graph? i thought u had to solve for x and 
y... what do they ask you to do? 
thy askd me to draw da graph y=­2 divide by x +1 thn  i dnt hw to find 
da y values in order to plot da graph 
you know how to draw y=1/x ? 
Using the general instruction on what would be helpful to the tutor as the conversation 
progressed, both coders categorised this conversation as being about algebra, graphs, 
and hyperbolas.
In another example:
what is your math quesiton? 
what will be answer if i take a 12 000 loan to buy a computer for my  
studies...t he compute decreases in value by 20% p.a compound decrease 
per year.calculate th e difference between the total repayment and the 
value of the computer after 5ye ars 
so let's just look at the depreciated value first.   it is compound 
depreciation, right? 
yes 
do you know the formula for compound itnerest? 
yes,its a=p(1+i)^n 
so use that but use a negative interest of ­20% 
ohk,will i be able to get ther answer? 
no you will have to do that yourself.  not me 
thank you for helping 
plsr 
Both  coders  classified  this  conversation  being  about  financial  mathematics  and  being 
about compound interest  (There was no classification category for depreciation in this 
specific instantiation of the model).
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This group of 786 conversations with 100% agreement between the two coders is referred 
to as Corpus Math-A.
In the original 1 765 conversations in Corpus Math, another subset can be created.  This is 
a subset where the two coders agree on one or more classifications for the conversation 
but  not  necessarily  all  the classifications for  the conversation.   This  consists  of  1  623 
conversations.   The  two  coders  agree  on  2 110  classifications  about  these  1 623 
conversation.  This group of 1 623 conversations with 100% agreement between the two 
coders as to some of the classifications (but not necessarily all) is referred to as Corpus 
Math-B.
An example of a conversation in Corpus Math-B is:
hi there. how may i help you? 
geometry 
sure...what would you like to know? 
can you teach me tricks about translation 
in   geometry,   "translation"   simply   means   moving   ...     ...   without 
rotating, resizing or anything else, just moving. example: i f we want 
to say that the shape gets moved 30 units in the "x" direction, and 40 
units in the "y" direction, we can write:  (x,y)­> (x+30, y+40) 
i still don't understand 
do you have a question we could solve maybe? 
no i don't 
The  author  classified  this  conversation  in  major  topic  geometry  and  minor  topic 
transformations.   The  second  coder,  the  previous  Dr  Math  tutor,  also  classified  this  
conversation in major topic geometry but also in major topic graphs with no minor topic.  In  
such a case, the intersection of the classifications was taken and the conversation was 
tagged as being about geometry with no other classification.
7.5.10 Results of μ on Corpus Math-A
Corpus Math-A is that subset of conversations where there is 100% agreement between 
both  coders  for  all  the  classifications  of  all  those  conversations.   It  consists  of  786 
conversations which have been reliably and reproducibly classified.
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Of those 786 conversations, the μ Topic Spotter matches at least one of the classifications 
in 718 (91%) of those conversations. The  μ Topic Spotter correctly matches  all  of the 
classifications in 654 (83%) conversations. 
In Corpus Math-A there is a total of 1 041 classifications which could be matched.  The μ 
Topic Spotter matches 894 (86%) classifications.
7.5.11 Results of μ on Corpus Math-B
Corpus Math-B is that subset of classifications where there is 100% agreement between 
both coders as to some of the classifications; however, not all classifications on all conver-
sations match between the two coders.  Corpus Math-B consists of 2 110 classifications 
on 1 623 conversations.
Of  those  1 623  conversations,  the  μ Topic  Spotter  matches  at  least  one  of  the 
classifications  in  1 431  (88%)  of  those  conversations.   The  μ Topic  Spotter  correctly 
matches all of the classifications  in 1 277 (79%) conversations.
In Corpus Math-B, there is a total of 2 110 classifications which could be matched.  The μ 
Topic Spotter matches 1 719 (81%) classifications.
7.5.12 Reliable Data vs Biased Data
It is always tempting for researchers to present the outcomes of their study in the best 
possible light.  This is often done, even subconsciously, by using biased data or skewed 
data unwittingly.  This is one of the pitfalls that Krippendorff's insistence on data reliability 
attempts to prevent.
Corpus  Math-A  consists  of  conversations  where  the  two  coders  agree  100%  on  all 
classifications of those conversations.  Corpus Math-B are conversations where the coders 
agree on some (but not necessarily all) of the classifications of those conversations.  From 
the two different sets of results, one can see that the μ Topic Spotter performs better on 
Corpus Math-A than on Corpus Math-B.  Corpus Math-A is the more reliable data set.
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The author of this dissertation acted as one of the coders in the content analysis exercise.  
As is mentioned in sub-section 7.5.9 (page 164), the author averaged 1.79 classifications 
per conversation against an average of 1.57 classifications per conversation obtained from 
the  second  coder,  a  previous  tutor  for  the  Dr  Math  project.  This  could  indicate  an 
intentional or unintentional bias by the author.
The statistics can show, however, that testing against reliable data gives better results  
than testing against possibly biased data.
Table 39: Comparison of results with reliable data and possible biased data
Corpus Math-A Corpus Math-B Author's Codings
Conversations with at 
least 1 topic match
91% 88% 91%
Conversations with 
all topics matching
83% 79% 66%
Matching 
Classificaitons
86% 81% 75%
The  author  classified  1 765  conversations  into  3 152  classifications.   Of  those  1 765 
conversations, the  μ Topic Spotter matches at least one of the classifications in 1 617 
(91%) of those conversations.  This value of 91% more or less matches the 91% accuracy  
using  Corpus  Math-A  which  consists  of  data  where  both  coders  agree  on  all  
classifications.  The  μ Topic  Spotter  correctly  matches  all  of  the  classifications  of  the 
author's codings in only 1 170 (66%) conversations.  This is substantially less than the 
83% which is obtained at this point using Corpus Math-A.  These comparisons can be 
seen in Table 39.
In this subset of the author's personal coding, there is a total of 3 152 classifications which 
could be matched.  The μ Topic Spotter matches 2 378 (75%) classifications.  Again, this 
value of 75% is substantially less than the 86% which is obtained for this value using 
Corpus Math-A.
From this, it is easy to see that testing against reliable data provides better results than  
testing against possible biased data.
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7.6  Feedback Mechanism Testing
A test  of  the  effect  of  one  iteration  of  the  feedback  mechanism was  also  done.  The 
feedback mechanism is used to specifically handle words which slip through stop word 
processing,  are  subsequently  processed  by  the  misspelling  corrector,  and  are  not 
corrected.  These words need to be manually viewed by a domain expert and then either 
placed in the stop word list or into the appropriate vocabulary lists.
In order to test the feedback mechanism, the historical conversations which were collected 
between January 2010 and July 2011 were examined for words which are not stop words 
and which can not be corrected by the misspelling corrector.  Not all such words were  
used for testing.  Only 53 such words were used to test the effectiveness of the feedback  
mechanism and can be found in Appendix J.  This collection of 53 words is identified as  
Corpus Feedback.
These words were manually added by the author into the appropriate vocabulary lists for  
the various mathematics topics creating a new core configuration.  The topic spotter was 
then executed again with Corpus Math-A.  
There are 786 conversations in Corpus Math-A.  The newly configured topic spotter found 
at least one correct topic in 725 (92%) of these conversations.  This is an improvement on 
the 718 (91%) conversations previously correctly categorised.
In  664  (84%)  conversations,  all  of  the  topics  were  correctly  identified.   This  is  an 
improvement on the 654 (83%) conversations previously correctly categorised.
It is clear from this test that the feedback mechanism does improve the effectiveness of 
the topic spotter.
7.7  User Interface Evaluation 
The actual user interface was evaluated by sending questionnaires to Dr Math tutors.  A 
copy of the actual questionnaire can be found in Appendix G.  As can be seen in Figure 30 
(page 137), the web page for tutors calls the supporting documentation Helpful Links and 
the questionnaire to the tutors uses the same terminology.
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The questionnaire solicits free text information from the tutors.  It is not a multiple choice 
questionnaire.  The questions attempt to differentiate between the topics selected by the μ 
Topic Spotter and whether or not the supporting documentation is helpful.  The results of  
this questionnaire are identified as Tutor Results.
As mentioned in  the  history  of  the  Dr  Math  project,  the  volunteer  tutors  are  primarily  
students from tertiary educational institutions in South Africa.  Even more importantly, the 
majority of the tutors are either from the Built Environment Department (engineering) of 
University of Pretoria or from the African Institute for Mathematical Studies.  As such the 
tutors mathematics knowledge is above average.
Many of the tutors never used the supporting documentation because they were familiar 
with the material queried by the pupils and did not need any assistance in answering the 
pupils' questions.  
Most  of  the  tutors  who  replied  to  the  questionnaire  agreed  that  the  supporting 
documentation operated correctly and that the correct topics had been selected; however, 
these tutors felt that the supporting documentation presented is not as helpful as it could 
be.  This is due partly to the type of tutoring environment Dr Math is.  In many cases pupils  
just need help with formulae and definitions.  In such cases the links presented in the 
supporting documentation section are appropriate.  In other cases, however, the pupils ask 
questions about specific mathematics techniques.  They ask questions about how to factor 
specific  expressions or  how to solve specific  simultaneous equations or  how to prove 
specific  trigonometric  identities.  These  how-to type  questions  with  specific  numerical 
values are not easily explained on a web page.
Future fine-tuning of the actual web pages needs to be done in order to provide the best 
supporting documentation in a timeous manner to the tutors.
Having said  this,  however,  the  inclusion  of  supporting  documentation  for  mathematics 
tutors using the Dr Math platform has enabled a second research project.  As mentioned 
previously, the Dr Math project uses volunteer university students and graduates to tutor  
primary and secondary school pupils.  The new research project entitled Mathlete allows 
mature high school pupils (primarily Grade 11 and Grade 12 pupils) with good marks or 
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grades in mathematics to tutor younger pupils up through Grade 10 level mathematics. 
Initially  the  young tutors  were  nervous that  they would  not  be  able  to  answer  all  the 
questions about mathematics posed to them. The inclusion of the supporting documen-
tation  has given  these younger  tutors  confidence to  start  tutoring  (Butgereit  &  Botha, 
2012).
7.8  Conclusion
This Chapter, Empirical Testing, looked into the horse's mouth and counted the teeth.
This  chapter  presented  the  empirical  testing  which  was  done  on  the  various  artifacts 
created by Project μ.  Six components were evaluated and/or tested.  In this context, the 
term  tested means  compared  against  some  numerical  standard.  The  term  evaluated 
means examined to ensure that it is working as expected.
The statistical measurements of the MXit construct were tested.  The misspelling corrector 
was tested.  The MXit stemmer was tested. The μ Topic Spotter itself was tested.  One 
iteration of the feedback mechanism was tested.  And the user interface to the tutoring 
platform with the μ Topic Spotter installed was also evaluated but not numerically tested.
When tested against reliably categorised conversations about mathematics, the  μ Topic 
Spotter  correctly  identified  at  least  one  of  the  mathematics  topics  in  91%  of  the 
conversations.  It correctly identified all of the topics in 83% of the conversations.
The next chapter, Conclusion, is the final chapter in this document.
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can we finesh dis plz?
Project μ has determined that it is possible to timeously spot mathematics topics in mobile 
online conversations between Dr Math tutors and pupils communicating in MXit lingo.  The 
instantiation of the μ Model is successfully integrated into the Dr Math tutoring platform.  In  
creating the various utilities necessary to enable topic spotting, substantial new knowledge 
about MXit lingo was also generated.
This document is divided into three major parts.  
The first  part,  Background,  contained three  chapters:  Introduction,  Related Work, and 
Research  Design.  Chapter  One,  Introduction, provided  a  brief  history  of  writing  and 
explained how short electronic messages such as MXit messages are just a recent change 
in a long history of changes which have happened to English writing systems.  Chapter  
Two,  Related Work, provided a literature review of topic spotting and other related NLP 
facilities such as search engines and text mining. This related work provides the shoulders 
on  which  this  research  stands  enabling  it  to  see  farther.  The  last  chapter  in  the 
Background part, Chapter Three,  Research Design, provided the research design which 
enabled  the  author's  mere  belief  about  topic  spotting  (doxa)  to  be  converted  into 
knowledge (episteme).
The second part  of  this document,  Research Artifacts, contained three chapters:  MXit 
Language Construct, The μ Model, and The μ Instantiation. Chapter Four, MXit Language 
Construct,  provided the design science construct on MXit lingo.  This construct includes 
statistical  characteristics  of  MXit  lingo including  letter  rankings,  letter  frequencies,  and 
word frequencies.  The construct also itemises new spelling conventions which are present 
in MXit  lingo.  Chapter Five,  The  μ Model,  provided a detailed description of the topic 
spotting model. Chapter Six, The μ Instantiation, described how the μ Model is instantiated 
and integrated into the existing C³TO tutoring platform.
This  third  part  of  this  document,  Evaluation,  contains  two  chapters.   Chapter  Seven, 
Empirical Testing, provided the results of various tests on the research outputs of Project 
μ.  This chapter, Chapter Eight, Conclusion, is the final conclusion of Project μ.
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8.1  Contributions by Project μ
Project μ created three design science artifacts.  Each of these artifacts provides specific 
new knowledge about MXit lingo and/or about topic spotting. The investigation into the use 
of  N-grams generated new knowledge about  different  methods of  calculating similarity 
ratios.  The exercise of empirical testing also created a research output.  These research 
outputs are described in this section.
8.1.1 New Knowledge Generated with Respect to N-grams
Project μ identified four different methods of calculating the similarity ratios while using N-
grams.  These four different methods can be used in different situations.  The μ Topic 
Spotter uses two of these four different methods.  One calculation method is used when 
attempting to correct misspelled words and a different calculation method is used when 
actually attempting to spot topics.
8.1.2 New Knowledge Generated with Respect to MXit Lingo
Project μ generated new knowledge with respect to MXit lingo as itemised in the MXit 
Language Construct.  The new knowledge generated about MXit lingo can assist future 
researchers when dealing with MXit lingo.  
The design science construct supplies various letter frequencies, word frequencies, and 
message length statistics about MXit lingo which had not been formally documented prior  
to  this  research.  The  construct  also  supplies  linguistic  bases,  where  possible,  for  the 
various characteristics  encountered.   The statistical  measurements  have been verified 
using three different corpora of messages sent via MXit.
The MXit lingo stemmer which removes suffixes from the ends of words to produce a root 
word is a unique contribution by Project μ.  This MXit lingo stemmer takes words such as 
equashun and equation and equates them to the same root.  The MXit stemmer has also 
been independently integrated into the Lucene open source search engine  (Butgereit & 
Botha, 2011).
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The misspelling corrector which attempts to take misspelled words and to equate them to 
correctly spelled words taking into account various spelling conventions present in MXit  
lingo is another important contribution by Project μ.
The use of tens of thousands of historical conversations in order to create effective stop 
word lists is an innovative contribution by Project μ.
8.1.3 New Knowledge Generated by the μ Model and the μ Instantiation
Project μ generated new knowledge with respect to actual topic spotting in MXit lingo.  
There have been many previous projects in topic spotting.  Many of the previous topic  
spotting projects deal with correctly formatted English documents.  Some of the previous 
topic spotting projects deal with mobile communication and chat based communication. 
Project μ, however, generated new knowledge about spotting mathematics topics in MXit 
based communication.
The μ Model and the μ Instantiation are based firmly on a historical archive of tens of  
thousands of  messages sent between Dr Math tutors and pupils.   From this historical  
archive, a core configuration could be built.  The core configuration has four components:  
a list of stop words, a stemmer, mathematics vocabulary lists, and lists of topics with their 
inter-relationships.  The  core  configuration  could  then  be  used  in  actual  conversation 
processing.  The  conversation  processing  has  four  steps  which  relate  to  the  four 
components  of  the  core  configuration:  stop  words  are  removed,  the  conversation  is  
stemmed, misspelled words are corrected where possible, and, finally, the topics of the 
conversation are determined.
8.1.4 Contributions by the Empirical Testing of the μ Instantiation
In order to successfully test the μ Topic Spotter, a corpus of tagged conversations was 
created.  These  conversations  were  tagged  independently  by  two  people  working 
separately ensuring that the tagging was reliable, reproducible, and free of bias.  This 
tagged corpus of MXit based conversations is an important research tool and can assist 
future researchers.
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8.2  Research Questions Answered
The research question for Project μ was: 
How  can  topics  in  mathematics  be  automatically  spotted  in  Dr  Math 
conversations?
This research question has been answered by presenting the μ Model for topic spotting.
There were three sub-questions:
1.  What characteristics can be documented about the format of MXit lingo?
2.  What new model can be synthesised by combining existing technology with 
new insights?
3.  Can  the  instantiation  of  this  new  model  execute  in  real-time  while  the 
conversation is happening?
These sub-questions have been answered.
Sub-question #1 has been answered by the creation of the design science construct on 
MXit lingo which identifies new spelling conventions and provides statistical analyses of 
MXit lingo.  This is presented in Chapter Four.
Sub-question  #2  has  been  answered  by  the  creation  of  a  design  science  model  for 
spotting topics in MXit lingo.  This is presented in Chapter Five.
Sub-question #3 has been answered by the creation of a design science instantiation of 
the model.  This is presented in Chapter Six.
By answering the three sub-questions, the primary research question has been answered.
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8.3  Research Objectives Satisfied
The research objective for Project μ was:
Create  a  topic  spotter  which  can  spot  topics  about  mathematics  in 
conversations between Dr Math tutors and pupils.
The  research  objective  has  been  satisfied  as  is  documented  in  Chapter  Six,  The  μ 
Instantiation.
There were three sub-objectives to this main research objective:
1.  Develop a construct to formalise the characteristics of MXit lingo.
2.  Develop a model to spot topics about mathematics in conversations between 
Dr Math tutors and pupils.
3.  Develop an instantiation of this model and incorporate it into the existing Dr 
Math implementation in such a manner that it can operate in real-time.
Sub-objective #1 was satisfied with the creation of a design science construct on MXit 
lingo.   This is documented in Chapter Four.
Sub-objective  #2  was  satisfied with  the  creation  of  a  design  science  model  for  topic 
spotting in MXit lingo.  This is documented in Chapter Five.
Sub-objective #3 was satisfied with the creation of a design science instantiation of the 
model  for  topic  spotting  and its  integration  into  the  Dr  Math  tutoring  platform.  This  is 
documented in Chapter Six.
8.4  Project μ was a Design Science Research Project
As explained in detail in Chapter Three, a design science research paradigm and metho-
dology were used in Project μ.  The guiding principles as set out  by Hevner  (2004) in 
design science were adhered to during the development of the various μ artifacts.  As 
such, the author is satisfied that Project μ is a research project and not merely a software  
development  project.   Each of  Hevner's  seven principles is  discussed in  detail  in  this 
section.
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8.4.1 Project μ Outputs are Artifacts
Hevner (2004) maintains: 
Design  science  research  must  produce  a  viable  artifact  in  the  form  of  a 
construct, method, model, or an instantiation.
Project μ produced three artifacts in terms of the design science definition of an artifact.  
The first artifact which was produced by Project μ is the MXit language construct which 
defines  various  spelling  conventions  found  in  MXit  lingo.  The  construct  provides  a 
statistical analysis of MXit lingo and linguistic insight into how these spelling conventions 
developed.  The second artifact which was produced by the project is the μ Model which 
defines an approach to topic spotting in MXit lingo.  The third artifact which was produced 
by the project is the actual instantiation of the μ Topic Spotter which is integrated into the 
C³TO platform. 
This μ Topic Spotter is released as open source and can be found at:
http://code.google.com/p/mu-mxit-understander/
8.4.2 Project μ Solved a Relevant Problem.
Hevner (2004) maintains:
The objective of  Information Systems research is  to acquire  knowledge and 
understanding that enable the development and implementation of technology-
based solutions to, as yet, unsolved problems.
Project μ clearly tackled a relevant and unsolved problem. Prior to this research, there had  
been no detailed investigation into spelling conventions of MXit lingo.  According to press 
releases from MXit Lifestyle, ten million South Africans use MXit regularly. It was important  
to investigate MXit lingo from a linguistic view point.  Prior to this research, there had been 
no attempt to automatically spot any topics in MXit lingo or to digitally understand MXit  
lingo.  
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In addition to the general academic importance of investigating MXit lingo, the Dr Math 
project itself is also important in the educational landscape of South Africa.  The Dr Math 
project was one of the first projects to dispense educational information using MXit as a 
communication platform.  Although as of July 2011, there are a handful of younger projects 
dispensing educational information via MXit, Dr Math is the only South African educational 
project to encourage and facilitate pupils to contact tutors for help with their homework in 
an environment which is safe and anonymous.
As of July 2011, tens of thousands of pupils have used the Dr Math platform.  Additional 
related projects are underway to attempt to increase this value substantially by the end of  
2012.  To do this, the tutors must be as efficient as possible to handle the increased load  
of pupils.
8.4.3 Project μ Outputs were Rigorously Tested
Hevner (2004) maintains:
The  utility,  quality,  and  efficacy  of  a  design  artifact  must  be  rigorously 
demonstrated via well-executed evaluation methods.
The MXit lingo construct, the μ Model, and the μ Instantiation were rigorously tested or 
evaluated using various techniques.  These include:
1.  Collaboration  with  an  applied  linguist  during  the  formulation  of  the  MXit  
language construct
2.  Integrating the MXit stemmer into the Lucene open source search engine
3.  Statistical tests on MXit lingo using three different corpora of messages
4.  Stand alone testing of the μ Topic Spotter 
5.  Integrated evaluation of the μ Topic Spotter inside of C³TO
6.  Extensive exercise in Content Analisys to verify the results
Chapter Seven, Empirical Testing, provided the results of these tests.
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8.4.4 Project μ Made Research Contributions
Hevner (2004) maintains:
Effective design science research must provide clear contributions in the area of 
the design artifact.
In terms of design science, the μ artifacts provide contributions in a number of areas.  The  
MXit  language construct  provides linguistic  and statistical  information  about  MXit  lingo 
which had not been formalised prior to this research.  The μ Model provides a model for  
topic spotting in MXit lingo.  The μ Instantiation and its integration into C³TO provide a 
clear  example  of  how this  model  can  be  implemented  in  a  live  mathematics  tutoring 
environment.
8.4.5 Project μ Followed a Rigorous Research Methodology
Hevner (2004) maintains:
Design science research requires the application of rigorous methods in both 
the construction and evaluation of the designed artifact.  The emphasis on rigor, 
however, must not lessen the requirement of relevance.
The development of the μ Topic Spotter followed rigorous methods in its construction and 
evaluation.  Despite the rigorous methods, the μ Topic Spotter in conjunction with C³TO 
helps solve a relevant problem in South Africa.  
The  three  cycle  view  of  design  science  research  as  defined  by  Hevner  (2007) was 
maintained during Project μ.
1.  Relevance Cycle – During the course of Project μ, the author continued to be 
intimately involved with the Dr Math project.  This provided the author with a 
sound understanding of the requirements of this research project.
2.  Rigor Cycle – During the course of Project μ,  numerous applications and 
utilities were investigated and evaluated. The methods used by the author 
have been well documented and are repeatable. The instantiation of the μ 
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Model has been added to the domain area and has been released as open 
source.
3.  Design  Cycle  –  The  author  remained  closely  involved  with  the  Dr  Math 
project and with the maintenance of the C³TO application and platform during 
the course of Project μ. This enabled the author to test new implementations 
and provide quick turn-around and feedback.
By adhering to these three cycles, Project μ is assured of being a design science research 
project.
Chowdhury  (2003) asserts  that  NLP  research  can  consist  of  eight  areas  or  aspects: 
linguistics,  computer  science,  information  science,  artificial  intelligence,  mathematics, 
psychology, robotics, and electrical and electronic engineering.  Six of these aspects are 
present in Project μ.
Four of these aspects are present in Project μ to a large degree:
1.  Linguistics – A linguistic investigation into MXit lingo was an integral part of 
Project μ.  An applied linguist assisted with some of the research into MXit  
lingo and assisted with the formalisation of the MXit spelling conventions.
2.  Computer Science – The integration of the μ Topic Spotter into the existing 
C³TO  tutoring  platform  involved  database  changes,  modifications  to  the 
mobile architecture, modifications to the web architecture, and user interface 
modifications. These are all aspects of computer science.
3.  Information Science – The determination of the mathematics topics and their 
inter-relationship with each other was an exercise in information science.
4.  Artificial Intelligence – The ability to correct misspelled words using N-grams, 
the ability to guess topics by using N-grams, and the feedback mechanism 
are all examples of artificial intelligence.
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Two of these aspects are present to a small degree:
1.  Mathematics – A small amount of mathematics was necessary in Project μ in 
order to analyse MXit lingo and generate statistical graphs.
2.  Psychology – A small amount of psychology was employed in an attempt to 
change the behaviour of pupils so that they opened their conversations with a 
mathematics question and not with polite greetings such as sup and awe.
Project μ did not use any electrical or electronic engineering or robotics.
By using six of the possible eight aspects in NLP research, Project μ is also, clearly, an 
NLP research project.
8.4.6 Project μ Implemented a Search Process
Hevner (2004) maintains:
Design is essentially a search process to discover an effective solution to a 
problem.
Project μ involved an investigation into the state-of-the-art in topic spotting. The results of  
this investigation are presented in Chapter Two,  Related Work. In addition, a substantial 
amount of time in the project was spent experimenting with various configuration options in 
a search to find which configuration best solved the existing problem. This experimentation 
included testing various values of N in the N-gram processing and testing various methods 
of calculating N-gram similarity.  This experimentation is discussed in Chapter Six, The μ 
Instantiation.
8.4.7 Project μ Communicated its Research
Hevner (2004) maintains:
Design science research must be presented both to technology-oriented as well 
as management-oriented audiences.
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The  various  μ  artifacts  have  been  presented  to  both  technology-oriented  and 
management-oriented audiences.
Appendix A itemises the conferences and journals where μ (or aspects of μ) has been  
presented and published.  All conferences and journals had a double blind peer review 
process and produced published proceedings with an ISBN number or ISSN number.  This 
peer  review process provided the  author  with  solid  academic  feedback on aspects  of 
Project μ prior to writing this document.  
IST Africa 2011 was hosted by the Government of Botswana and was held in Gabarone, 
Botswana. IST Africa 2012 was hosted by the Government of Tanzania and was held in 
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.  Both IST Africa 2011 and IST Africa 2012 were supported by 
the European Commission and African Union Commission.  One of the stated goals of the 
IST Africa  conference  series  is  to  “bring  together  senior  representatives  from  leading 
commercial,  government  &  research  organisations  across  Africa  and  from Europe,  to 
bridge  the  Digital  Divide  by  sharing  knowledge,  experience,  lessons  learnt  and  good 
practice and discussing policy related issues” (Cunningham, 2012).  As such, the confer-
ences  attracted  a  wide  variety  of  both  technology-oriented  and  management-oriented 
people.
ZA WWW 2011 was hosted by  the  University  of  the  Witwatersrand in  Johannesburg, 
South Africa.  The overall aim of the ZA WWW conference series is to provide “academics, 
researchers,  and  Web  developers  with  an  opportunity  to  describe  and  discuss  novel 
Internet,  Web and intranet  applications  and developments,  and to  exchange ideas on 
applying the Web for teaching and research purposes”  (Van Brakel, 2011). As such, the 
conference attracted a primarily technical audience.
SAICSIT 2011 was held in Cape Town, South Africa.  SAICSIT is the annual research 
conference  of  the  South  African  Institute  for  Computer  Scientists  and  Information 
Technologists  (Brown,  2011).   As  such,  the  conference attracted a  primarily  technical 
audience.
The  Pythagoras journal  is  the  official  journal  of  AMESA (Association  of  Mathematics 
Educators of South Africa).  It is devoted to the improvement of mathematics education 
(Flint, 2012).  Pythagoras is not a computer journal or information technology journal.  For 
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the scope of this document, Pythagoras can be considered to be a journal which attracts a 
non-technical audience including education administrators who can be considered to be 
management-oriented.
The  Journal for Transdisciplinary Research in Southern Africa  is dedicated to promoting 
the concept  of  transdisciplinary research and is  aimed at  creating knowledge with the 
collaboration between the natural sciences and the human sciences (Venter, 2012).  This 
journal attracts both a technology and management oriented audience.
8.4.8 Summary
This section traversed each of  the guidelines set  out  by Hevner  for  a  design science 
research project.  Project μ satisfies all these guidelines.  It can, therefore, be concluded 
that the three artifacts produced by Project μ (the MXit language construct, the μ Model,  
and the μ Instantiation) are design science artifacts.
8.5  Three Components of New Knowledge Creation
As explained in section 3.4 (page 39), there are three components to the creation of new 
knowledge.
The first component is injunctions as explained by both Wilber (1990) and Berthon et al. 
(2002).  Injunctions are rules which must be followed in order to create new knowledge. 
Project  μ followed the rules set down by the design science research paradigm and the 
design science research methodology.   Project μ, therefore, followed a set of accepted 
injunctions for creating new knowledge and, as such, satisfied the first requirement.
The  second  component  in  the  creation  of  new  knowledge  is  called  observation and 
interpretation by Berthon et al. (2002) and is called illumination by Wilber (1990).  This is 
the observation of facts and the learning therefrom.  This component is satisfied by the 
creation of the three artifacts during the period October 2010 through July 2011 using the 
design science three cycle view approach. This is an iterative approach of construction, 
evaluation,  and  feedback.  Project  μ,  therefore,  satisfied  this  second  requirement  for 
creating new knowledge.
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The third  component  in  the  creation  of  new knowledge  is  confirmation or  verification 
(Berthon et al., 2002; Wilber, 1990). Project μ undertook an extensive exercise in empirical 
testing (as documented in Chapter Seven) and, therefore, satisfied this third requirement 
for creating new knowledge.
It can be concluded that  Project μ has created new knowledge.
8.6  Future Research 
If a research project attains 100% of its goals and objectives with 100% accuracy and/or 
precision, it is not pushing the boundary of generating new knowledge.  And whilst the 
author is extremely happy with the actual topic spotting results on reliable data, there are 
some features which could be improved.
The concept of a word when parsing the conversation between tutor and pupil is not well 
developed.  The  μ  Topic  Spotter  does  not  differentiate  between  numerals  which  are 
embedded  in  English  words  (such  as  n3d and  additi0n)  and  numerals  which  are 
embedded in mathematics formulae (such as sin2x or x2plus3xplus2). If this word parsing 
could be improved, then both the misspelling corrector and the stemmer could also be 
improved. Future research is invited in this respect.
During testing, the misspelling corrector only managed to correct the spelling on 57% of 
the mathematics words which are considered misspelled by the Linux spelling checker.  If  
this  percentage could  be  improved,  the  actual  topic  spotting  could  also  be  improved. 
Although the use of  collocations was specifically not  implemented (as justified in sub-
section  2.2.4,  page  26),  it  is  possible  that  the implementation of  a  type of  collocation 
which spans the entire conversation (and not just the one message) could help in this 
respect.  It  was  mentioned  earlier  (sub-section  7.3.2,  page  153)  that  the  misspelling 
corrector could not process the word difrncl correctly. Should it be corrected to difference 
or to differential?  If, however, a nearby word was subtract or minus, then the word could 
be corrected to difference.  On the other hand, however, if there were nearby words such 
as function, slope or  tangent,  then the word could be corrected to  differential.   Future 
research is invited in this respect.
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The  actual  topic  spotting  algorithm  does  not  take  into  account  the  fact  that  in  long 
conversations, the tutors and pupils migrate from topic to topic.  They may chat about 
algebra for a while, then migrate to geometry, and finally to number theory. In the current  
configuration, the topic spotting algorithm is executed on the entire growing conversation. 
That means that old topics early in the conversation outweigh new topics which appear 
later in the conversation.  Previous work has been done in topic change detection in IRC 
(Internet Relay Chat) chat facilities by  Schmidt et al.  (1993).   A similar mechanism for 
spotting mathematics topic changes in MXit is needed.  Future research is invited in this 
respect.
Finally, the  μ Model was specifically designed to spot topics in mathematics in primarily 
English conversations being conducted using MXit as the communication medium. Having 
said that, however, the author believes that this model could work for other knowledge 
domains or other school subjects such as physics or chemistry if the appropriate historical  
data were available.  Converting this belief (doxa) to knowledge (episteme), however, is 
beyond the scope of this research.
In addition, the author also believes that this model could also work for a certain subset of  
human languages which are read from left to right using the Roman alphabet such as 
Spanish or Italian.  Again, the proof of this is beyond the scope of this research.
Germanic languages pose an interesting problem with the way compound words can be 
created.  As Mark Twain (1880) so humourously described in his essay The Awful German 
Language,  German “is built mainly of compound words constructed by the writer on the 
spot,  and not  to  be  found in  any dictionary--six  or  seven words compacted into  one, 
without  joint  or seam...”  Words such as  Flugzeugabwehrkanone  (anti-aircraft  gun) and 
Baumwollmarktbestimmungen  (regulations  regarding  the  cotton  market)  (Hieble,  1957) 
pose problems beyond the scope of this model.
Morphologically  complex  languages  such  as  Zulu  pose  completely  different  types  of  
problems.  Such languages are known as aglutinating languages.  Affixes (both prefixes 
and suffixes) are added to words to modify meaning. Although English also uses a handful 
of affixes to modify meaning (such as in the word inequalities which has a prefix in- and a 
suffix  -ies),  an aglutinating  language such as  Zulu  does this  to  a  much higher  extent 
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(Pretorius & Bosch, 2003). Languages such as this also pose additional problems beyond 
the scope of this model.
No thought has been given about the applicability of this research to languages in non-
Roman writing systems such as Chinese, Russian, or Arabic.  Future research is invited in 
this area.
8.7  Conclusion
The  μ  Topic  Spotter  successfully  spots  mathematics  topics  in  conversations  between 
pupils and tutors conducted in MXit lingo in real time.  The μ Topic Spotter is one of a 
handful of outputs from Project μ.  Other outputs include new knowledge about MXit lingo 
and a model for topic spotting in MXit lingo for mathematics.
The μ Topic Spotter is successfully integrated into the Dr Math tutoring platform.  By using 
the  μ  Topic  Spotter,  the  tutoring  platform  can  now  supply  fast  access  to  supporting 
documentation to the tutors.  This helps improve the efficiency of the tutors ensuring that  
more pupils receive timeous assistance with their homework.
If historical data were available on other school subjects or topics, it is highly probable that  
new topic spotters for other domain areas could be created.  This includes other school 
subjects such as physical science or biology.  It could also be used to attempt to spot  
inappropriate topics for a mathematics tutoring environment.  These inappropriate topics 
include topics such as personal problems, illegal activities, underage sex or sex abuse,  
and drug usage.  If those topics of conversation could be spotted, the conversations could 
be switched to trained counsellors to interact with the pupils.  A feature such as this could 
assist in helping vulnerable children.
The current South Africa faces numerous challenges.  Among the many difficult situations, 
two stand out:  lack of sufficient educational resources for all and the problems facing the  
growing number of vulnerable children.  In both of these important cases, the μ Topic  
Spotter can assist.
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APPENDIX A – SUMMARY OF PUBLICATIONS
Conference/Journal Details Contribution 
IST Africa 2011
Gabarone, Botswana
May 11-13, 2011
Stop Words for “Dr Math”
ISBN: 978-1-905824-24-3
Methodology  for  creating  a 
list of stop words for Dr Math
ZA WWW 2011
Johannesburg
Sept 14-16, 2011
A Lucene Stemmer for MXit Lingo
ISBN:  978-0-620-51918-2
Creating a stemmer for MXit 
lingo
SAICSIT 2011
Cape Town
October 3-5, 2011
Using N-grams to Identify 
Mathematical Topics in MXit Lingo
ISBN:  978-1-4503-0878-6
Using  N-grams  to  score 
conversations  which  have 
had stop words removed and 
have been stemmed
Pythagoras
Volume 32
Number 2
A Model to Identify Mathematics 
Topics in MXit Lingo to Provide 
Tutors Quick Access to 
Supporting Documentation
ISSN: 1012-2346
Description of  the the entire 
model
IST Africa 2012
Dar Es Salaam,
Tanzania
May 9-11, 2012
Automated Topic Spotting 
Provides Added Efficiency in a 
Chat Based Tutoring Environment 
ISBN: 978-1-905824-34-2
How  automated  topic 
spotting could add efficiency 
to tutors
The Journal  for 
Transdisciplinary 
Research in Southern 
Africa
Volume 8
Number 1
Key Identifiers and Spelling 
Conventions in Mxit Lingo as 
Found in  Conversations with Dr 
Math 
ISSN: 1817-4434
Statistics,  spelling  conven-
tions  and  linguistic  basis  of 
MXit lingo
All papers were co-authored L Butgereit and Prof RA Botha.  
In  the  case  of  the  paper  published  in The  Journal  for  Transdisciplinary  Research  in  
Southern Africa entitled Key Identifiers and Spelling Conventions in MXit Lingo as Found  
in Conversations with Dr Math, the paper was also co-authored with the applied linguist 
who assisted in this research, Michelle van den Heever.  
All papers were double blind peer reviewed. All papers were published with an ISBN/ISSN 
number as indicated.
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The following acknowledgements are made:
Items Description URL
Statistics Statistical test including 
Spearmans, Pearsons, and p-
value were conducted at Wessa 
website
http://www.wessa.net
Statistical 
Graphs
All of the statistics graphs 
including scatter plots and 
histograms were generated with 
the R software package.
http://www.r-project.org/
Dr Math® Dr Math is a registered trademark 
of Meraka Institute, CSIR
http://drmath.meraka.csir.co.za/drmath
Special thanks to Michelle van den Heever, applied linguist at UNISA (University of South 
Africa) and to Renee Koen, statistician at the CSIR (Council for Science and Industrial 
Research) for their assistance.
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This  Appendix  contains  various  documents  relating  to  the  original  “Dr  Math”  project 
including:  Tutor code of conduct,  Tutor Informed Consent,  Ethics Clearance,  and title 
page of the tri-partite IP agreement between CSIR, NMMU, and the author:
“Dr Math” Code of Conduct 
I, ____________________________________, agree to the following code while acting 
as a "Math on MXit" tutor: 
1.  I will not contact any learner who joins the "Math on MXit" program outside of the "Math 
on MXit" program. 
2.  I will not give any of the cell phone numbers which I have access to to anybody outside 
of the "Math on MXit" program. 
3.  I will not ask any personal questions of any of the participants of "Math on MXit". The  
one acceptable exception to this rule is "What grade are u in?" in order to judge the level  
of your help to the participant. 
4.  I will not answer any personal questions of any of the particpants of "Math on MXit". 
5.  I  will  maintain the log files of  all  conversations and will  not tamper or edit  them in  
anyway. 
6.  I will upload the log files to the appropriate server after each session. 
7.  I will limit my conversations to topics in mathematics, science, and school work. 
8.  I will not discuss sex, drugs, or any illegal activities with any of the participants of "Math 
on MXit". 
9.  I  will  encourage participants  to  further  study any subjects  in  which  mathematics  is 
important including science, geography, accounting, and computer studies. 
10.  I will encourage particpants to use their cell phone as a research tool (and not just a  
convenience)  by  informing  them  about  cell  phone  browsers  and  cell  phone  based 
calculators. 
11.  I will arrive at least 15 minutes before my session. 
12.  If I can not make it to one of my sessions, I will attempt to get another tutor to take my 
time or I will timeously inform Meraka so that Meraka will have time to arrange another 
tutor. 
13.  I agree to be a "Math on MXit" tutor on the following days and times: 
____________________
Days 
____________________ 
Times 
________________________________
Name (printed)
________________________________
Signature
________________________________
Date
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ICT in Education Youth and Gender Research Group
February 2008
Informed Consent
Title:  Dr Math
Department/Unit:  Meraka Institute
Investigator:
Meraka Institute :
Laurie Butgereit ( Dr Math Researcher: ICT in Education Youth and Gender)
    Merryl Ford (Research Manager: ICT in Education Youth and Gender)
I _________________________________Student of the University Pretoria, have 
volunteered to participate in a study being conducted by the above listed investigators. 
The main purpose of this study to evaluate whether MXit can be used as a medium to 
present educational content to primary and secondary school pupils.
The overall study design will require that I assist primary and secondary school pupils with 
mathematics homework problems using MXit as a medium of communication.
Exclusions
To my knowledge, I do not have a problem to be excluded from this study.
 
Confidentiality
I understand that the information provided by this study may be used for research 
purposes, including publications in research journals.  All individual information will be 
coded and at no time will my personal identity be revealed.
Voluntary Participation
The nature and purpose of the conversations with pupils will be explained to me.  I 
understand that participation in this study is voluntary and refusal to participate will involve 
no penalty or loss of benefits to which I am otherwise entitled.  I understand that I may 
withdraw from participation at any point in the study with no penalty from Meraka Institute.
Benefits of Participation
The benefits of participating in this study are: My participation will make a contribution to 
further understanding of how MXit can be used for educational purposes.
Page 1 of 2                                                       Research Participant's Initial
                                                                                         _____________
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Persons to Contact with Questions
I understand that the principal investigator in this study is Laurie Butgereit and that I may 
contact her if I have any additional questions (012 841 3200)  I may also contact any of the 
co-investigators: Merryl Ford (012-841-4601).    
Consent to Participate
I certify that I have read all of the above and received satisfactory answers to any 
questions that I asked.  I willingly give my consent to participate in this research study. 
(I will be provided with a copy of this signed Informed Consent).
____________________________________________       ________________
Participant’s Name (print) Date
____________________________________________       ________________
Participant’s Signature Date
____________________________________________       ________________
Witness Signature Date
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APPENDIX D – MAJOR MATHEMATICS TOPICS AND VOCABULARIES
The major mathematics topics which were considered during topic spotting are listed in the 
following table along with their associated vocabularies.  The vocabularies in this table are 
listed in full prior to any stemming or preprocessing which may have been done on the list.
Topic Vocabulary
Algebra absolute add adding addition additive algebra algebraic algebraically 
approximate approximately approximation association associative 
binom binomial bracket calculator cancel cardinal coeff coefficient 
combine common commutation commutative complete constant 
conversion convert cross decrease diff difference distribution distributive 
divide divisible division eliminate elimination equal equality equivalent 
evaluate expression factor factorial factoring factorisation factorise 
factorising factorization factorizing general identical identify identity 
increase inequality kilo large largest magnitude manipulate mod multiple 
multiplication multiplicative multiplicity multiplied multiply negate 
negative operation ordinate original ortinal parenthesis plus polynom 
polynomial positive primary prod product qty quantity quotient reciprocal 
rem remainder root satisfy secondary sign simplification simplified 
simplify simultaneous size small smallest solution solve solving sqrt 
square substitution substitute subtract subtraction sum summation swap 
swop symbol terms tertiary times total trinom trinomial unknown zero 
zeroes
Geometry acute alternate angle anti anticlockwise area axes axis bisect bredth 
capacity cartesian chord circle circum circumference clock clockwise 
compass complementary concave cone congruency congruent conic 
conjecture construct convex counterclockwise cubical cylinder 
cylindrical def definition degree diag diagonal diagram diameter 
dimension drawing edge elevation equilateral exterior figure finite 
geometry height hemisphere hexagon horizontal hyp hypot hypoteneus 
inclination infinite infinity interior intersect isosceles kite legs lemma 
length line middle midpoint mobius oblique obtuse octagon orientation 
parallel parallelogram pentagon perimeter perpendicular pi pie plane 
polygon position prism pyramid pyth pythagoras pythagorus quad 
quadrant quadrilateral radius ray rectangle rhombus scalene segment 
shape side similar similarity skew sphere spherical square straight strip 
supplementary surface therom transversal transverse trapezium 
trapezoid triangle vector vertical volume width
Trigonometry adj adjacent alpha amplitude arccos arcsin arctan beta cah cos cosa 
cosb cosc cosine cosx cot cyclic degrees gamma identity normal opp 
opposite period periodic phi quadrant radian sec shift sin sina sinb sinc 
sine sinx soh sohcahtoa symbol tan tangent tanx theta toa trig 
trigonometric trigonometry
Calculus analysis analytic analytical calculus coeff coefficient curvature derivative 
derive differentiable differential differentiate differentiation dx dy dz 
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fundamental gradient inflection inflexion integral integrate limits maxima 
maximum minima minimum partial polynom polynomial sigma slope 
turning
Statistics actuarial actuary ave average combination correlation deviation 
distributed distribution duplicate duplication frequency frequently 
histogram incidence interquartile interval median medium mode 
percentile permutation possibility probability quantitative quartile 
questionnaire regression scatter standard survey
Financial 
Mathematics
account accountant accounting accumulate agreement amount annual 
annually annuities annuity balance bank bought business buy car 
compound compounded cost credit creditor daily debt debtor deflation 
deposit depreciation depression discount double doubled economics 
estimate expensive finance financial fund furniture guarantee hire 
inexpensive inflation insolvency installment insurance interest invest 
investment lit literacy loan microlender month monthly nominal 
outstanding payment percent percentage policy principal principle profit 
purchase quarterly rate recession rent repayment save saving sell semi 
semiannual semiannually shark simple sinking sold solvency vat year 
yearly
Number Theory binary complex composite convert cube cuberoot decimal digit fibonacci 
golden hexadecimal imaginary integer irrational natural notation octal 
perfect prime radical rational real scientific square squareroot surd 
whole
Logarithms base change log logarithm logarithmic
Graphs asymptote axes axis cartesian coordinate cubic curve decrease 
decreasing ellipse graph graphic graphical graphically hyperbola 
hyperbolic increase increasing intercept major minor origin parabola 
period point turning
Measurement accuracy accurate british centimeter centimetre decimeter decimetre 
foot furlong gram hundredth inch kg kilo kilogram kilometer kilometre 
meter metre metric mile milli millimeter millimetre precise precision tenth 
thousandth ton tonne yard
Sequences and 
Series
arith arithmetic constant converge converging delta difference 
duplication geo geometric infinite initial occur pattern quadratic ratio 
sequence series successive sum term unique
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Words used to test the Misspelling Corrector:
aaccounting abcountng accountng accoutng acocunting acount addtion adjacen 
adjancent adjecent alegebra algeara algebr algebric algematics amplitud amplitute 
analetical analitical analtrical analysing anaytical annoity annualy annuanity annunity 
anually anuually arithematic arithemetic arithemtic arithmic aritmethic asbolute assymtote 
asuymptotes asymnptotes asymptes asymptoe asymt asymtote asymtotes avarage 
cacluate cacluating cacluator caclulus caculated caculatns caculator caculatue caetersian 
cahnces calcluate calcluation calcluator calcluaus calcualtor calcualus calculas calculat 
calculata calculater calculatin calculatng calculatoe calculatorz calculatro calculaud 
calculs calculstor calculsus calculte calculti calcultn calcus calcutate caltulate caltulater 
calucator caluclator caluculation calulate calulations calulcate calulcator cartesian 
cartician catersian catizian celinder cicle cimalteneous cinlinder cinlyner circl circls circul 
circulas circum circumfrence circumfrnc circumfrnce cirlce claculate clculate cmplex 
cmplicatd cmplx cmposite coeefficient coeffiecient coeffiencient coeffient coeffitient 
coeifficient compaund complet completin compnd compopund compoundd compount 
compund compuond congruency congruiency conpounded coodinates coordiantes 
coordinats cooridatates cooridnates coororidnates corcle cordinaate cordinate cordinates 
cordnate coresponding cornvege coumpound culculas culculate culculated culculating 
culculator culculus cululate cylindrs cylndrs decreciation deferensoils deferentiate 
denioniator denoinator denomiator denominoator denominoators denomins deoniminator 
derevatives deriv deriviate deriviative derrivative descrimiante deviatinn deviationz devide 
diam diametr diamgert diamter diemiter diferance diference differance differant differatiate 
differenc differencial differense differnc differnt diffnce diffnt diffrent diffrinciate digres 
diiferentiation dimater dinominater dinominiter direvaives direvitive distributi distrubutive 
divde divid eguations eqation eqaul eqaution eqs eqtn equaility equaition equaiton 
equasion equastion equati equati equatilty equatin equatio equationz equatios equatiosn 
equatln equatn equatns equaton equestion equetian equetion equetions equiation equion 
equitln equqtio equtation exopnent exponansial exponantial exponatial exponenet 
exponenets exponet exponete exponetial exponetn exponetns expontial expontnets 
factaing facter factorable factorasable factoriable factorisation factorisdd factorise 
factorise factorised factorising factorized factorsing factorz factryz fanancial fctorise 
fectorisation finacial finallz financil finanicial finantial finatial finencial finicial foctorise 
fomula fomulae fomular fomulas fomuler formaul formaula formla formual formulaes 
formular formulars formulea formuler fracsion fractiom fractios fractnins fractns fractoin 
fractons fractorising frctins frctions fucntion fuction fuctions funcitons functi functi 
functionz funti funtion funtions geomatry geomertry geometrice geometricon 
geometricons giometry gonometry gradiant gradiente gradiets gradint graf grafiek 
grafieke grafs grahs grap graphz grph grphs highpabola hipabola hiperbool hypabola 
hypabora hypagorus hypebola hyperb hyperboll hyperbools hypherbola hypoit 
hyponteneuse hypot hypoteneus hypotenues hypotenuese hypotenus hypothenus 
hypothenuse hypt iflation immpropr indequality ineqaulity inequalites inequalitys 
inequarlities inequlaity ineuquality infinitz infinte infintity inflaction inflasie inflectio inrterest 
instalmentz instalmnt intarcept intecept intecepts intercpt intercpts interes interet interger 
intergers intergration interkwartiel interquatild interst intigers intrcpts intrecepts intrerest 
intrest intrst intrsts invers investd isoscelese isoscles itdentites lengdth lengh lenght 
lengthx linea lineary liniar logaritmes logrithmic maximam mtuliply mulitiply mulitplicatio 
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mulitply mulitplying mulply multipied multipily multiplecation multiplicaiton multiplie 
multiplus multiplyed multiplyin multiy multphy multple multply multplyd multyplication 
multyply mumber mutilpy mutiply mutli mutliplication mutliplicative mutliplied mutliply 
mutlipy neagtive negataives negativ negatv negetiv negetive negetv negtive numba 
numbas numbaz numberz numbr numbr numbr numbrs numbrz numbz numertaor obtise 
palabola palabora papabola parab parabla parabolar parabole parabols parabool 
parabools paralell paralelogram paralogram paranthenses parathensis parbola 
parenthese parentheseis parralel parrlelll parttern pathygoras pathygros pattens 
paythagoras pecentages percenatages percentatge percetages peremiter perimetr 
perimieter perpendcular perpendicula pharabola phythagoras phythagoraz phythegorus 
pointz poitn poitns postiive postive prabola princiap prinsiple prinsiples probabiliy 
probabily probabiolitioes probabliy probalities proberbility propabilities propability 
proparbilete properbility propotion propotions proprotion psotiive pyth pythag pythagaors 
pythagoras pythagorean pythagoros pythagors pythagorus pythagris pythegoras 
pythogaras pythogoras pythragoras quadant quadr quadractic quadrat quadratc 
quadratice quadration quadratric quadrients quadrilleteral quadrnt quadtract qualty 
quanityt quantitiy quartic quartrains quasdratic quatiles quatly qudrnat qundrant raduis 
radus recipricol recipricols rectancle refection reflaction reflecte reflecti regtangular 
remainde remaindr remainer rhomus semaltenous semetry silinder simaltaneous 
simalteneous simaltenious simaltenous simaltiniously simaltinuas simetry simipl 
simiplified simmetry simpfy simpify simpl simplfy simplfying simplifiy simplst simplyfy 
simplyfyn simtaneously simulataneous simulatenous simultaneouse simultanious 
simultanous simulten simultene simulteneous simulteneusly simulteniuous simultenous 
simultenously simultin simultinous simultinusly simultnfous simultnsly simuultaneous 
smalitaniarz smaltanias smplify smplifying smultaneous smultenias smultineous sqaure 
sqaured sqaures sqrd squard squeare squence squer squere squr squre squres 
stilmutanious sumaltaneous surcle symetry symplifying thita thiter thitha thter tirangle 
tirnagle tita titi traingle trangle transalation transfomation transformati transformatin 
transformin translati transversals trapeziod trasformation triagle triagnle triagular triange 
triangels triangleabc triangled triganomatry trigmetri trignomentry trignometric trignometrie 
trignometry trignometry trigo trigomatric trigomegitri trigometic trigometri trigometry 
trigonomatry trigonomerty trigonometic trigonometrc trigonometri trigonometrical 
trigonomitry trigonomtre trigonomtry trigononetry trigs trinomial trinomials trinsfometion 
trionomial
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You have been given 1,765 conversations between tutors and pupils taking part in the Dr 
Math project.  In addition, you have been given a spreadsheet with the filenames which 
hold these conversations.  You are being asked to classify these conversations into one or 
more major topics and one or more subtopics.
The major topics are:
algebra
geometry
trigonometry
calculus
statistics
financial math
number theory
logs
graphs
measurement
sequences/series
For  the  scope of  this  classification,  three of  the  major  topics  have a  slightly  different  
definition  than in  traditional  mathematics.   The term  number  theory  refers  to  the  way 
numbers  work  including  definitions  of  whole  numbers,  integers,  real  numbers,  rational  
numbers, complex numbers, etc.  It also include topics such as prime factors, fractions, 
percentages,  least  common  denominators,  highest  common  factor,  etc.   The  term 
statistics includes probability and data handling.  The term graphs refers to drawing curves 
on a Cartesian plane.  
Conversations  can  be  classified  into  more  than  one  major  topic.   For  example,  the 
following conversation:
ok help me with financial maths, teach me 
how can i help with math today? 
i'm not a teacher. you must ask a question 
financial maths 
ask me a questions 
im writn maths p1 trials 2m0r0, teach me loans plyw 
plz 
you have to ask me a questiona bout them.  i don't know what you must know. 
askm e a quesiton 
0k let dmn calculas, first principles,hw u d0 dat  ay 
so you calculate ( f(x) - f(x+h) ) / h as h goes to zero 
0y0 lipz came:, 
Would be classified into financial math and calculus.  Conversations can be classified in up 
to four topics.  
There are also subtopics.  These are more specific topics such as circles and parabolas. 
The sub topcis are:
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parabola 
circle 
exponents 
functions 
hyperbola 
line 
quadratic 
solve_for_x 
factoring_expressions 
simultaneous_equations 
inequalities 
prime 
fractions 
scientific_notation 
pythagoras 
transformations 
parallel_transversal 
sohcahtoa 
double_angle 
compound_interest 
simple_interest 
effective_nominal_interest 
percent 
For the scope of this classifications, some of the subtopics have specific meaning.  The 
term  double angle  refers specifically  to  trigonmetric double angle formulae.  The term 
parallel transversal refers to discussions about parallel lines which are cut by a transverse 
line.   The  term  sohcahtoa  refers  specifically  to  discussion  how  to  remember  the 
trigonometric ratios of sin, cos, and tan using pneumonics, etc.
You can classify a conversation in up to four subtopics.
As with the topics, some conversations span more than one subtopic.  For example:
can i help with math today? 
yep cn u pls explain me de cubic function 
it looks liek ax^3 + bx^2 +cx +d = 0 or = y 
yp so is de any ada way arnd 2 mke me undstnd 
what must you do with it? 
2 undastnd further abt it 
well a cubic is a sidesway s shaped curve.  you need to ask a specific math 
homework question with specifica values.  i'm not ageneral teacher. 
2x^3+5x^2-3x=0 
and must your find the roots or the factors? 
factorz 
did they give you one factor or one root to begin with 
nah 
yikes.  ok i'm really not any good at that if they don't give a starting value but 
they will 
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have the form (x +- something) (x +- something) (ax +- something)  the a will be 
2 because th er eis a leading 2 
wow tnx 
wait we're not done. 
mutliply out to -3.  that means it will be either a 3 and -1 and 1 or a -3 1 and 1 
would be classified into the major topic algebra and  graphs.   The subtopics would be 
functions and factoring expressions.
A couple of topics and sutopics which were not catered for included:
linear programming
cubic functions
In all cases, it is not required that both a major topic and subtopic be selected.  It could be  
that only a major topic is selected and no subtopic.  Alternatively, it could be that only a  
subtopic is selected and not a major topic.
The rule for coding is to answer the question
What information would be most useful to the tutor right now?
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The following questionnaire was sent to tutors to evaluate the user interface.
1.Did you find the “Helpful Links” helpful?
2.Did the “Helpful Links” cover the correct topics?
3.Did the “Helpful Links” actually point you to suitable material?
4.Were there any obvious problems with the “Helpful Links”?
5.Do you have any suggestions about the “Helpful Links”?
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The additional field and supporting getter and setter added to the ChatConversation.java 
are highlighted in bold font.
package za.org.meraka.mobiled.c3to.par;
...imports deleted ...
@Entity
@Table(name="chatconversation")
...names queries deleted...
public class ChatConversation implements java.io.Serializable {
          private Integer id;
          private Integer version;
          ChatUser chatUser;
          PortalUser tutor;
          Map<Integer, ChatMessage> messages;
          String topic;
          Date date;
          Integer status;
public ChatConversation() {
          status = 0;
          date = new Date();
          messages = new HashMap<Integer, ChatMessage>();
}
@Id
@GeneratedValue(strategy = GenerationType.TABLE)
@Column(name="id")
public Integer getId() {
          return this.id;
}
public void setId(Integer id) {
          this.id = id;
}
@Version
public Integer getVersion() {
          return version;
}
public void setVersion(Integer version) {
          this.version = version;
}
@OneToOne(fetch=FetchType.LAZY)
public ChatUser getChatUser() {
          return chatUser;
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}
public void setChatUser(ChatUser chatUser) {
          this.chatUser = chatUser;
}
@ManyToOne(fetch=FetchType.LAZY)
public PortalUser getTutor() {
          return tutor;
}
public void setTutor(PortalUser tutor) {
          this.tutor = tutor;
}
public Integer getStatus() {
          return status;
}
public void setStatus(Integer status) {
          this.status = status;
}
public Date getDate() {
          return date;
}
public void setDate(Date date) {
          this.date = date;
}
@Length(min=0, max=200)
public String getTopic() {
          if ( topic == null )
                    topic = new String();
          return this.topic;
}
public void setTopic(String topic) {
          if ( topic == null ) {
                    this.topic = topic;
                    return;
          }
          if ( topic.length() <= 200)
                    this.topic = topic;
          else
                    this.topic = topic.substring(0, 200);
}
@OneToMany(mappedBy="chatConversation", cascade=CascadeType.REMOVE, 
fetch=FetchType.LAZY)
@MapKey(name="id")
public Map<Integer, ChatMessage> getChatMessages() {
          if ( messages == null )
                    messages = new HashMap<Integer, ChatMessage>();
          return messages;
}
public void setChatMessages(Map<Integer, ChatMessage> messages) {
          this.messages = messages;
}
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@Transient
public Collection<ChatMessage> getChatMessagesCollection() {
          TreeMap<Integer, ChatMessage> treeMap = 
                    new TreeMap<Integer, ChatMessage>(messages);
          return treeMap.values();
}
}
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The additional field and supporting getter and setter added to the Log.java are highlighted 
in bold font.
package za.org.meraka.mobiled.c3to.par;
...imports deleted...
@Entity
@Table(name="log")
...named queries deleted...
public class Log implements java.io.Serializable {
private Integer id;
private Integer version;
ChatUser chatUser;
PortalUser portalUser;
Quiz quiz;
Lookup lookup;
Feedback feedback;
MathBotConfiguration mathBotConfiguration;
ClientServerConfiguration clientServer;
WebScrapeConfiguration webScrape;
ServiceConfiguration service;
XMPPConfiguration xmppConfig;
String message;
String topic;
Date date;
Integer direction;
public Log() {
date = new Date();
chatUser = null;
portalUser = null;
//portaluser_portaluser_id = null;
quiz = null;
lookup = null;
mathBotConfiguration = null;
clientServer = null;
webScrape = null;
service = null;
xmppConfig = null;
feedback = null;
}
@Id
@GeneratedValue(strategy = GenerationType.TABLE)
@Column(name="id")
public Integer getId() {
return this.id;
}
public void setId(Integer id) {
this.id = id;
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}
@Version
public Integer getVersion() {
return version;
}
public void setVersion(Integer version) {
this.version = version;
}
@Length(min=0, max=2000)
public String getMessage() {
return this.message;
}
public void setMessage(String message) {
if ( message == null ) {
this.message = message;
return;
}
if ( message.length() <= 2000)
this.message = message;
else
this.message = message.substring(0, 2000);
}
@Length(min=0, max=200)
public String getTopic() {
return this.topic;
}
public void setTopic(String topic) {
if ( topic == null ) {
this.topic = topic;
return;
}
if ( topic.length() <= 200)
this.topic = topic;
else
this.topic = topic.substring(0, 200);
}
@ManyToOne
public ChatUser getChatUser() {
return chatUser;
}
public void setChatUser(ChatUser chatUser) {
this.chatUser = chatUser;
}
@ManyToOne
public PortalUser getPortalUser() {
return portalUser;
}
public void setPortalUser(PortalUser portalUser) {
this.portalUser = portalUser;
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}
/*
public Integer getPortaluser_portaluser_id() {
return portaluser_portaluser_id;
}
public void setPortaluser_portaluser_id(Integer id) {
this.portaluser_portaluser_id = id;
}
*/
@ManyToOne
public Quiz getQuiz() {
return quiz;
}
public void setQuiz(Quiz quiz) {
this.quiz = quiz;
}
@ManyToOne
public Lookup getLookup() {
return lookup;
}
public void setLookup(Lookup lookup) {
this.lookup = lookup;
}
@ManyToOne
public ClientServerConfiguration getClientServer() {
return clientServer;
}
public void setClientServer(ClientServerConfiguration clientServer) {
this.clientServer = clientServer;
}
@ManyToOne
public MathBotConfiguration getMathBotConfiguration() {
return mathBotConfiguration;
}
public void setMathBotConfiguration(MathBotConfiguration mathBotConfiguration) {
this.mathBotConfiguration = mathBotConfiguration;
}
@ManyToOne
public WebScrapeConfiguration getWebScrapeConfiguration() {
return webScrape;
}
public void setWebScrapeConfiguration(WebScrapeConfiguration webScrape) {
this.webScrape = webScrape;
}
@ManyToOne
public ServiceConfiguration getServiceConfiguration() {
return service;
}
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public void setServiceConfiguration(ServiceConfiguration service) {
this.service = service;
}
@ManyToOne
public XMPPConfiguration getXmppConfiguration() {
return xmppConfig;
}
public void setXmppConfiguration(XMPPConfiguration xmppConfig) {
this.xmppConfig = xmppConfig;
}
@ManyToOne
public Feedback getFeedback() {
return feedback;
}
public void setFeedback(Feedback feedback) {
this.feedback = feedback;
}
public Integer getDirection() {
return direction;
}
public void setDirection(Integer direction) {
this.direction = direction;
}
public void setDate(Date date) {
this.date = date;
}
public Date getDate() {
return date;
}
@Transient
public String getDateTime() {
GregorianCalendar gc = new GregorianCalendar();
gc.setTime(date);
String dateTime = new String(
"" + gc.get(gc.YEAR) + "/" + (gc.get(gc.MONTH) + 1) + 
            "/" + gc.get(gc.DAY_OF_MONTH) + 
" " + gc.get(gc.HOUR_OF_DAY) + ":" + gc.get(gc.MINUTE) + 
            ":" + gc.get(gc.SECOND) );
return dateTime;
}
}
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These words were used to test the Feedback mechanism
Adjacen calcl calc caluc circul clacul clcul coefiec cosec culcul curenc diemit eqaul euclid 
fanac finac finan finenc fomul forml fomular geom geometricon instalmnt interquatild intig 
linear litr paramet prinsipl proparbilet properbilit quadrangl quadrat seqeunc sequenc 
smaltan sqar sqaur squard squer stilmutan sumaltan triagnl trigom wholenumb withdraw 
xsin xsq xsqur xy ysq
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This table includes the words which were used to empirically test the MXit stemmer.
fact facta factaing facter faction facto factor factorable factorasable factored factoriable 
factories  factoring  factorisation  factorisdd  factorise  factorised  factorising  factorization 
factorize factorized factorizing factors factorsing factorz factryz 
calculat  calculata  calculate  calculated  calculater  calculates  calculatin  calculating 
calculation calculations calculatng calculatoe calculator calculators calculatorz calculatro 
calculaud calculs calculstor calculsus calculte calcultn 
Words which could not be stemmed properly were 
faction factorable factorasable factoriable factorisdd
calculat calculaud calculstor calculte
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